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CABINET ECONOMIC RX3CY GROLP
DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY 

WASHINGTON. DC 2220 

Septembe

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT
From; EPG Executive Committee^
Subject: Labor Consultations on Second Year Pay and Price 

Guidelines

Pay and price guidelines for the second program year 
are widely expected to be published ioaorrow, and we need 
your guidance on how to proceed. During the previous month 
we have been conducting intensive consultations with labor 
leaders on a range of issues —— macroeconomic policy9 the 
pay increase for Federal employees, maritime policy, trade 
adjustment assistance, and the guidelines themselves. Our 
hope has been to reach an accord vitb labor and fashion an 
anti-inflation program which will be broadly supported. Our 
recommendation of the alternative plan of the 7 percent 
Federal pay increase was made* in the context of our 
consultations with labor.

Our discussions with labor 02 tie structure of the 
guidelines themselves have now reached a critical stage. At 
a meeting yesterday with senior labour officials and an 
Administration team led by Vice President Mondale and 
Secretary Miller , we were unable to agree on a program which 
provided for a committee consisting of labor, management, 
and public members. The committee would play an important 
role in recommending flexible second program year standards, 
subject to an understanding that the committee's decisions, 
though guided by considerations of eguity and ^future price 
increases, would also be consistent ’with the following two 
major concerns of the Administrations

(1) Responsible increases in wages during the second 
program year should result, in the aggregate, in a 
maximum economy wide increase no greater than the 
actual aggregate increase crnring the first program 
year. (This number is arorrsmately d 1/2 percent.)

(2) The second year guidelines should rectify the 
inequity that has developed between workers with 
cost-of-living-ad jus tmenc CTOLA) contracts and 
those without. This ineruity has developed because 
of the unrealistically lew inflation assumption 
(6%) used to evaluate COLA non tracts in the first 
program year.
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Charlie Schultze and Fred Kahn are working today to see 
whether the differences between the Administration and labor 
on those points can be bridged by focusing on specific 
language. Landon Butler will also be discussing with labor 
the seriousness of the demand made by them late in the 
consultations that the use of sanctions by the
Administration must be dropped from the second year program. 
After hearing their report, you will have two broad options.
Option 1: Defer publication of standards until labor accord 

is reached but in no event later than October 1.
Under Option 1, standards would not be published by 

September 15. Rather,, the Administration would announce 
publicly that we are endeavouring to explore the feasibility 
of a committee reflecting broad participation from labor, 
management, and the public which would recommend changes to 
the standards. The feasibility of this option depends 
critically on reaching agreement with organized labor today
on the wording of the statement describing the committee and
its mandate. The Administration would issue the statement
only after reaching accord with labor on all the issues we
are negotiating on. If no accord 'is reached by October 1,
the guidelines we have prepared would be published.
PRO:

— Provides the prospect of broad based support from 
labor on the wage price program and other 
Administration programs and initiatives

— Provides a sense of participation by many elements 
of society

CON:
— Provides labor with opportunity to walk away from 

the committee at an inopportune time
— Possibly subjects Administration to charge of 

"selling out" to labor
— Carries the risk that discipline imposed by 

guidelines will be diluted by the committee and 
anti-inflation commitment weakened

Approve Option'1 Disapprove Option 1
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Option 2: Publish Administration's Own gtandards as 
scheduled by September 15, 1979

We have developed our own standards for the second 
program year. Our decisions were made after careful consideration of more than 450 written comments from labor 
groupst business entities. State and local governments, public interest groups, and concerned individuals. We disagree on only one part of the new standards, and so seek 
your guidance.

The major features of the Administration's second year 
standards are:

-- 7 1/2 percent overall wage standard
— Either an 8 percent or 7 percent assumption for 

valuing COLA contracts
— automatic 1 percent "catch up" increase allowable 

for non-COLA workers, with more than 1 percent 
allowable on a case by case approach

— 7 percent overall price standard
PRO:

• Publication on schedule will demonstrate 
decisiveness and leadership

• Guidance on setting wages and prices is needed 
immediately by employers

• Administration's guidelines will aid in restraining 
wages of non-union workers (80 percent of the labor 
force) to responsible levels

. Administration's guidelines equitably distribute the 
burden caused by inflation

CON:
e Organized labor will denounce the Administration and 

will not participate in the program
• Chances for a broad accord with organized labor on a 

range of issues will be lost

Approve Option 2
'a

Disapprove Option 2
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If you decide on Option 2, the Vice President, Stu 
Eizenstat, and Ray Marshall recommend that you agree to the 
proposal to evaluate COLA contracts at 7 percent.
PRO:

— 8 percent COLA Valuation represents a sharp 
tighting of the wage standard for contracts with 
COLA's in an environment where inflation remains 
high

— A 7 percent valuation, on the other hand, when 
coupled with a 7.5 percent overall wage standard 
will, on the average, neither tighten nor loosen the 
wage standard for COLA workers

— There are over 100 contracts covering over 1.5 
million workers coming up in 1980 where COLAs are 
important, and it will be difficult to explain to 
them why contracts which would have complied during 
1979 no longer will comply, even though inflation 
has not abated

CON:
— The wage standard would be somewhat more lenient 

using a 7 percent COLA valuation and might indue 
greater use of COLAs than an 8 percent valuation

— Non-COLA workers might feel the new standards 
provided insufficient "catch up” for their relative 
losses of last year

Re: Labor Consultations on Second Year: Pay and Price 
Guidelines signed by Secretary Miller, 9/13/79. 
Pages 1-3 was sent to the President through normal 
channels and the Secretary carried page 4 with 
him to the 4 p.m. meeting re wage—price guidelines.
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CABINET ECONOMIC POLICY GROUP
J

DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY 
WASHINGTON. D.C 20220 

September 25, 1979

U
Policy

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT
From: G. William Miller

Chairman, Economic olicy Group
Subject: Labor Consultations and Wage Price Program

On September 15, publication of the second year wage price program was deferred for- 15 days, and you instructed 
us to use the time to complete consultations on expanded participation by labor, business, and public representatives 
in the program. We have reached tentative agreement with major elements of the private sector on the design of the 
wage price program. We have also agreed with American labor 
leadership on an overall national accord.
Wage Price Program

The significant features of the wage price program for 
the second year are the following:

— On September 28, extend the first year pay standard and publish a price standard which holds price 
increases of a company to an amount no greater than 
the historical rate of price increase during 
1976-1977.

— On September 28, announce the establishment of a Pay Advisory Committee and a Price Advisory 
Committee.

— The Pay Advisory Committee will be composed of 15 members, five each from labor, business, and the 
public; each member and its chairman will be named 
by you.

__ The Pay Advisory Committee will be charged withmaking recommendations to the Council on Wage and 
Price Stability (Council! on:
. Modifications to the pay standard, including 

four specific problem areas identified during 
the public comment period;

. Changes, if any, to pay exception and noncompliance decisions of the Council;
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New or revised interpretations of the pay 
standard; and
Such other matters that assure fairness and 
equity in individual cases and that are 
consistent with the overall objective of the 
anti-inflation program.

We have agreed with Labor that the Council will adopt 
all recommendations of the Pay Advisory Committee that are 
consistent with the overall objective of the anti-inflation 
program. Our agreement with Labor, however, does not include an agreement on a specific numerical standard or 
target for wage settlements.

— The Price Advisory Committee will be composed of 
nine members of the public named by you; one of 
those members will also be designated by you as 
Cnairman.

— The Price Advisory Committee will be charged with 
making recommendations to the Council on:
. Changes, if any, to price exception and price 

noncompliance decisions of the Council;
. Mew or revised interpretations of the price 

standard; and
. Such other matters that assure fairness and 

equity in individual cases and that are 
consistent with the overall objective of the 
anti-inflation program.

Overall Natural Accord
Attached is a statement embodying the principles of a 

National Accord between the Administration and American 
Labor Leadership. The terms of the National Accord have been discussed with Lane Kirkland of the AFL-CIO and Doug 
Fraser of the UAW. I will be meeting with Frank Fitzsimmons 
of the Teamsters on Thursday. The statement sets forth 
principles which will guide the Administration’s economic policy on inflation, countercyclical programs, pay—price 
policies, international matters, and energy. Although a. number of specific programs and initiatives were raised in
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the consultations and remain unresolved, the essence of the 
National Accord is an ongoing process of involvement and 
cooperation by the Administration with American laborleadership.
RECOMMENDATION: That you approve the second year wage price 
program, the organization of the pay and price committees, and the terms of the National Accord.
PRO:

• Provides for a broad base of support for the 
Administration’s anti-inflation program and economic policy generally.

CON:
Price and Pay Committees may erode the restraint provided by numerical standards.

Approve Disapprove

/
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DRAFT 9/25/79
A NATIONAL ACCORD

The Administration —— American Labor Leadership 
September , 1?79~

• To provide for American labor’s involvement and 
Cooperation with the Administration on important 
national issues.

• To deal effectively with inflation.in an equitable 
mannerf consistent with the historic values of our 
nation.

• To assure that the austerity arising from battling 
inflation is fairly shared, while protecting those 
members of society who are least able to bear the 
burden.

• To pursue our established 'national goals of full 
employment, price stability and balanced growth.

• To maintain and enhance the preeminence of America 
at home and abroad.

All Americans share a common commitment to achieve 
our Nation's economic goals of full employment, price 
stability and balanced growth as set forth in the 
Full Employment and Balanced Growth Act of 1978.

Recently, progress has been impaired by high and 
persistent rates of inflation. Inflation has built 
up over the past fifteen years, and in the last six 
has been aggravated by extraordinary increases in 
world petroleum and other energy prices.

The causes of inflation are many. But it is 
now deeply embedded in our economic structure. Inflation

a clear and present danger. It threatens our 
ability to achieve full employment; it reduces real 
incomes and values; it dries up job creating invest
ments; it impedes productivity; it breeds recession;
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And it falls most heavily on those least able to 
bear the burden.

The war against inflation must be the top priority 
of government and of private individuals and institu
tions. There is no quick or simple solution. The war 
must be waged through a comprehensive strategy on all 
fronts on a continuing basis. But it should -not. mean 
acceptance of higher than otherwise levels of unemploy
ment.

To accept such levels of unemployment in the name of 
fighting inflation is inconsistent with the equitable 
sharing of sacrifice. The pursuit of full employment 
and balanced growth as set forth in the 1978 Act is 
essential to the ultimate elimination of budget deficits 
the achievement of economic stability and the realiza
tion of social and economic justice.

It is imperative that we overcome inflation in 
order to provide adequately for the general welfare 
and for the national security. It is also essential 
in order to assure our continued technological, indus
trial and humanitarian leadership.

To deal effectively with inflation requires dis
cipline and restraint. -/This will mean a period of
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austerity for Americans — individual and collective 
sacrifices for a time so that we may then enjoy the 
greater bounty of our land in the years to come.

Such austerity must be fairly shared. The burdens 
need to be distributed equitably. And in the process 
we must protect those least advantaged in our society,
who are not able to bear the costs.

Full involvement and cooperation of the private 
sector is necessary in orddr to wring out inflation 
and to attain our goals of full employment and price 
stability.

Therefore, this National Accord has been under
taken to evidence and provide for the continued involve
ment and cooperation of American labor leadership with 
the Administration for this purpose.

General Economic Policies. It is recog
nized that a disciplined fiscal policy is needed 
to counter inflation. Close control should 
be exercised over Federal expenditures; and 
budget deficits should be minimized, giving 
due regard to the state of the business cycle 
and the social and economic needs of our 
society. The revenues required for targeted 
programs and pressing national needs should 
not be dissipated by general tax cuts in
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conflict with the principle of shared austerity. 
Spending and taxing decisions within this frame
work must be and can be made consistent with 
the long-term goals of full employment, price 
stability and balanced growth.
2countercyclical Economic Policies. The 

current recessionary conditions developed 
following the large increase in world oil 
prices in the second Quarter. Policies should 
be directed toward moderating and reversing 
the resulting down—turn. Established counter
cyclical programs will automatically come into 
play to help in this regard. Further counter 
actions need to be approached with care, so 
as to avoid new inflationary pressures. 
Nevertheless, if the recession deepens, well 
balanced responses of appropriate scale 
should be prepared and ready for action giving 
due regard to any required Congressional 
approvals, to emphasize on actions that have 
anti-inflation as well as anti-unemployment 
characteristics, and to practical operational 
limitations. These include s
- Programs to shelter the poor and needy 

from the twin ravages of inflation and
recession.
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- Additional skills training to help remedy 
structural unemployment.

- Public works that provide jobs while at the 
same time contributing to anti-inflation 
objectives, such as public transit projects 
funded by the proposed oil windfall profits 
tax.

- Improved implementation and expansion of 
jobs programs.

- Policies to assure access to capital for the 
housing industry, with emphasis upon 
availability of financing, at reasonable 
cost, to low and moderate income families.

- Appropriate tax relief targeted to offset 
inflation on the one hand while on the other 
contributing to anti-inflation through job 
creation, productivity improvement and cost 
reduction — particularly in areas most 
severely affected by high unemployment and 
economic adversity.

3. Pay—Price Policies. An important aspect 
of the anti-inflation effort is responsible 
behavior with respect to pay and prices. For 
the past year, a voluntary program of pay and 
price restraint has been used.

In the present circumstances, continued 
constraint is required on the overall levels
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of price and compensation increases consistent 
with achieving a reduction in the rate of 
inflation. After extensive public consulta
tions , the program for the second year has 
been established with provision for greater 
public participation, while maintaining the 
clear objectives of containment and 
deceleration of inflation.

Direct participation by labor, business 
and other public representatives will make a 
major contribution toward a fair and workable 
program which will achieve the overall goals.

The Federal Government must continue 
to show leadership in moderation. Federal 
pay action for fiscal 1980 has therefore been 
taken in the context of both fairness and 
continued restraint.

4. International. International develop
ments in the post war era have led to greater 
economic interdependence among nations. In 
this environment, a demonstrated commitment to 
an effective anti-inflation program and to 
bringing our current account into balance is 
necessary in order to avoid adding to domestic
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inflation and to prevent disturbances in 
international trade and finance.

We must therefore seek both a reduction 
in dependence upon imported oil and an expansion 
of exports. An increase in exports will 
create additional American jobs. At the same 
time, all international trade must be fair 
so that American ' jobs are not threatened 
by unfair restrictions on American goods and 
services of other countries.

Where American jobs are impacted by unfair 
international trade developments, adjustment 
assistance for American workers needs to be 
prompt and adequate.

The United States also should pursue 
maritime policies which will promote a strong 
merchant marine and assure that expanding 
American flag shipping services will make a 
growing contribution to the reduction of our 
balance of payments deficit.

5. Energy. In view of the availability, 
location and cost of oil and gas, our nation
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jnust reduce its dependence on petroleum 
as an energy source, and particularly its 
dependence on imported petroleum.

Toward that end, the President has pro
posed a comprehensive energy program, which 
includes conservation measures, limitations 
on oil imports and a windfall profits tax 
to capture some of the increased revenues 
from higher oil prices for public purposes. 
Proceeds from the windfall profits tax will 
be used to help finance the development of 
unconventional energy sources, such as synthe
tic fuels; to carry out projects which conserve 
overall energy requirements, such as expanded 
public transit facilities; to provide incen
tives for greater conservation; and to extend 
financial relief from higher energy costs 
for the poor and needy.

These vital features of the President’s 
energy program are of critical importance and 
should be carried out by Congressional and 
other actions as rapidly as possible.

6. Human Environment. It is also 
important to continue pursuit of the goal of 
5 ynp-roving the quality of the human environment.
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This includes cooperation on programs to 
assure safe living and working places and 
to improve health services available to 
Americans.

7. other Matters. The specific areas 
set forth in this Accord are not intended to 
be exhaustive. There are other matters which 
currently deserve mutual consideration and 
others will arise in the future. Those will 
be part of an on-going agenda.

8. Continuing Consultations. The 
essence of this National Accord is involve
ment and cooperation. The process is by 
its nature dynamic and evolutionary• It is 
our purpose to establish procedures for 
continuing consultations between American 
labor leadership and the Administration on 
these and other issues of vital concern to 
working people, as workers and as citizens.
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MEMORANDUM FOR

FROM:

DATE:

SUBJECT:

THE WHITE HOUSE.ft •
WASH IN GTON

SEPTEMBER 28, 1979

NATIONAL ACCORD ENDORSEMENT FOR 
TEAMSTERS AND UNITED AUTO WORKERS

I have cleared with Frank Fitzsimmons and Doug Fraser the 
following statements for your use at today’s press conference:

"I have met with the leadership of the International 
Brotherhood of Teamsters, and I am authorized by Frank 
Fitzsimmons to tell you that the Teamsters endorse 
the National Accord and will participate in our 
ongoing discussions,

"I have also met with the leadership of the United 
Auto Workers, Doug Fraser.has .authorized me to 
say that the United Auto Workers agrees in principle 
with the National Accord, and he will review the 
details with the UAW Board at his earliest opportunity."

cc: Al McDonald
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A NATIONAL ACCORD

The Administration — American Labor Leadership 
September 28, 1979

• To provide for American labor’s involvement and 
“cooperation with the Administration on important

- national issues.

• To deal effectively with inflation in an equitable 
manner, consistent with the historic values of our 
nation.

• To assure that the austerity arising from battling 
inflation is fairly shared, while protecting those 
members of society who are least able to bear the 
burden.

■ To pursue our established•national goals of full 
employment, price stability and balanced growth.

• To maintain and enhance the preeminence of America 
at home and abroad.

All Americans share a common commitment to achieve 

our Nation’s, economic goals of full employment, price 

stability and balanced growth as set forth in the 

Full Employment and Balanced Growth Act of 1978.

Recently, progress has been impaired by high and 

persistent rates of inflation. Inflation has built 

up over the past fifteen years, and in the last six 

has been aggravated by extraordinary increases in 

world petroleum and other energy prices.

The causes of inflation are many. But it is 

now deeply embedded in our economic structure. Inflation 

is a clear and present danger. It threatens our

ability to achieve full employment; it reduces real 

incomes and values; it dries up job creating invest

ments; it impedes productivity; it breeds recession;
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and it falls most heavily on those least able to

bear the burden.

The war against inflation must be the top priority 

of government and of private individuals and institu

tions. There is no quick or simple solution. The war 

must be waged through a comprehensive strategy on all 

fronts on a continuing basis. But it should not::mean 

acceptance of higher than 'otherwise levels of unemploy

ment.

To accept such levels of unemployment in the name of 

fighting inflation is inconsistent with the equitable 

sharing of sacrifice. The pursuit of full employment 

and balanced growth as set forth in the 1978 Act is 

essential to the ultimate elimination of budget deficits, 

the achievement of economic stability and the realiza

tion of social and economic justice.

It is imperative that we overcome inflation in 

order to provide adequately for the general welfare 

and for the national security. It is also essential 

in order to assure our continued technological, indus

trial and humanitarian leadership.

To deal effectively with inflation requires dis

cipline and restraint. This will mean a period of
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austerity for Americans — individual and collective 

sacrifices for a time so that we may then enjoy the 

greater bounty of our land in the years to come.

Such austerity must be fairly shared. The burdens 

need to be distributed equitably. And in the process 

we must protect those least advantaged in our society, 

who are not able to bear the costs.

Full involvement and cooperation of the private 

sector is necessary in order to wring out inflation 

and to attain our goals of full employment and price 

stability.

Therefore, this National Accord has been under

taken to evidence and provide for the continued involve 

ment and cooperation of American labor leadership with 

the Administration for this purpose.

1- General Economic Policies. It is recog

nized that a disciplined fiscal policy is needed 

to counter inflation. Close control should

be exercised over Federal expenditures; and 

budget deficits should be minimized, giving 

due regard to the state of the business cycle 

and the social and economic needs of our 

society. The revenues required for targeted 

programs and pressing national needs should 

not be dissipated by general tax cuts in
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conflict with the principle of shared austerity. 

Spending and taxing decisions within this frame

work must be and can be made consistent with 

the long-term goals of full employment, price 

stability and balanced growth.

2. Countercyclical Economic Policies. The 

current recessionary conditions developed 

following the large increase in world oil 

prices in the second quarter. Policies should 

be directed toward moderating and reversing 

the resulting down-turn. Established counter

cyclical programs will automatically come into 

play to help in this regard. Further counter 

actions need to be approached with care, so 

as to avoid new inflationary pressures. 

Nevertheless, if the recession deepens, well 

balanced responses of appropriate scale 

should be prepared and ready for action giving 

due regard to any required Congressional 

approvals, to emphasis', on actions that have 

anti-inflation as well as anti-unemployment 

characteristics, and to practical operational 

limitations. These include:

- Programs to shelter the poor and needy 

from the twin ravages of inflation and 

recession.
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- Additional skills training to help remedy 

structural unemployment.

- Public works that provide jobs while at the 

same time contributing to anti-inflation 

objectives, such as public transit projects 

funded by the proposed oil windfall profits

tax.

- Improved implementation and expansion of 

jobs programs.

- Policies to assure access to capital for the 

housing industry, with emphasis upon 

availability of financing, at reasonable 

cost, to low and moderate income families.

- Appropriate tax relief targeted to offset 

inflation on the one hand while on the other 

contributing to anti-inflation through job 

creation, productivity improvement and cost 

reduction — particularly in areas most 

severely affected by high unemployment and 

economic adversity.

3. Pay-Price Policies. An important aspect 

of the anti-inflation effort is responsible 

behavior with respect to pay and prices. For 

the past year, a voluntary program of pay and 

price restraint has been used.

In the present circumstances, continued 

constraint is required on the overall levels
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of price and compensation increases consistent 

with achieving a reduction in the rate of 

inflation. After extensive public consulta

tions, the program for the second year has 

been established with provision for greater 

public participation, while maintaining the 

clear objectives of containment and

deceleration of inflation.

Direct participation by labor, business 

and other public representatives will make a 

major contribution toward a fair and workable 

program which will achieve the overall goals.

The Federal Government must continue 

to show leadership in moderation. Federal 

pay action for fiscal 1980 has therefore been

taken in the context of both fairness and

continued restraint.

4. International. International develop

ments in the post war era have led to greater 

economic interdependence among nations. In 

this environment, a demonstrated commitment to 

an effective anti-inflation program and to 

bringing our current account into balance is 

necessary in order to avoid adding to domestic
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inflation and to prevent disturbances in 

international trade and finance.

We must therefore seek both a reduction 

in dependence upon imported oil and an expansion 

of exports. An increase in exports will 

create additional American jobs. At the same 

time, all international trade must be fair 

so that American jobs are not threatened 

by unfair restrictions on American goods and 

services or by unfair subsidies for goods 

and services of other countries.

Where American jobs are impacted by 

international trade developments, adjustment 

assistance for American workers needs to be 

prompt and adequate.

The United States also should pursue 

maritime policies which will promote a strong 

merchant marine and assure that expanding 

American flag shipping services will make a 

growing contribution to the reduction of our 

balance of payments deficit.

5. Energy. In view of the availability, 

location and cost of oil and gas, our nation
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must reduce its dependence on petroleum 

as an energy source and particularly its 

dependence on imported petroleum.

Toward that end, the President has pro

posed a comprehensive energy program, which 

includes conservation measures, limitations 

on oil imports and a windfall profits tax 

to capture some of the increased revenues 

from higher oil prices for public purposes. 

Proceeds from the windfall profits tax will 

be used to help finance the development of 

unconventional energy sources, such as synthe

tic fuels? to carry out projects which conserve 

overall energy requirements, such as expanded 

public transit facilities; to provide incen

tives for greater conservation; and to extend 

financial relief from higher energy costs 

for the poor and needy.

These vital features of the President's

energy program are of critical importance and 

should be carried out by Congressional and 

other actions as rapidly as possible.

6. Human Environment. It is also 

important to continue pursuit of the goal of 

improving the quality of the human environment.
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This includes cooperation on programs to 

assure safe living and working places and 

to improve health services available to

Americans.

7. Other Matters. The specific areas

set forth in this Accord are not intended to

be exhaustive. There are other matters which 

currently deserve mutual consideration and 

others will arise in the future. Those will 

be part of an on-going agenda.

8. Continuing Consultations. The 

essence of this National Accord is involve

ment and cooperation. The process is by 

its nature dynamic and evolutionary. It is 

our purpose to establish procedures for 

continuing consultations between American 

labor leadership and the Administration on 

these and other issues of vital concern to 

working people, as workers and as citizens.
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United States • '
cj America < - PROCEEDINGS AND DEBATES OE THE yi 96th CONGRESS, FIRST SESSION

. —
*'< v.ol. 12$ '•

z-

WASHINGTON, TUESDAY, OCTOBER 9, 1979

--.. J.:

No. 13$

' r: " •• ' -' ’• (Legislative day of Thursday.October 4, .f
The Senate met at 11 ajn., on the 

:>;'. .? expiration of the recess, and was called 
^5P*to order by Him. Alan Cranston, a Sen-' 

ator from the State of California. -

* - •' -- pRAYBR : '
- The Chaplain, the Reverend Edward 

L. R. Elson, D-D., offered the following
.prayer: ........................
, ;Let us pray.

O God of history and of grace help 
us to know Thee now, when peace and 
-prosperity are our portion that we may 
look to Thee in the hour of need. We

RECOGNITION OP THE MAJORITY • 
• ■ LEADER

V.TheUACTING PRESIDENT'pro ’tem
pore.-The Senator from West Virginia. '

i j-j-' THE JOURNAL *,;
. - Mr* ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr.President, 
I ask unanimous consent that the Jour-, 
nal of .the proceedings be approved to 
date. -:-* - .■■■ - .. ■, L

The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tem
pore. Without objection, it is so ordered.

know, not what a day may bring—the ... .</'a NATIONAL ACCORD 
hidden forces which might arise to ob
struct Justice, the overt actions which 

.might frustrate peace, Jthe Infidelities 
-.which can infect our common life. Only 
this we know,' we must live one day at 
a time under Thy Judgment. Then help 
us to store our minds with Thy truth,
.our hearts with Thy love, that we may 
be strong under stress, calm in a crisis, 
guided always by Thy inner light which 
neverfails.

. We pray in His name who is the Way, 
the Truth, and the Life. Amen.

<- * -APPOINTMENT OF ACTING PRESI- 
- DENT PRO TEMPORE

’ The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk 
will please read a communication to the 
Senate from the President pro tempore

. (Mr. Magnuson). '• *
- The assistant legislative clerk read the

•following letter: .
.; 'U-S. Senate. ‘ "

?•-' * '■ President fro tempore,
- Washington, D.C., October 9, 1979.

To the Senate: • , - -
Under the provisions of rule I, section 3, 

of the Standing Buies of the Senate, I hereby 
appoint the Honorable Alan Cranston, a 

_ Senator from the State of California, to per
form the duties of the Chair.

Warren G. Magnuson,
- :. President pro tempore'.
Mr. CRANSTON thereupon assumed 

the chair as Acting President pro tem
pore. - . * .

Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President, 
on Thursday, September 27, tile Carter 
administration and the AFL-CIO 
reached agreement on creation of a. tri
partite board to help establish wage re
straint guidelines for the coming years. 
The advisory board,"composed .of 15 
members-^-5 each from labor, man
agement, and the public—will have re
sponsibility for shaping the - Govern
ment's wage policies. . ; ' ' •;

- This' agreement was' reached after, 
many months of meetings and negotia
tions. Accompanied by a statement of 
economic policy objectives titled "A Na
tional Accord," the pay board plan re
ceived the unanimous approval of the 
AFL-CIO executive council. This Is a pro
pitious step, because the second year of 
the voluntary wage guidelines began on 
Monday, October 1. New guidelines are 
expected to be announced shortly, and 
they will be subject to modification after 
review by the pay board. ■ " - ■

Creation.-of the pay board represents 
an important step In the effort to con
trol one of the causes of inflation—spiral
ing wage increases. In additlon.'it pro
vides a forum for business, labor, and 
private citizens to formulate ideas for 
dealing with other inflationary pressures, 
such as increasing energy costs. It is my 
hope that this kind of participation will 
assist the Government in reaching a con
sensus on methods for dealing with infla
tion.

In addition to endorsing the pay board,

-the accord sets forth economic policy ob
jectives designed "to help achieve the na
tional goals of full employment, price 
stability, and balanced growth set forth. 
In the Full Employment and Balanced 

. Growth Act Of 1978. -< - -
*The accord identifies "high and per

sistent rates of Inflation" as the major 
impediment to. realization of the ex
pressed goals of the Full Employment 

-and Balanced Growth Act. It states that 
inflation threatens our ability to achieve 
full employment: it reduces real income 
and values; it dries up Job-creating In- - 
vestments'; it impedes* productivity; It 
breeds recession; and it falls most heav
ily on those least able to bear the burden.

The accord calls for American labor's 
involvement and cooperation with the 
administration - to-combat- inflation'- so 
that the goals of full employment, price 
stability, and balanced growth can be 
achieved concurrently. It notes that an 
important aspect of the anti-inflation 
effort Is responsible behavior with respect 
to both pay and prices. In addition, we 

■ must continue efforts to reduce our de
pendence on foreign oil, spur Increased 
production of domestic sources of energy,
'and encourage conservation. 1 ..

■ Finally, the accord states that: '
' Direct participation fay labor, business and 
other public representatives will mah-g & 
major'contribution -toward a lali aadwork- 

. able program which will achieve the overall 
goals,... ;

Mr. President, the Congress must con
tinue Its participation .In overall efforts 
to combat inflation. On the energy front, 
the Senate just passed legislation to es
tablish an Energy' Mobilization Board.

• The Board will help expedite priority en
ergy projects, and these steps should go 
far to lessen our dependence on foreign 
ofl-.On the economic front, the-Senate 
recently confirmed its commitment to re
ducing the Federal deficit and controlling 
Federal spending with passage of the sec
ond budget resolution. .. .........

If we are to bring inflation under con
trol, we must have a concerted effort 
from all sectors of the economy. The 
AFL-CIO accord calls for such an effort;

This "bullet” symbol identifies statements or insertions which are not spoken by the Member on the floor. - ■'

614211 '
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" - the newly created pay board should en
courage such an effort; and the Congress 
will continue to do its part. ...

Tlie agreement reached by the admin-
. Istration and labor seems a fitting cul

mination. to the long and fruitful career 
of George Meany, president of the AFL- ‘
CIO since 1955. Mr. Meany was an able

' .and commanding figure in the labor 
movement. He helped to build a strong 
foundation for'labo/ to stand on, and 
I am sure the AFL-CIO will continue on 
this strong footing.

Mr. President, if I have any'time re-
. -\ mainlng, I reserve it.
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REVISED 9:30 p.m. 
Thursday, 9/27/79

WAGE - PRICE PROGRAM 
for Friday, September 28

Planned "Accord” Scenario
10:00 a.m. • Executive Board Meeting of AFL/CIO;

AFL/CIO leadership conveys results to 
White House and announces their decision

A. Announcement of Accord and Pay/Prlce Advisory Committees
(Room 450, OEOB)

1:00 p.m. - President makes Inflation Statement/ 
announcement of accord

1:05 p.m. - President leaves
.1:05-1:45 p.m.- Secy Miller conducts press briefing,

accompanied by Kahn, Kirkland, Marshall, 
Schultze

B. Announcement of Next Year’s Anti-Inflation Program
3:00 p.m. - (Room 450, OEOB) Kahn and Russell make 

announcement and conduct press briefing

ADMINISTRATIVELY CONFIDENTIAL
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COMMUNICATIONS PLAN

BRIEFINGS
A. selective Congressional Group

■Friday, 8:30 am - with Miller, McIntyre
Kahn „ . < „ »(confirmed: Roosevelt Rm., White House)

Responsibilities
Arrangements by 
Al Fromm

B. Business
1. Shapiro, Wriston, Murphy, Seibert
2. NAM, NFIB, Business Roundtable
3. Other labor advisors

Miller
Schultze
Marshall

c. White House Contacts
1. Outreach Group
2. Political
3. Cabinet, state and local
4. Other key Hill contacts

Wexler
Weddington
Watson
Moore

D. Cable for P.S. Embassies
(based on Presidential announcement)

Katz

E. Supplemental Press Communications 
. (with specialized press and .

editorial boards, as appropriate)

Miller, Katz, Schultze, Marshall

9/27/79 9:30 pm
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ACTIVITIES UNDERWAY

Thursday Activities (9/27/79, as of 9:30 pm) Responsibility

1. Lead discussions with labor 
(Kirkland, Fraser, Fitzsimmons)

2. Preparation of President's announcement 
of favorable result

Completed

2nd draft circulated 
by McDonald: comments 
due 9:00 am Friday

3. President's Executive Orders Kau (with WH Counsel 
and Justice)

4. Price Committee Proposal

5. Draft Q fi A paper

Miller draft
circulated
8:30 pm Thursday
Draft circulated; 
comments in; rewrite 
circulated 9:30 pm

>. Summarized talking points (one page) 
for briefers and callers 
(from Q&A paper)

Redraft circulated 
8:00 pm Thursday

7. Charters for both Committees (with 
adaptations from price proposal)

COWPS (Sally Xatzen) 
Drafts circulated . 
8:00 pm and 9:30 pm

8. Fact Sheets Drafts circulated 
9:30 pm Thursday
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE SEPTEMBER 28, 1979
Office of the White House Press Secretary

THE WHITE HOUSE
REMARKS OF THE PRESIDENT 

ON THE
WAGE PRICE GUIDELINES

Room 450,
Old Executive Office Building

1:47 P.M. EDT

Thank you very much.
In my Sunday night speech to the Nation in July,

I said that the people of our country want to see Government 
and our great institutions pulled together to face the complex 
challenges which confront us as a people. Inflation is the 
most persistent challenge to our economy primarily fed by 
escalating energy costs which are predominantly controlled by 
others in foreign countries. Inflation tends to pit Dur people 
and our institutions against each other and contributes to a 
sense of frustration and doubt and concern which is so worrisome 
to our people, ultimately if not curbed, inflation will sap our 
confidence as a Nation; will erode our faith in the future and 
will threaten those basic human values which make our country 
great.

I have called for our institutions and our people to 
regain a sense of shared purpose and shared cooperation and to 
join in a successful fight against inflation. Today I am very 
pleased to announce that enormous progress toward that goal has 
been made.

I am pleased and proud to announce that this Adninistraticn has 
achieved a new national accord with the broadest possible impact 
in order to fight against inflation.

This accord is represented by a statement of principles 
vhich we have been pursuing since July in discussions with representa—

of organized labor. Parallel discussions have also been held 
with the leaders in the business community.

The communication from President George Meany that 
the AFL-CIO Executive Council has today endorsed the statement of 
principles mearsthat for the first time in history, such an accord 
has been reached on a voluntary basis. I would like to say that 
President Meany, who is announcing he will not seek re-election 
today, has contributed with his heart and his mind and his experience 
and his iiispiratTShal leadership to the reaching of this agreement 
and I am deeply grateful to him.

MORE
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I also want to commend especially Secretary William 
Miller and the members of my economic policy group, the key labor leaders 
in addition to Mr. Meany, of our major labor organization^ and
representatives of the business community for working so constructively 
together in search of this understanding.

As part of our national accord, we will be establishing 
a Pay Advisory Committee and a Price Advisory Committee. Organized 
labor leadership has agreed to serve on the Pay Advisory Committee 
and I am counting on business leaders to join it also.

This committee, which will play an important role in 
assuring restrained but equitable pay increases, is to be made 
up of 15 members, five each from labor, business and the public.
John Dunlop has accepted my invitation to serve as chairman of this 
Pay Committee and others members will be announced in the near 
future.

The Price Advisory Committee will consist of five 
public members whom I will name in a few weeks. I want to emphasize 
again that if substantial progress is to be made to reduce inflation 
in this country — and this will obviously take time and sustained 
effort — we will need the active and dedicated support for Government 
of both business and labor.

The developments of today provide us the initial 
framework for such an effort and 1 pledge to do my utmost to 
follow through and to make this initiative a significant forward 
step in our continuing and determined fight against inflation in 
the United States.

I would like now to introduce Secretary of Treasury,
William Miller, who along with others on the stage with me will be 
glad to answer your questions.

Bill Miller.

END (AT 1:53 P.M. EDT)
B
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EMBARGOED FOX RELEASE 
AFTER.JCHE-BRIEFING _

Office of the White Bouse Frees Secretary
SEPTQIBER 3B» 1*79

THE WHITE BOOSE

FACT SHEET
A NATIONAL ACCORD BETWEEN THE AlBilRISTRATICW 

AKD AFL-CIO LEADERSHIP

The essence of this 
Purpose;

Basic Agreement;

Net Accord is involvement end cooperation.
To establish procedures for continuing consul
tations between American I*al>or **??erB*J*P 
the Administration on issues of

Fighting inflation is top priority. JJbJ* £1?^ 
requires a comprehensive strategy that is con

Elements of the Agreement i
X. General economic policies
— Necessity of disciplined fiscal policy.
__ Budget deficits as small as possible given economic reality

end important national needs.
— Spending and taxing deciaions consilientrffull «aploy»«t, price atability, and balanced growth.

•a •2. Countercyclical economic policies
_ Current recessionary condition, followthe large inore.se 

in world oil prices in the second quarter.
— Reeocnition that established countercyclical Pro?ray

autanatically provide assistance in aodsratiag the downturn.

anti“Unmplpy«cntOehar»eteristles. "«^i“
operational limits end Congressional concerns.

3. Pay end price policies
— Responsible behavior witherJffort? ^Continued

Restraint i“wUpri.ta in current .concede circumstances.

_____ _ wear srosraa baa been designed after extensive
- 5buTEt85t£2 and With provision for greater public 

participation.
— The clear objective, of the progra. are containwnt and 

deceleration of inflation.

-
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4. International
— Increased interdependence among nations requires aneffective anti-inflation program and a reduction in esr 

current account deficit*
__ Seduction in dependence on ixported oil is critical.
— Recognition of the importance for jobs of

o increased exports
o insuring fair international trade ao American 

jobs are not threatened by unfair restrictions 
on American goods and services

o need for prompt end appropriate assistance where 
on jobs are impacted by unfair restrictions.

— Strong merchant ine.
5. Bnergy

on petroleum and especially— We must reduce our dependence 
on imported petroleum.

— The vital features of the President's energy program (windfall profits tax, development of alternative energy 
sources, conservation, mass transit, end relief to the 
poor) ere of critical importance.

6. Buman environment
— continued cooperation on programs 

end working places end to improve 
to Americans.

to assure safe living 
health services available

« « «

r
I
th

t

'wr
”w
r
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A RATIONAL ACCORD
The Administration — American teborjl^adershlp 
~ September 28, 1979

• To provide for American labor’s involvement and 
Cooperation with the Administration on important 
national issues.

• To deal effectively with inflation in an equitable 
Banner, consistent with the historic values of our 
nation.

• To assure that the austerity arising from battling 
inflation is fairly shared, while protecting those 
members of society who are least able to bear the 
burden.'

• To pursue our established-national goals of full 
employment, price stability and balanced growth.

• To maintain and enhance the preeminence of America 
at home and abroad.

All America"^ share a common commitment to achieve 
our Ration’s economic goals of full employment, price 
stability and balanced growth as set forth in the 
Pull Employment and Balanced Growth Act of 197B.

Recently, progress has been impaired by high and 
persistent rates of inflation. Inflation has built 
op over the past fifteen years, and in the last six 
has been aggravated by extraordinary increases in 
world petroleum and other energy prices.

The causes of inflation are many. But it is 
now deeply embedded in our economic structure. Inflation 
is a clear and present danger. It threatens our

. ability to achieve full employment: it reduces real 
? incomes and values: it dries up job creating invest

ments; it impedes productivity; it breeds recession;
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and It falls Bost heavily on those least able to 
Lear the burden.

The war against inflation Bust be the top priority 
of government and of private individuals and institu
tions. There is no quick or simple solution. The var 
Bust be vaged through a comprehensive strategy on all 
fronts on a continuing basis. But it should -no„t;Bean 
acceptance of higher than 'otherwise levels of unemploy— 
sent.

To accept such levels of unemployment in the name of 
fighting Inflation is inconsistent with the equitable 
sharing of sacrifice. The pursuit of full employment 
and balanced growth as set forth in the 1978 Act is 
essential to the ultimate elimination of budget deficits< 
the achievement of economic stability and the realisa
tion of social and economic justice.

It is imperative that ve overcome inflation in 
order to provide adequately for the general welfare 
and for the national security. It is also essential 
in order to assure our continued technological« indus
trial and humanitarian leadership.

To deal effectively with inflation requires dis
cipline and restraint. This will Bean a period of
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austerity for Americans — individual and collective 
■ sacrifices for a time so that we may then enjoy the 
- greater bounty of our land in the years to come. * '

Such austerity must be fairly shared. The burdens 
need to be distributed equitably. And in the process 
we must protect those least advantaged in our society* 
who erg not able to bear the costs.

Full involvement and cooperation of the private 
sector is necessary in. order to wring out inflation 
and to attain our goals of full employment and price 
stability.

Therefore, this national Accord has been under
taken to evidence and provide for the continued involve
ment and cooperation of American labor leadership with 
the Administration for this purpose.

1.. General Economic Policies. It is recog
nized that a disciplined fiscal policy is needed 
to counter inflation. Close control should 
be exercised over Federal expenditures; and 
budget deficits should be minimized, giving 
due regard to the state of the business cycle 
and the social and economic needs of our 
society. The revenues required for targeted

* " prog*"*™*5 and pressing national needs .should
• not be dissipated by general tax cuts in
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conflict with the principle of shared austerity. 
Spending and taxing decisions within this frame- ' 
work Bust he and can he stade consistent with 
the long-term goals of full employment, price 
stability and balanced growth.

2. Countercyclical Economic Policies. She 
current recessionary conditions developed 
fo3 losing the large increase in world oil

a
prices in the second quarter. Policies should 
he directed toward moderating and reversing 
the resulting down—turn. .Established counter
cyclical programs will automatically come into 
play to help in this regard. Further counter 
actions need to he approached with care, so 
as to avoid new inflationary pressures, 
nevertheless, if the recession deepens, well 
balanced responses of appropriate scale 
should be prepared and ready for action giving 
due regard to any required Congressional 
approvals, to emphasis* on actions that have 
anti-inflation as well as anti-unemployment 
characteristics, and to practical operational 
limitations• These include:
— Programs to shelter the poor and needy 

from the twin ravages of inflation and
recession.
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- Additional skills training to help remedy 
structural unemployment*

.* • —Public works that provide jobs while at the 
same time contributing to anti-inflation 
objectives, such as public transit projects 
funded by the proposed oil windfall profits 
tax.

- Improved implementation and expansion of 
jobs programs.

- policies to assure access to capital for the 
housing industry, with emphasis upon 
availability of financing, at reasonable 
cost, to low and moderate income families.

— Appropriate tax relief targeted to offset 
inflation on the one hand while on the other 
contributing to anti—Inflation through job 
creation, productivity improvement and cost 
reduction — particularly in areas most 
severely affected by high unemployment and 
economic adversity.

3. Pay-Price Policies. An important aspect 
of the anti-inflation effort is responsible 
behavior with respect to pay and prices. Tor

; ' the past year, a voluntary program of pay an*
• price restraint has been used.

In the present circumstances, continued 
constraint io required on the overall levels
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of price and compensation increases consistent 
with achieving a reduction in the rate of 
inflation. After extensive public consulta
tions, 'the program for the second year has 
been established with provision for greater 
public participation* while maintaining the 
clear objectives of containment and 
deceleration of inflation.

Direct participation by labor* business 
and other public representatives will make a 

major contribution toward a fair and workable 
program which will achieve the overall goals.

The Federal Government must continue 
to show leadership in moderation. Federal 
pay action for fiscal I960 has therefore been 
taken in the context of both fairness and 
continued restraint.

4. International. International develop
ments in the post war era have led to greater 
economic interdependence among nations. In 
this environment, a demonstrated commitment to 
an effective anti-inflation program and to 
bringing our current account into balance is 
necessary in order to avoid adding to domestic
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infl&tion and to prevent disturbances in 
international trade and finance*

We Bust therefore seek both a reduction 
in dependence upon imported oil and an expansion 
of exports. An increase in exports will 
create additional American jobs. At the same 
time, all international trade must be fair 
so that American jobs are not threatened 
by unfair restrictions on American goods and 
services or by unfair subsidies for goods 
and services of other countries.

Where American jobs are impacted by 
international trade developments, adjustment 
assistance for American workers needs to be 
prompt and adequate.

The United States also should pursue 
maritime policies whieh vill promote a strong 
merchant marine and assure that expanding 
American flag shipping services will make a 

growing contribution to the reduction of our 
balance of payments deficit*

5. gnergy. In view of the availability, 
location and cost of oil gas, our nation..
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must reduce its dependence on petroleum 
as an energy source and particularly its 
•dependence on imported petroleum.

Tovard that end, the President has pro
posed a comprehensive energy program, which 
includes conservation measures, limitations 
on oil imports and a windfall profits tax
to capture some of the increased revenues •
from higher oil prices for public purposes. 
Proceeds from the windfall profits tax will 
he used to help finance the development of 
unconventional energy sources, such as synthe^ 
tic fuels; to carry out projects which conserve 
overall energy requirements, such as expanded 
public transit facilities; to provide incen
tives for greater conservation; and to extend 
financial relief from higher energy costs 
for the poor and needy.

These vital features of the President's 
energy program are of critical importance and 
should he carried out by Congressional and 
other actions as rapidly as possible.

6, Human Environment. It la also 
important to continue pursuit of the goal of 
improving the Quality of the human environment.
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This includes cooperation on programs to 
assure safe living and working places and 
to improve health services available to 
Americans.

7. Other Matters. The specific areas 
set forth in this Accord are not intended to 
he exhaustive. There are other matters which 
currently deserve mutual consideration and 
others will arise in the future. Those will 
he part of an on-going agenda.

8. Continuing Consultations. The 
essence of this National Accord is involve
ment and cooperation. The process is hy 
its nature dynamic and evolutionary. It is 
our purpose to establish procedures for 
gpnt j npi ng consultations between American 
labor leadership and the Administration on 
these and other issues of vital concern to 
working people, as workers and as citizens.
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE SEPTEMBER 28, 1979
Office of the White Bouse Press Secretary

THE WHITE HOUSE
PRESS BRIEFING 

BY
SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY, G. WILLIAM MILLER 

SECRETARY OF LABOR, F. RAY MARSHALL
CHARLES L. SCHULTZE,

CHAIRMAN, COUNCIL OF ECONOMIC ADVISERS
james t. McIntyre, jr.,

DIRECTOR, OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET
ALFRED E. KAHN,

ADVISER TO THE PRESIDENT FOR INFLATION 
LANE KIRKLAND, AFL-CIO

Room 450,
Old Executive Office Building

1:54 P.M. EDT

SECRETARY MILLER: Ladies and gentlemen, we have Lane 
Kirkland, of the AFL-CIO here also, along with the Administration 
and we would be happy to respond to your questions.

0 Where do you stand on your negotiations vith 
business to participate in this Pay Advisory Committee?

SECRETARY MILLER: We have kept the business community 
,fully apprised and the business community being a very large and
spread out organization, we tried to keep principal business 
leaders and organizations informed. I believe they will cooperate 
as they have during the past year in the Pay, Wage and Price Program

t which I think is what you are talking about. T^ey have been kept
also advised of the effort we have to come to the broader under
standing with the labor leadership in the form of a national 
accord and they have been aware of our results in that regard.

Q Would you be more specific. Secretary Miller?
As you may know, various business organizations claim that they 
have not had the opportunity to comment or discuss these matters 
with you. Could you be specific as to- soma of the people you have 
been in contact with?

SECRETARY MILLER: Well, I think it is true that we 
were not able to consult just because of the time constraints, as 
we have worked for some weeks intensely to try to arrive at 
understandings on principles and on the specific nature of our 
ongoing program. It hasn't been possible to touch base with everyone 
for which I am sorry and we will try to keep everyone apprised. But 
mainly we had been talking with individual members of th^ business 
community, a fairly large number, and many of who are members of the 
kind of organizations that we perhaps weren't able to keep just fully 
up to date. That is just one of the frailties of time and distance, 
but of no intention on our part other than to have the broadest

MORE
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possible opportunity for the business community to give us their 
suggestions and to be aware of our progress.

Board Will C“ te? US What authority this Pay AdvisoryBoard will have regarding the second-year standard?

_ EECR??'^RY MILLER: Well, 1 will ask — the Pay Advisory 
e —— I will ask Fred Kahn to tell you about its

although 1 believe that later on today, Fred,
You miohtbs„=tVln?1a press conference to go into more details.
You might just outline generally what it is now.

. ***’ KAHN: I will be very brief now. That is an
toZeth^ “^ttee only, but of course we wouldn't put the committee 
advZee thtf "? ”ot Prepared to pay very good attention to the

hBy ®ive U8i. ThBy wil1 *“ve the responsibility of first 
proposing, recommending possible changes in the wage standards. Me 
£5 tVeI thE.firEt ye“'8 standards until the committee has
month Ch““ itself. It is charged within the first
" by theand °f October - to make recommendations on
“ topics, specifically any possible change in the standard,
"®thods of redressing the inequity that seems to have arisen between
resettino'th60^6^ * ““ clauses “d those not 80 Protected. possibly fB8Btt l0“ W89e exemption, redefining problems arising out of *
ba?da relationships, the definition of increments which are paid 
mainly to public workers, and also proposing a more realistic assess
ment of the value of the Cost of living Adjustment Clause?

. . „ ?°f recommended changes in the standards, as well as toon the"^L- :\:CrUtiny' in^ividual casaa ««x>. to make recommend^ions 
on the basis of those as well.

SECRETARY MILLER: 
question, I think. Yes? This young lady back there had a

Q I was asking the same one.
-- Q,, ?he accord speaks of austerity, an eoual share.

Could you spell that out a little bit? What do you expect will
^ofits?U"der '"“t y°“ Bre prOpOEi"9 and- “ the

problem MILLER: Inflation is our most seriousdeeply imbedded inUi °P ?VBr thB lB8t 15 ye"8- Ifc *»• become 
incooL^r r,8Ysten- * does ejode real values and real
It does' imp.ir ^he crZ??. °Ur,C"P’?ity'tO “hieve full employment. • 
l"«.t«n7w °£ “Pttal and the job-creating
on those least able to bt.r l/"3 recession, it does fall heavily

with inflation terrupted’bv1^ 00 •tfategy for dealing
second quarter with a 60 percent <„_by th ,o11 Price shock in the 
2 percent to our inflatingthis year anF-M k prlcB8 **ieh adds 
of our economy thet erodes ell of our «aT f h "BatBd 8 dreg out 
reality we must face and we .L 1 incomea- That is a
achieving energy independence which rGSS the broader issues of since that takes time, we must al^V “T determined to do. But
we win „eed to our tans J “ th“t the “entime.
otherwise would enjoy so that« can fBfhaps accept *ess than we 
of this Nation as we do win the war

MORE
T"1—-__ J. n in w mi - ________
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The important thing and one of the fundamentals 

of this accord is to recognize that we have a problem as a 
Nation. We are committed and labor leadership is committed 
to addressing that problem forthrightly, addressing the 
fundamentals, not just treating the symptoms and recognize 
that means we all will suffer austerity, but the fundamental 
principle is that we will suffer that austerity fairly. We 
will have it evenly distributed. We will not ask one sector 
of the economy or one group of people to bear more of the 
burden than necessary.

^2 -

1 might ask Lane Kirkland if he would like to 
comment on this aspect of the accord.

MR. KIRKLAND: We now view austerity as imposed 
by inflation as well as by the tax system. Our task, our 
problem here is to see that austerity is shared properly, 
distributed properly and that the right people are exempt.
Unless specific steps are taken and unless a strong initiative 
of this kind and the kind of programs that are warranted under 
the broad rubric of national economic policy--it is going to 
rest most heavily upon those who are least able to bear it.

I think the task here is to make certain that if 
there is anyone to be exempt from that burden, it is those 
weakest in our society. That is a very important element of 
that accord to us.

The other point I want to stress, if I may use 
the term —- that is, the complete linkage between our nndpr— 
standing and the basis of our participation and cooperation 
with the wage program and the total national accord. We will 
be weighing the steps taken in light of the principles set 
forth in that accord. We regard it not as, the whole matter 
not as an end to something, but as the beginning of something.

Thank you.

SECRETARY MILLER: That, of course, is a very 
important point, that this is an ongoing process and ve intend 
to faithfully pursue the opportunities for consultation and to 
therefore have concrete results as we go along.''

Yes, sir?
Q May we ask Mr. Kirkland, one, what an acceptable 

austere level of unemployment is, and whether you feel the 
Administration can carry its side of th§ bargain with Mr. Volcker 
as Chairman of the Federal Reserve?

MR. KIRKLAND: Very good question. (Laughter) 

there hut _fECR£TAR!f "ILLEI>: There ere three or four questions

MORE
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„ , MR* KIRKLAND: There is a law on the books called th#>Balanced Growth and Full Employment Act which sets forth certain 
acceptable goals for levels of employment and we take those 
seriously. With regard to Mr. Volcker-what was the second part 
of your question? (Laughter) parr.

... ? . VolcIcer as Chairman of the Federal Reserve,
will the Administration be able to come through and be able to 
hold down inflation, but also hold down unemployment?

not .11 HR. KIRK1AND: Mr. Volcker is powerful, but he is 
not all-powerful. There are many other avenues of approach to 
our national economic problems that are not wholly controlled by 
the Federal Reserve System. In the area of interest rates and 
access to capital, with the money, there are other ways of
3hn1d™t?9>,th°S!uele7intE °f Eociety that are suffering most and 
who don t have the advantage of having Uncle Sam pay half of their 
interest bills, by means of programs that make — referred to in
at th!t n,a*®nlo!iey for housing, for example, available
“ ” rates °f intere=t, with the emphasis on low- and
middle-income familes.

.. . . . Q Kr' Kirkland, why did your organization decide
5° enter into a national accord when you have been 

criticizing the voluntary program for over a year and have been
of time?f°r mandatory wage price controls during that same period

MR. KIRKLAND: I assure you we would have been 
prepared to negotiate on this same basis last year. We were

the "anner in which the other prior program evolved, 
we reit that we had been,on occasion, vouchsafed an audience, but 
not really; we were not part of the process. We did not suddenly 
enter into this process. This is a product of discussions that 
have been going on since the meeting with the President last 
January and in the course of that we made perfectly — excuse 
me, made very clear — (Laughter) __

r

MORE
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of a broad range of
Q Sir, 

that you would have

MR. MUZBi: Prior Administration.
MR. KIRKLAND: — made it very clear that we 

were in a negotiating mode and we exist to negotiate and 
we are prepared to negotiate and if we were genuinely 
part of it, we had to negotiate these things in the context 

issues. That is exactly what was done.
it seems implicit in your answer there 
been willing to go along with the

wage and price guidelines last year if you had been 
consulted more and it seems, though, what you are saying'is 
the President has wasted a year.

MR. KIRKLAND: Well, you can draw your own 
conclusion.

0 Is that a correct conclusion?
MR. KIRKLAND: Possibly.

0 Did you seek to enter into these negotiations 
a year ago and were you rebuffed in any way by the Administration?

MR. KIRKLAND: I don't want to particularly rehash 
it, but we felt we were held very much at arms length and 
that what we had to say had very little impact on the product.

Q Mr. Kirkland, should this accord with the 
Administration be seen in any way as an AFL-CIO background 
endorsement, politically speaking, with President Carter?

MR. KIRKLAND: Not at all. The AFL-CIO is and 
expects to remain entirely neutral as between the Presidential 
candidates, the ones that may emerge. We would be prepared to 
enter into this aporoach to our national problems with any 
Administration.

Q Mr. Kirkland, what happens if the recommendations 
are not followed on the Pay Advisory Board?

MR. KIRKLAND: I want to emphasize that this ought to 
be viewed in the broader context and not simply what happens on 
the Pay Advisory Board. As long as the undertakings which we 
take seriously of the basic national accord are followed on the 
Administration's side, we expect to follow, live up to our 
commitments on our side.

Q Mr. Kirkland, are you,prepared to come forth 
at this moment with some measure of optimism aside from your 
natural realism?

MR. KIRKLAND: If I weren't an optimist, I wouldn't 
be in the business I am in.

Q Mr. Kirkland, a moment ago you said you took 
the unemployment goal seriously as stated in the Humphrey- 
Hawkins Bill and in the accord here, it mentions that higher 
than normal levels of unemployment in the name of fighting 
inflation, a matter consistent — is inconsistent-with the 
efforts of the sacrifice. But isn't it, and do you consider

MORE
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at to be also in effect a violation of the lav to do that 
and an that same vein, do you think the Administration is in 
technical violation of Humphrey-Hawkins because of the 
policies that they have been pursuing?

MR. KIRKLAND: I never practiced law. I never 
put myself forth as a legal expert. That is a matter that 
I would defer to wiser counsel on strict legalities in that. 
t f =an say to you is that we take those goals seriously.-

« in ?hG le3islative process, they were softened 
a bit from what we would have and initially advocated He 
also firmly believe that the goal of full employment is 
?S®fn^al to real success in the long run fight against

d°n,t think We “re ever 9°ing to 9et a balanced 
budget in this country except on a full employment basis.

Q But, Mr. Kirkland, are you prepared to say it 
is your belief that this national accord is a wiser approach 
controls’°nOmiC Pr°blems °f today than ““datory wage price

MR. KIRKLAND: I don’t know 
we are prepared to try and see. All I know is that

Q Secretary Miller, when do you expect to have 
this Advisory Committee constituted?

SECRETARY MILLER: The Pay Advisory Committee? 
Q The members named.
SECRETARY MILLER: You heard the President say John 

Dunlop has accepted the invitation to be chairman, and I would 
hope that since the mandate to the committee is to come up with 
recommendations for any revision of standards for the second 
year by the end of October, that it will be organized verv 
promptly. J

0 But you don’t have members lined up yet?
r

SECRETARY MILLER: No, because, of course, it wag 
not possible to approach and to offer invitations to other 
members until we could complete these determinations.

Q Mr. Miller, does this accord preclude any 
recommendation for mandatory wage price controls?

SECRETARY MILLER: As you know, the Administration 
has opposed mandatory wage and price controls and we still do, 
and as Mr. Kirkland has said, whatever may be our individual 
views on that sort of thing, this we believe to be a worthwhile 
effort jointly, mutually, to seek ways to work to control 
inflation and to win the battle against inflation.

MORE
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I must say while I have the opportunity that this 
has, since it is an accord that involves such fundamental 
principles, it has been, as you would imagine, time-consuming 
and I think has involved a considerable amount of statesmanship 
on the part of Hr. Meany and Mr. Kirkland to accomplish it and 
I believe that we should set aside what alternatives might be 
and our commitment is, 1 believe their commitment is, to make 
this work and.to have an ongoing dynamic process from which we 
recognize the peril to the Nation of inflation, to which we 
are mutually committed to strive in this framework to achieve 
our goals.

Q Mr. Secretary, could you tell us something of 
the Price commission, Committee, it is called?

SECRETARY MILLER: Price Committee.
0 What will its role be and will it have the 

similar powers relative to prices that the Pay Commission 
has to deal with?

SECRETARY MILLER: There is a slight difference in 
approach between pay and price and perhaps I am getting into 
Fred's territory here. Maybe he could answer that question.

HR. XARN: Again, I will be brief. The Price 
Committee is charged with making recommendations. In that 
sense, it is advisory just as the Pay Committee. On the price 
standard itself, possible changes, possible modifications, in 
that it is in the same status as the Pay Committee but the 
Price Committee will not examine individual cases of possible non- 
compliance—cosipliance or non-compliance.

It will not look into individual cases. We have one 
of the main problems which is one of confidentiality of business 
income. So that is the major distinction between the two. The 
other is that the price standard will in fact be published in 
full this afternoon thanks to some people who can't keep their 
eyes open right now. (Laughter) Whereas, and it incorporates 
a large number of revisions that were based on our experiences of 
the first year. The pay standard itself wiNl not—there is not a 
new pay standard. There is carryover during the transition period 
with adjustments in the interest of equity and the redress of 
particular problems, but we will keep the old pay standards until 
the new board comes down. In that sense, the Pay Board or the 
Pay Committee has more of a clean slate on which to work.

0 Will any legislation be needed to put this new 
machinery into effect?

SECRETARY MILLER: No. The process will be an Executive 
Order which will be issued this afternoon or tomorrow—I think this 
afternoon, Fred. It will be issued this afternoon that will set 
up the new standards and we will reactivate the committees and then 
the COWPS, Council on Wage and Price Stability, will issue the 
necessary regulations to carry this out. There are-many people who 
deserve credit for making this rather unique process come to a. 
successful conclusion ana certainly the Council on Wage and Price 
Stability has to be given high credit. Bob Russell, the head of 
the Council, and Fred Kahn, the Chairman, and all of the staff has 
done, I think, a superb job in trying to implement in the time
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where we have had such a short time to make it possible to 
implement and they are doing so without statutory.

Let me say that this accord, we have worked, as I 
say, in this time frame to accomplish this broad understanding.
I think you should know that we have discussed it with other 
major labor organizations. I have met with the leadership of 
the International Brotherhood of Teamsters and Mr. Frank 
Fitzsimmons has authorized me to say to you that the Teamsters 
endorse this accord and that he intends to present it to nig 
board for approval and they hope to participate in our ongoing 
discussions.

But 1 want to complete by saying we have also met 
with the leadership of the United Auto Workers and Doug Fraser 
has authorized me to say that they agree with this accord in 
principle and that he is taking it up with his board at the 
earliest possible opportunity to seek their endorsement.

So it becomes much broader-based.
0 Sir, have you talked with the machinists,

Mr. Winpinsinger?

SECRETARY MILLER: I have not had an opportunity, 
though I believe he is part of an organization that has already 
endorsed it. Lane, if you could tell us whether — I understand 
that the council has approved this explicitly this morning.

Q But there were 12 people, Mr. Kirkland. Was 
Mr. Winpinsinger one of them and who else was not there?

•w *
MR. KIRKLAND: Let me see if I have the list. I 

guess I don't have the list, but Mr. Winpinsinger was absent.
I thought I had it in my pocket, but there were 12 members absent. 
Otherwise, the action of the council was unanimous.

SECRETARY MILLER: I think we can have one final Question.
0 Secretary, what do you expect this will do to the 

rate of inflation? What effect will it have?

SECRETARY MILLER: Inflation is deeply embedded in 
our economy. It is influenced not only by our own domestic- 
economic policies, but by things outside of our Nation which we 
cannot control such as the pricing of world oil through cartel 
action. It is apparent to all of us. The reason we so frankly 
state that we are in for a period of austerity, that we must share 
and share fairly, is our belief that it will take a number of years 
to ring inflation out. What this will'-do will bring us into a more 
unified opportunity to face the individual issues within the framework 
of the agreed upon principles and a mutual commitment which I believe 
is a deep commitment to keep at it, consistenly, with determination, 
with will until we have rung inflation out of the system which will 
take a number of years.

Thank you all very much.

END (AT 2:15 P.M. EOT)
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE ’SSPTZK3ER 2fi, 1975 

Office of the White House Press Secretary

EXECUTIVE ORDER

£ SECOND YEAR OF ANTI-INFLATION PROGRAM

By the authority vested in me as President erip as Commander 
in Chief • of the;.Arme& Forces by. the Constitution and statutes 
of the United States of America, including the Council on Wage and Price Stability Act, as amended (12 D.S.C. 1904 *nd
the Federal Property and Administrative Services Act of 1-xS, 
as amended (40 D.S.C. 4B6 (a) J, and in order to supplement the 
anti-inflation program established on November 3, *978,Section 1-102 of Executive Order Ko. 12092 xs hereby amended 
to read as follows:

•1-102. Anti-ihflationary wage and price behavior shall be 
measured by the following standards:

(a) For prices, anti-inflationary price behavior
of a company is a current rate of average price increase no 
greater than its historical rate of price increase during. 
1976—1977, except where the company experiences uncon
trollable increases in the prices of the gooes and 
services it buys, and subject to the provisions of 
paragraphs (c) and (d).

(b) For pay, anti-inflationary pay behavior is the 
holding of pay increases'to not more than 7 percent 
annually above their recent historical levels, sub^ec- to 
the provisions of paragraphs (c) and (d).

(c) These standards, which shall be further defined • 
or modified by the Chairman of the Council on Wage end 
Price Stability, shall be subject to limitations and

• executions as determined by the Chairman and s»all be 
administered so as to take into eccount any inequities 
that may have been created by the stanoeros during the 
past year.

(d) The Council is directed to reconstitute in 
accordance with the Federal Advisory Committee Act,« 
emended, a Pay advisory Committee ani a PriceCommittee in order to provice greater participation by
the public in the anti-inflation program. The Pay Revisory Committee and the Price Advisory Committee will acvise the 
Council on developing policies that encourage anui-in*la_io-aar> 
pay and price behavior by -private industry,labor, that decelerate the rate of inxlation ano th?t 
provide for a fair and eguitable attribution the burae

T>int To the extent permittee by lew, the Councilis 5SSSS io Mde the Pay and Price advisory Committees
all information required to perform their duties. .

JIMMY CARTER

THE WHITE HOUSE, 
September 2B, 1979-

+ •
ft ft ft ft «
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PAY COMMITTEE CHARTER PREAMBLE
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EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT Council on Wage and Price Stability Amendment of Charter of Wage Advisory Committee

In accordance with Executive Order theCouncil"on Wage and Price Stability is amending the charter 
of its Wage Advisory Committee (see 44 F.R. 36447 (June 22, 
z1979))to redesignate the Committee as a Pay Advisory 
Committee, to enlarge its scope, and to provide greater " 
participation by the public in the development and 
administration of the pay standard for the second year of 
the anti-inflation program. The Pay Advisory Committee will 
advise the Council on developing policies that encourage 
anti-inflationary pay behavior by private industry, 
employers and labor, that decelerate the rate of inflation, 
and that provide for fair and equitable distribution of the 
burden of restraint. Specifically, the Pay Advisory 
Committee will recommend modifications to the pay standard, 
recommend changes, if any, to pay exception and
noncompliance decisions of the Council, and recommend new or revised interpretations of the pay standard.

To provide representation of a broad range of viewpoints, the Committee will be composed of fifteen 
members — five representatives of labor, five business representatives and five representatives of the general 
public. These members and the Committee's Chairman will be 
selected by the President. The Chairman and each member 
from labor and business will be permitted to designate an 
alternate of his or her choice.

The Council shall provide support for the Committee and, consistent with applicable statutes and regulations, 
shall furnish all information as may be required by the 
Committee to carry out its duties and responsibilities.

For further Counsel, Council information contact Sally Katzen, General on Wage and Price Stability (456-6286).

Dates September 28, 1979
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c
COUNCIL ON WAGE AND PRICE STABILITY 

REVISED CHARTER 
for the

PAY ADVISORY COMMITTEE

(1) The Official Designation
Committeeittee Wil1 b* designated as the Pay Advisory

(2) The Objectives and Scope of Activities
The function of the Committee is to provide public 
participation and advice to the Council on Wage and 
Price Stability (Council) on encouraging
anti-inflationary pay behavior by private industry, employers, and labor, decelerating the rate of

and Providing for a fair and equitable distribution of the burden of restraint.
Description of Duties of the Committee
The duties and responsibilities of the Committee are:
(a) 31' 1979' its recommendations for modifications, if any, to the pay standard, 

including specifically the basic pay standard, the 
inflation assumption for evaluating cost-of—living adjustment clauses, the threshold for the low-wage 
exemption, the treatment of increments and tandem 
relationships, and the appropriate adjustment for 
employee units not covered by cost-of-living 
adjustment clauses;

(b) To recommend changes, if any, to pay exception and 
noncompliance decisions of the Council;

(c) To recommend new or revised interpretations of the 
pay standard?

(d) To make such other recommendations with respect to 
the voluntary compliance program that assure fairness and equity in individual cases and that 
are consistent with the overall objective of the 
anti-inflation program.
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(4) Membership
The Committee shall consist of fifteen members, five 
each from labor, business, and the public, to be 
selected by the President. The President will also designate one of the public members as Chairman. The 
Chairman and each member from labor and business may designate an alternate to serve in his or her stead 
vith respect to recommendations under Paragraph 3(b),
(c), and (d).

(5) Estimated Number and Frequency of Meetings
The Committee will meet regularly once a month and at 
such other times as the Chairman may determine.

(6) procedures of the Committee
(a) Quorum.

Nine members of the Committee, three each from 
labor, business, and the public, shall constitute a 
quorum. Recommendations of the Committee shall 
require the affirmative vote of eight or more 
members.

(b) Conflict of Interest.
No member shall participate in the consideration of 
any matter if such participation would create a 
conflict of interest under applicable statutes and 
regulations.

(7) Designated Agency Official
The designated agency official who will attend each 
meeting of the Committee and perform such other 
functions as are required by law is the Chairman of the 
Council (or his designee)•

(8) ftgency Responsibility for Providing Support
The Council shall provide support for the Committee 
and, consistent with applicable statues and regulations, shall furnish all information as may be 
required by the Committee to carry out its duties and 
responsibilities. The Office of Pay Monitoring of the 
Council will furnish staff support for the Committee.
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(9) Duration of the Committee
The Committee will continue until September 30, 1980, unless the Council terminates the Committee earlier, or 
extends it, in accordance with need and the public 
interest.

(10) Estimated Annual Operating Costs
The Committee may require an expenditure of 
approximately $5,000 (one fifth of a man-year) in 
Fiscal Year 1980.

(11) Approval of Revised Charter

Sally Katcen
Advisory Committee Management 

Officer
Date Filed: . ftlS
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COUNCIL ON WAGE AND PRICE STABILITY 
REVISED CHARTER 

for the
PRICE ADVISORY COMMITTEE

(1) The Official Designation
This Committee will be designated as the Price Advisory 
Committee.

(2, The Objectives and Scope of Activities
The function of the Committee is to provide public 
participation and advice to the Council on Wage and ■Price Stability (Council) on encouraging
anti-inflationary price behavior by private industry, 
decelerating the rate of inflation, and providing for a 
fair and equitable distribution of the burden of 
restraint.

(3) Description of Duties of the Committee
The duties and responsibilities of the Committee are:

(a) To recommend from time to time modifications, 
if any, to the price standard;

(b) To recommend new or revised interpretations 
of the price standard; and

(c) To make such other recommendations with 
respect to the voluntary compliance program 
that assure fairness and equity, consistent with the overall objective of the 
anti-inflation program.

(4) Membership

The Committee shall consist of five members of the general public to be selected by the President. The 
President will also designate one of the members as 
Chairman.
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(5) Estimated Number and Frequency of Meetings
The Committee will meet regularly once a month and at 
such other times as the Chairman may determine*

(6) Procedures of the Committee
(a) Quorum.

The quorum for conducting business shall be three 
members of the Committee■ Recommendations of the 
Committee shall require the affirmative vote of 
three or more members.

(b) Conflict of Interest.
Ko member shall participate in the consideration of 
any matter if such participation would create a 
conflict of interest under applicable statutes and 
regulations.

(7) Designated Agency Official
The designated agency official, who will attend each 
meeting of the Committee and perform such other 
functions as are required by law, is the Chairman of 
the Council (or his designee).

(8) Agency Responsibility for Providing Support
The Council shall provide support for the Committee 
and, consistent with applicable statutes and regulations, shall furnish all information as may be 
required by the Committee to carry out its duties and 
responsibilities. The Office of Price Monitoring of 
the Council will furnish staff support for the 
Committee.

(9) Duration of the Committee
The Committee will continue until September 30, 1980, 
unless the Council terminates the Committee earlier, or 
extends it, in accordance with need and the public 
interest.
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(10) Estimated Annual Operating Costs
The Committee may require an expenditure of 
approximately $2,500 (one—tenth of a man—year) in 
Fiscal Year 1980.

(11) Approval of Revised Charter

Sally Kabfeen
Advisory Committee Management

Officer
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EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT 
Council on Wage and Price Stability

Amendment of Charter of Price Advisory Committee

■ In accordance with Executive Order ____________ , the
Council on Wage and Price Stability is amending the charter 
of its Price Advisory Committee to enlarge the scope of the 
p-reviously described Committee (see 44 F.R. 36447 (June 22, 
1979)) and to provide greater participation by the public in 
development and administration of the price standard for the 
second year of the anti-inflation program. The Price 
Advisory Committee will advise the Council on developing policies that encourage anti-inflationary price behavior by 
private industry, that decelerate the rate of inflation, and that provide for fair and equitable distribution of the 
burden of restraint. Specifically, the Price Advisory 
Committee will recommend possible modifications to the price 
standard, and new or revised interpretations of the price standard.

The membership of the Committee will be composed of five representatives of the general public. These members 
and the Committee's Chairman will be selected by the 
President.

The Council shall provide support for the Committee and, consistent with applicable statutes and regulations, 
shall furnish all information as may be required by the 
Committee to carry out its duties and responsibilities.

For further information contact Sally Katzen, General 
Counsel, Council on Wage and Price Stability (456-6286).

Da te s September 28, 1979
Director, Council on Wage and Price Stability
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SEPTEMBER 28, 1979

FACT SHEET

SECOND-YEAR ANT I-INFLATION PROGRAM

The Council on Wage and Price Stability today released modi
fied pay and price standards for the second year of the anti-infla- 
tion program. On the basis of comments received during the public 
comment period that began August 7, the Council will continue to use 
the basic structure of the first-year standards, with modifications to 
correct specific problems and to broaden public support for the 
program.

Many modifications resulted from suggestions received in re
sponse to the Council's Issue Paper. There were more than €00 com
ments from labor groups, business entities. State and local govern
ments, public interest groups, and concerned individuals. Among 
proponents and opponents of the standards, there was widespread re
cognition that the program has clearly helped to restrain inflation.
The annual rate of increase in the sectors of the economy to which the 
basic price deceleration standard applies — basically the industrial 
and service sectors — has been a little above 7 percent, or about 1 
percentage point above the rate we would have experienced if all firms 
in these sectors had been able to adhere to that particular stand
ard.
* Following are the most significant changes in the program:
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TRIPARITE PAY ADVISORY COMMITTEE

The President will appoint a 15-member Pay Advisory Committee 
to provide greater public participation and advice to the Council 
on'-Wage and Price Stability. It will be composed of five represen— 
tatives each of the business, labor and general public. The Committee 
will:

— Submit to the Council by October 31, recommendations for 
modifications, if any, to the pay standard — specifically 
including the basic pay standard, the inflation assumption 
evaluating COLA clauses, the threshold for low-wage exemp
tion, the treatment of increments and tandem relationships 
and equitable pay adjustments for non-COLA protected workers. 
The Committee will also recommend changes, if any, in pay 
exception and noncompliance decisions of the Council.

— Recommend new'or revised interpretations of the pay standard.
“ Make other recommendations with respect to voluntary compliance

that assure fairness and equity in individual cases and that 
are consistent with the overall objectives of the anti-infla
tion program.

Until the Committee submits its recommendations, the first-year 
standards will remain in effect and the Council will continue its cur
rent policy of using gross-inequity exceptions to remedy inequities 
that have arisen during the first program year.
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the price standard

—— Companies axe expected to limit their price increases 
during the two program years beginning October 2, 1978 
and ending September 30, 1980, to the percentage price 
change during the 1976-77 base period.

— The President will appoint five representatives of the 
general public to a Price Advisory Committee 9 which will 
renownnend possible modifications to the price standard and 
new or revised interpretations of it.

— A company whose prices go-up 3.5 percent or less during the 
second program year will be in compliance with the price 
standard regardless of its base period price change. (This 
compares with a 1.5 percent floor in the first year). The 
upper 3 im? t on price increases will be reduced from 9.5 per
cent to 8.5 percent.

—— Measures have been taken to tighten the profit—margin limita
tion, which applies to companies unable to comply with the 
basic price standard because they have experienced uncontroll
able increases in costs. Growth of dollar profits over the 
two—year-program will be limited to 13.5 percent. In addi
tion, the special adjustment for firms whose base year pro
fit margin is below the profit margin in the best two of the 
last 3 years, will be cut in half.

__ The insufficient-product-coverage rule, which excused com
panies that derived more than 75 percent of their revenues 
from excluded products from the program, has been eliminated 
because it opened an excessively wide loophole in the program.
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AV--the same time, rules concerning discontinued and custom 
products have been made more explicit.

— The base period October 1, 1975 to October lr 1977/ remains 
in effect.
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COUNCIL ON WAGE AND PRICE STABILITYI
,1 € C.F.R. Part 705r

ANTI-INFLATIONARY PAY AND PRICE STANDARDS

AGENCY: -Council on Wage and Price Stability
ACTION: Interim Final Standards for the Second Program Year
SUMMARY: On August 10, 1979, the Council published an Issue 
Paper (44 FR 47232) soliciting public conment on issues that 
arose with the pay and price standards during the first program 
year. In view of these conments, which are discussed in detail 
below, the Council is revising Subparts A, C and D of Part 705 
for the second program year. Because the second program year 
begins on or before October 1 for all companies, the Council is 
publishing these revisions in interim final form, effective 
October 1, and public conment is solicited on an expedited 
basis. Any changes suggested by the conments that are ultimately 
incorporated in the final standards will be effective as of 
October 1, but no one who relies on the standards set forth 
herein will be found out of compliance with the final standards 
for the interim period.

Subpart B of Part 705, which is the pay standard, is 
unchanged pending the receipt of recommendations from the 
reconstituted Pay Advisory Conmittee. The Council, however, will 
continue its policy of administering the pay standard to remedy 
certain inequities that arose during the first program year. 
DATES: The effective date of the revised Part 705 is October 1,
1979. Conments must be received on or before October 17, 1979.
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ADDRESS: Written comments should £e;?addressed/;tq-..'the Office of

General Counsel, Council on Wacje. and Price Stability, 600 17th 

Street, N.W. , Washington, D. C... ,20506. } - i 7Y-J-

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:

Industries Contact Person-; Telephone Number

Metals, Machinery Eugene Roberts * .456-7784 ; .
& Equipment

Food, Agriculture •, •: . • ‘ , 0 rSteve Hiemstra 5 456-7740 ”'
& Trade t.; ■ -, 1 S’ £ £. V t H r* »■ j ’ ? M ? 'H

Energy,. Chemicals,> - - John Keith „,r t.n(I ,4567.7747
Utilities & Transportation

Construction & Building Joseph Lackey 456-7156 *
Materials . * K ?. I 0 ;; ? 1 1 :='■ " 1 -i-'-

Health Insurance Arthur Corazzini- u 456-7730
& Other Services

t

'; v f> r\ v ■ t • i; •

I 15 H < 5 ? i ' H

5 v : ■ V ’ 7 £ <:/ •
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ANALYSIS OP COMMENTS AND CHANGES:

SECOND-YEAR PAY AND PRICE STANDARDS

Introduction
The voluntary pay and price standards announced on October 24, 

1978, were one element of the President's anti-inflation program.
As the first year of the program drew to a close, the Council 
undertook to evaluate the performance of the standards and to 
consider various modifications for the second year. The Council's 
preliminary analysis led to the release, on August 7, 1979, of an 
Issue Paper: ' Pay and Price Standards (44 Fed. Reg. 47232, August 10, 
1979). Public comments on the questions raised in that paper were 
due September 5.

The public response to the Issue Paper was encouraging, par
ticularly in view of the relatively short time for filing comments. 
Over 600 were filed, on behalf of labor groups, business entities, 
State and local governments, public interest groups, and concerned 
individuals. While the perspectives differed and the suggestions 
covered a wide range, there were certain recurrent themes.

Most‘important, there was widespread recognition among both 
proponents arid opponents of the standards that they have been at 
least moderately successful in restraining inflation, even in the 
face of sharp accelerations in food and energy prices. The annual 
rate of increase in those sectors of the economy to which the 
basic pride deceleration standard is applicable has been a little
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above 7 percent, or about one percentage point above the rate 

anticipated if all firms in these sectors had been able to adhere 

to that particular standard. The overall rate of increase in pay 

rates (hourly wages plus private fringe benefits) has also run 

about one percentage point above the target rate? the actual annual 

rate during the first program year has been about 8-1/2 percent.

The comments also stressed the importance of continuity and 

consistency to the continued effectiveness of the standards; many 

entities have devoted a large amount of time and expense to develop 

ing compliance programs, and major changes in the standards could 

nullify these efforts. At the same time, the comments emphasized 

certain problems with the first-year standards, most of which were 

identified in the Issue Paper. Those most prominently mentioned 

were that: (1) as a result of certain companies’ having had 

abnormally depressed base periods and/or unusual program-year cost 

increases, the profit-margin exception has been more frequently 

used than was initially contemplated; and (2) there has been a 

growing disparity between pay increases of employee units covered 

by cost-of-living adjustment (COLA) clauses and those not covered. 

In addition, it was noted that, unlike previous instances in which 

the government has been involved in developing pay policies, this, 

program has not included a clearly defined role for.representatives 

of labor, management, and the public.

In response to these comments, the President has announced _ _ 

that the Pay Advisory Committee has been reconstituted to provide
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greater participation by the public in the anti-inflation program. 

The Committee, which will be composed of fifteen members — five 

representatives of labor, five business representatives, and five 

representatives of the general public — will advise the Council 

on developing policies that encourage anti-inflationary pay behavior 

by employers and labor, that decelerate the rate of inflation, and 

that provide for a fair and equitable distribution of the burden of 

restraint. The amended charter provides that the Committee will 

recommend new or revised interpretations of the pay standard and 

changes, if any, in pay exception and noncompliance decisions of 

the Council. Most importantly, the Committee is charged to submit, 

by October 31, 1979, its recommendations for modifications, if any, 

to the pay standard itself, including specifically the basic pay 

standard, the inflation assumption for evaluating cost-of-living 

adjustment clauses, the threshold for the low-wage exemption, the 

treatment of increments and tandem relationships, and the appro

priate adjustment for employee units not covered by cost-of-living 

adjustment clauses. Rather than unduly restrict the options avail

able at the outset to the Committee, we are not now publishing any 
modifications to the current pay standard. Until the Committee 

submits its recommendations, the first-year standards (presently 

found in 705B) remain in effect, and the Council will continue its 

current policy of using the gross-inequity exception to remedy 

certain inequities that have arisen during the first program year.
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- The President has also directed that, the Price Advisory 

Committee be reconstituted with five members representative of 

the’ general public. While it will have the same objectives and 

many of the same responsibilities as the Pay Advisory Committee, 

it will be asked to work with revised price standard that has 

been developed by the Council. As will be discussed in more detail 

below, the revised standard will be cast as a company-specific 

cumulative standard that limits the increase during the first two 

program years to the cumulative base-period price change. Semi

annual limitations will also be-imposed. An exception for uncon

trollable cost increases will again be available, but the resulting 

profit limitation will be appreciably more restrictive than it was 

in the first year.

: There follows a discussion of the design of the second-year 

price standard. The issues considered by the Council are numbered 

as they appeared in the Issue Paper. After each issue, we summarize 

the public comments relating to that issue, and explain the Council’s 

conclusions. The proposed standards are then reproduced as 705A 

("The Price Standard"), 705C ("Modified Price Standards for Selected 

Industries"), and 705D ("Definitions") (with revised definitions for 

the price standard and-the first-year definitions for the pay’ 

standard)-. • ■ - v - : ' —
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1. The Aggregate Price Standard. The people who commented., 

on this subject generally supported the approach taken by the Council 

in the first program year, which linked the aggregate price-.standard 

to the pay standard. The Council will retain the linkage between ■ 

the pay and price standards, although the tentativeness .of the 

second—year pay standard -makes that nexus less precise. - ■. i - •

No changes will be made in the assumptions underlying .-the 

linkage. However, the Council’s present policy of allowing catch

up adjustments for workers without cost-of-living adjustments who ; 

complied with the first-year standard constitutes an .effective 

relaxation in the pay standard. While qualifying workers can ;, 

expect up to one percentage point automatically, not all workers . 

will qualify. On the other hand, allowances of more than -one per

centage point may be approved in extraordinary cases,.- -On balance, 

the Council believes that this relaxation in the pay standard amounts 

to an average of about one percentage point. Maintenance of the 

same nexus between the price and pay standards requires that the 

aggregate price standard in the second year be one -percentage•point 

higher than the 5-3/4 percent first-year standard.* Any further 

quantifiable changes of the pay standard during the second program 

year may be the basis for further changes of the price standard. -

For the present, compounding the first-year aggregate prices . 

standard of 5-3/4 percent with the second—year’s ;6—3/4 percent,.*, 

we obtain a two-year aggregate standard of 13 percent. The two- 

year cumulative increase over the 1976-77 base period (see issue -

A.3) in those sectors covered by the price standard was also 13
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percent. The two-year company-specific price standard (see issue

A.4), therefore, limits the cumulative -price increase for each 

-company over the two program years to its cumulative 1976-77 

increase.

2. ' Range of Allowable Price Increases. The first program

year’s price limitations for individual companies were limited to 

the range between 1-1/2 percent and 9-1/2 percent, regardless of 

the company’s actual rate of price change during the base-period. 

Many commentators recognized the inequities created by so wide a 

range, and there was substantial support for raising the bottom 

limit on the ground that for many companies the base-period rate 

of price increase was abnormally low. Only a few comments discussed 

the upper limit.

For the second year, the Council has decided to narrow the 

range of stipulated price increases, and to raise the bottom by 

more than it lowers the top. The lower bound will be raised from 

1-1/2 percent to 3-1/2 percent, which should reduce inequities for 

-firms whose markets were depressed (or who showed especial restraint) 

during the 1976-77 base period, without adversely affecting next 

year’s inflation rate (since most firms with low base-period rates 

of price change will be constrained now, as they were in the past, 

much more by market forces than by the price standard). The upper 

bound will be lowered from 9-1/2 percent to 8-1/2 percent. Such 

a tightening of the standard is equitable in view of the continued 

availability of an exception (the profit-limitation) to accommodate
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firms subjected to genuinely uncontrollable cost pressures necessi

tating average price increases greater than 8-1/2 percent. A 3-1/2 

to 8-1/2 percent price band for the second year on top of 1-1/2 to 

9-1/2 percent for the first, translates into a compound 5-to-19- 

perqent band for the cumulative two-year period.

3. The Choice of the Base Period. The price standard is 

based on an assumption that there is some continuity over time in 

the differences among companies and industries in their respective 

productivity and cost trends, and that their relative price changes 

in the recent past adequately reflect these differences. For the 

first program year, 1976-77 was selected as the reference period 

for measuring these underlying relative cost trends. A more recent 

base period would have penalized firms that cooperated with the 

Administration’s informal program to restrain price increases 

(announced January 1978); and an earlier base period would have 

been less representative because of the 1974-75 recession and the 

1973-74 surge in energy prices.

A few companies suggested changing the base period because of 

circumstances peculiar to their own companies or industries. Most 

comments, however, argued against a change on the grounds that: (1) 

the present base is at least as good as any other? (2) a good deal 

of effort has gone into developing figures for that period; and (3.) 

changing it would impose additional costs and create unnecessary

confusion.
The Council has decided to retain the 1976-77 base period for 

the second program year. Although large increases in the costs of
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energy and raw materials since 1977 have sharply altered cost trends 

for some industries, expanding the base would not do much to make 

the cost experience more representative, since crude-material prices 

did,not take off dramatically until early 1979, and including the 

first program year — in hope of bringing the base more nearly up 

to date — would reward companies that raised their prices sharply 

and penalize those that had practiced restraint. Moreover, as 

reflected in the comments, since firms have already computed their 

base-period price changes, retaining the 1976-77 base period mini

mizes calculation costs. Compliance costs were substantial for 

some firms in the first year, and increasing those costs would pro

vide a disincentive for compliance with a voluntary program.

4. One-Year vs. Two-Year Standard. The Issue Paper suggested 

two alternatives for measuring compliance for the second program 

year — a one-year or a two-year standard. Most of the commentators 

supported a two-year cumulative price standard on the ground that 

this would permit the carrying forward of unused allowable price 

increases from the first program year. Many of those recommending 

a one-year standard also argued for a carry-forward provision, 

thereby essentially endorsing the crucial aspect of a two-year 

standard.

Since there is overwhelming support for a two-year standard, 

the Council will cast the price standard as a cumulative two-year 

price limitation measured from the base quarter in 1978 to the 

corresponding quarter in 1980. This approach has the virtue of
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greater comparability to the 1976-77 base period, since the large 

increases in crude-material costs experienced in the first program 

year are likely to subside during the second. Moreover, a two-year 

standard will reward companies that showed restraint in the first 

yeay, or, to put it another way, will eliminate any incentive for 

firms to use all of their allowable increases in each program year.

One difficulty with the two-year price limitation is that some 

companies were granted or properly self-administered profit-margin 

■exceptions during the first year and then legitimately increased 

their prices by more than what tfould have been allowable under the 

basic price standard. To enable these companies to return to the 

price standard, the Council has decided to permit them to exceed the 

amount that would otherwise be permitted under that standard in 

the first six months of the second program year, so long as they do 

not use more than one half of the difference between their actual 

first—year price increase and their full two-year limitation.

5. Excluded Products. During the first program year, most 

■crude and raw materials were excluded from the program. Most of 

those who commented on this issue urged no change in these provisions, 

■although isolated commentators suggested also excluding natural gas 
liquids, forest and lumber products, lead, and zinc. A related issue 

raised by some is whether new products should zcontinue to be excluded 

and, if so, how to do the calculations.

Although much of the inflation during the past year has been 

in the excluded areas, no major changes are proposed for the second 

program year. As noted in the Issue Paper and reflected in the
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comments, it is imprudent to apply price standards to sectors where 

price increases are the result of supply shortages, and it is dif
ficult to apply" rigid standards where sellers lack discretion in 

setting prices for their goods. Moreover, the current economic 

slowdown is expected to continue into the second program" year , and 

thus the present price pressures in the excluded sectors are expected 

to decrease in any event.

To reflect the Council's actual policy during the first program 

year, two exclusions are being made explicit in the standards — for 

non-Federal hospitals (which are monitored by the Department of 

Health, Education, and Welfare) and health maintenance organizations. 

Another change to reflect existing policy is more precise definitions 

for custom products, new products, organized exchange markets, and 

health maintenance organizations. Finally, in response to the 

public comments, the standards will provide that new or discontinued 

and custom products that were excluded during the first program year 

can also be excluded during the second. K ~

6. Special-Sector Standards. During the first program year, 

special standards were adopted for several sectors: retailing, 

wholesaling, food processing, petroleum refining, electric and 

gas utilities, insurance, some professions, financial institutions, 

government enterprises, and government-subsidized private companies.
..... P ; * .■ ? . * V*- -

In general, the comments recommended that these standards be re

tained in their present form, with some minor modifications and 

clarifications.
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The Council has decided to keep the basic structure of the 
wholesale/retail standard unchanged. In the second year, as in 

the first, wholesale/retail units can increase their percentage 

gross^margins in accordance with their base-period margin trend.

As with the price standard, the base year remains the same and the 

standard is cast as a two-year cumulative limitation. Some commenta

tors suggested that companies with a negative margin trend should be 

allowed to increase their percentage margins in the second year by 

some stipulated amount. This suggestion has not been adopted since 

the standard already allows such companies to maintain a constant 

percentage margin, and therefore allows dollar gross margins to 

expand at the same rate as the cost of goods purchased for resale, 

plus growth in physical volume.

The wholesale/retail standard is being altered to bar the 

inclusion of significant vertically integrated manufacturing opera

tions under the percentage-gross-margin standard. This change is 

required because the rationale underlying the creation of this 

special standard for wholesale/retail trade (i.e., that the prices 

■of goods are determined primarily by the cost of the goods purchased 

for resale) does not apply to manufacturing operations.

Three different dollar-gross-margin standards are available 

for food processors, petroleum-refinery operations, and utilities-, 

respectively. In the first program year, these standards limited 

the growth in gross margins from the base quarter to the last 

quarter of the program year. Many commentators suggested that
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reliance on data for individual quarters is inappropriate because 

of the volatility of quarterly gross-margin data. In response to 

these comments, all three standards have been changed — they will 

now all compare annual gross margins in the second program year 

witji gross margins in the base year. As with the price standard, 

the base year remains the same and the standard is cumulative over 

the two-year period.

All of the dollar gross-margin standards limit growth in 

dollar margins to no more than 13-1/2 percent (6-1/2 percent com

pounded) , with adjustment for physical volume growth. Some 

commentators suggested that gross margins be redefined to add items 

to the cost of goods sold (in particular, food processors suggested 

excluding energy and packaging costs from their gross margin).

This suggestion was rejected because the uncontrollable-cost 

exception is available for companies experiencing rapid increases 

in costs of inputs other than those purchased for processing, and, 

in order to encourage cost-saving input substitution when relative 

prices change, it is desirable to limit the number of inputs that 

are eligible for cost passthrough.
During the first year, the food-processors standard imposed 

explicit 6-month and 9-month limitations on gross-margin growth.

The remaining three margin standards contained no explicit inter

mediate limitations. Experience during the first year indicates 

that such limitations are desirable (other than for utilities, 

whose rates are regulated, and typically adjusted infrequently) to
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permit evaluations of compliance on a timely basis. Accordingly, 

the second-year standards will contain semi-annual margin limita

tions. The.-numerical values of these limitations are derived by 

assuming a linear movement of the margin from the base-year average 

to the second-program-year annual limit, with the average values 

being reached at mid-year.

Again as under the price standard, companies in these sectors 

that were granted or properly self-administered profit-margin excep

tions during the first year are permitted to adjust their gross 

margins to the second-year limitation in a gradual fashion. However, 

the Council has decided that companies that wish to remain subject 

to the profit-margin limitation (as well as those that wish to move 

to that limitation during the second program year) must demonstrate 

first that they cannot comply with the gross-margin standard. Some 

of those commenting on this issue urged that companies be permitted 

to go directly to the profit margin, but, as noted in the Issue 

Paper and not disputed in any of the comments, many of them have 
sought to qualify for the profit-margin limitation for the precise 

reasons for which the gross-margin standard was designed.
The first-year standards for petroleum-refinery operations 

allowed dollar margins to increase by 6.5 percent, plus any positive 

percentage growth in physical volume, and required only input mix 

adjustments. In order to make the volume adjustment symmetrical, 

and because there is a good measure of physical volume for this 

industry, the second-year standard is cast in terms of the gross
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margin per barrel of output. Also for symmetry, and to avoid dis

tortions in the gross-margin changes as a result of mix changes, the 

second-year standard requires both input and output mix adjustments.

In the first-year standard for gas and electric utilities, 

the last three paragraphs dealt with its administration by public 

utility commissions. Although the Council remains committed to the 

approach spelled out in that paragraph, such matters are not appro

priately included in the standards themselves and have therefore been 

deleted. Also, the coverage of this standard has been expanded to 

include water and sewer utilities.

The professional-fee standard is being extended to the second 

year in much the same way as the gross margin tests: It is cast 

as a cumulative limitation by compounding 6-1/2 percent over two 
years.

The standard for government enterprises and private companies 
receiving government subsidies also remains substantially unchanged, 

but one change in the coverage criterion is being made in response to 

public comment. Specifically, the criterion based upon eligibility 

to disaggregate has been replaced by a criterion based upon avail

ability of required data. In addition, the section has been expanded 

to cover nonprofit organizations.

The special-sector standards for the insurance and banking 
industries run on a calendar-year basis. The Council is still 

gaining valuable experience with these standards. As a result, the 

second-year revisions will not be proposed until later this year.
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. . 7.. - -The .Insufficient-Product-Coverage Rule. In the first 

program year, ,.a .company-that--derived 75 percent- or more of .its 

revenue, .-from excluded products was not covered by, .the program.

.This provision was...intended to .avoid imposing unnecessary com7 

pliance burdens,, on companies for which only .a small fraction of 

.total.operations would .be covered. But the 75-percent rule, 

combined with- the .flexibility afforded companies in organizing for 

.compliance purposes, resulted in considerable slippage in the .price 

standard. This occurred because companies were able to disaggregate 

their, operations, in .such a way that products normally covered by 

the. pro gram,..,and ;for which large price increases were taken,, were 

placed .in .compliance units that qualified for exclusion, under the 

75-percent..r}ile.. ...Moreover, although the revenue excluded from the 

program as a result of the rule might be a small percentage of -a 

companyis .total, revenue.,. it could amount to several hundred million 

dollars for J^rge, firms, a dollar value large enough to warrant 
monitoring..by. ;the Council., - For these reasons, the Council, has 

eliminated.-the, 7.5-percent rule, from the second-year .program, not-, 

withstanding, the,fact. that most commentators favored.its retention.

The Council has also made more explicit its interpretation, of, 

the. portion of .the insufficient-product-coverage rule .that applies 

when, revenue f rom new, discontinued, and custom products., and pro

ducts exchanged.,in.non-arms-length transactions,\account for one 

third..or.more .of, .the.companys revenue,after deducting the other 

excluded-products» In fhese cases , . -the company as a-whole should
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comply with the two-part profit limitation, and, in addition, it 

should comply with the two-year and intermediate price limitations 

for nonexeluded products unless the revenue from those products 

is less than $50 million. This two-part requirement for compliance 

does not reflect any change in the Council’s policies? the dollar 

threshold has been inserted, however, in response to public concern 

that otherwise there would be computational burdens imposed i.n 

situations where compliance with the price standard would have only 

negligible anti-inflationary benefits.

The insufficient-product-cpverage rule has been incorporated 

in a new section, called "Special Situations." This section also 

sets forth the treatment of acquisitions and divestitures, which7is 

essentially unchanged (but simplified) from what was previously 

incorporated in the "Definitions" section. - _■

8. Adjusting the Profit-Margin Limitation. ' In the first- ‘ ‘ 

year standards, the profit-margin limitation was intended to con

strain price changes to equal (approximately) cost changes in those 

cases where uncontrollable cost increases precluded compliance with 

the basic price standard. This limitation consisted of a two-part 

test: ' ' ' , ■ • ' ' ■
(a) The profit margin (dollar profit as a percent of sales')

in the first year was not to exceed the average profit"'’ ‘‘ 
.margin of the best two of, the three' preceding :years?:'’''^

’ (b). ■ Dollar-profit growth during the • first'-’year- wasrestricted

to €-1/2 percent (plus an adjustment for'ariy'positive'
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growth in physical volume) over base-year profit. Base- 
year profit was allowed, to be either actual profit earned 

during the base year or base—year sales multiplied by the 

best-two-out-of-three average profit margin. This choice

*• was provided in recognition of the fact that profit is

highly volatile from year to year.
In many cases t the choice of the alternative base—year profit 

measure allowed firms not only a passthrough of cost surges but 

also a catch-up from their actual base-year profit margin to their 

best-two-out-of-three margin. Because of the resulting serious 

potential for slippage, the Council imposed a condition on some 

profit—margin exceptions granted or self—administered during the 

first year. The condition had the effect of tightening up the

1 ar-p-rof 11.—growth allowance by contraining dollar profits to 

an amount consistent with a passthrough of cost changes per unit of 

output from the base quarter to the fourth quarter of the program 
year. At the same time, it based allowable dollar-profit growth 

on a single quarter that might not have accurately reflected the 

firm’s "normal” profit position.
The comments did not provide any consensus on how the limitation 

should be modified, if at all. Based on the Council1s experience, the 

second—year standard will continue to provide a profit limitation 

in situations where companies cannot calculate their program-year 

price change or cannot satisfy the price limitations due to uncon

trollable increases in the prices of goods and services they buy.

If, however, a company cannot calculate its base-period price change
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» I COUNCIL ON WAGE AND PRICE STABILITY
/ ' /(f CFR Part 706/

PROCEDURAL RULES
AGENCY: Council on Wage and Price Stability
ACTION: Interim Final Procedural Rules for the Second Program

Year
' SUMMARY: The Council’s rules in 6 CFR Part 706 are being revised

•l to simplify and streamline the procedures for submitting
materials-, to the Council, for requesting approval of exceptions 
to the pay and price standards, and for determining whether there

is noncompliance with those standards.
On August 17, 1979, the Council published in the Federal

Register (44 FR 4B632) proposed revised procedures and solicited 
public conment, not only on those procedures, but also on all 
aspects of the administration of the standards. After 
considering the-conments received, the procedures have been 
further modified and are being published in interim final form 
pending publication of final substantive standards. The changes 
from the procedures previously published in the Federal Register 

are explained in the narrative below.
DATES: The effective date of the revised Part 706 is October 1,
1979. Conments on these interim procedures must be received on 

or before October 17, 1979.
ADDRESS: Conments should be addressed to the Office of General
Counsel, Council on Wage and Price Stability, 600 17th Street,

N.W., Washington, D.C. 20506.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION.CONTACT: Jane Campana (202)456-6210.
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ANALYSIS OF COMMENTS AND CHANGES:

SECOND-YEAR PROCEDURAL RULES

Introduction
In a separate document released today, the Council has set 

forth its conclusions about the substantive aspects of the second- 

year voluntary pay and price standards. The procedural aspects of 

the program have also been re-evaluated. The Council published in 

the Federal Register on August 17, 1979, proposed revisions of its 

rules, on the basis of its own experiences during the first year 
as well as suggestions offered during the year by those affected 

by the program. At the same time, we solicited public comments 
by September 17 on all aspects of the administration of the standards.

Over 40 comments were filed, most of which provided detailed 

and thoughtful analyses of our procedures. Although they included 

some criticism of the Council’s early administration of the stand

ards, their general tenor was that the Council’s practices and 

decision-making processes had improved over the course of the year.

Some of the comments offered specific recommendations for 

further changes, many of which we have adopted. These will be 

discussed below. Two general comments, however, deserve special 
emphasis: ,(1) that the Council should explain more fully the basis 

for its decisions; and (2) that the Council should more frequently 

(or systematically) issue general interpretations of the standards. 

These suggestions are good ones, and, in the second program year.
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the Council will continue to try to improve its performance in 
these respects. It should be recognized, however, that the 
factual basis'- for particular decisions (or even for interpreta
tions) are’ usually confidential, and therefore it is often difficult 
to explain adequately the predicate for a particular result. None
theless, we expect to provide more guidance during the second 
program year through more effective use of questions and answers, 
which will demonstrate how general principles apply to particular 
(perhaps hypothetical) facts. To help-in this effort, we encourage 
interested persons to submit written questions to the Council, along 
with proposed answers. We will publish the ones that appear to have 
^general application.

There follows a detailed discussion of the revisions to the 
proposed procedural rules, and the rules themselves. These rules do 
not reflect the future roles of the Advisory Committees announced 
today. When these Committees develop formal operating procedures, 
they will be published in proposed form and public comment will be 
solicited. Any resulting rules will ultimately be incorporated in 
this Part 706. In addition, a new Part 707, specifying data and 
other information to be included in reports and exception requests, 
will be published for public comment in mid-October.

Subpart A — General Provisions
One comment noted that the signature requirement for sub

missions to the Council differs from the one on the periodic 
reporting forms, PM-1 and PAY-1. In response, we have modified
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the language of Section 706.5 to be consistent with Fonn PAY-1;

Form PM-1 will be similarly modified.
Several comments indicated uncertainty as to whether persons 

should file multiple copies of documents. In order to minimize 

administrative burdens, we have decided that only a single copy 
of any document need be filed, unless it contains confidential 

information. In that event. Section 706.6 explicitly states that 

a duplicate'-copy from which the confidential information is expur
gated should be submitted. This enables the Council to satisfy its 

public disclosure requirements without breaching the assurance of

confidentiality for certain data.
Several persons asked whether, under Section 706.8, the Council 

intends to count only business days in computing time. The plain 

meaning of this section is that only business days are counted, 

unless another section specifically states that the time is to be 

counted in calendar days. Accordingly, unless otherwise specified, 

the three additional days added to any time period when notice of 

the Council’s action is sent by mail are business days only.

Other comments suggested that the time period begin running 

on receipt of notice of the Council1s action, rather than from 

the date it was taken. The date of the Council’s action is the 

date of decision or notice, or the date of the cover letter, which

ever is later. The Council’s decisions and notices are generally 

sent the day they are dated. While a rule pegged to the receipt 

date might be preferable when there are unusual delays in the mail,
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it would be difficult to administer and unusual delays of this 
kind may serve as a ground for a request for extension of time.

With respect to extensions of time, Section 706.9 will be 
modified in response to the public comments to state explicitly 
that extensions should be addressed to, and will be granted by, the 

‘Office of the General Counsel. In addition, the General Counsel’s 
,Office will continue its practice of granting extensions over the 
telephone, with confirmation in writing by the person making the 
request.

Subpart B -- Reports and Notifications
The Council has attempted to respond to the public comments on 

^company-organization submissions by including a new paragraph (a) 
that makes explicit that a company'may reorganize its compliance 
units and employee units at the outset of the second year, but not 
thereafter. As noted in the discussion of the design of the price 
standard (issue A.9), an initial opportunity to reorganize is 
necessary to remedy changed circumstances or past errors; but sub
sequent reorganizations, might well be used to evade the standards 
/and are thus not permitted.

The most critical comments concerned the provision of Section 
706.21(b), which requested a statement of assurance that a company 
intends to comply with the pay standard. Most commentators 
thought the request was unnecessary; some believed it to be incon
sistent with the spirit of a voluntary program; others said it was 
an affront to employees. On reflection, the Council agrees that
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the request is unnecessary, and has deleted it- In that same
section, the proposed request that a company state its method of 

computation for pay compliance has also been deleted, because it 

duplicates information requested on Form PAY-1.
With respect to periodic submissions — specifically Forms 

PM-1 and PAY-1 — the Council has made certain changes in response 
to the public comments, but it has rejected others. Specifically, 

we cannot accept the suggestion that there be no quarterly Form 
PM-1 reports since such data are necessary for the effective moni

toring of price compliance. On the other hand, we have extended 

the time for filing these forms to 45 calendar days after the end 

of each quarter and 60 calendar days after the last quarter of the 

year. On the pay side, many comments objected to the increase in 

the number of units required to report: as drafted, the rules 

would have required a small compliance unit that is part of a large 

company to file Form PAY-1. In response to these comments, and to 

reduce reporting burdens, Section 706.22 has been redrafted to apply 

only to compliance units of 5,000 or more employees. Several com

ments also opposed the semi-annual submission of Form PAY-1. Again,

in response,to the expressed concerns, this section has been modified 

to call for prospective data by March 31, 1980, and actual program- 

year data within 60 calendar days after the'-end of the program year. 
Although we thus still contemplate two filings, the first simply 

calls for prospective data, which should not pose any additional 

burden on complying companies, who must make such projections in
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any event. So too, we are not extending the time for filing year- 
end data to 90 days (even though it would permit more precise 
calculation of some executive bonus plans) since, as a general 
rule,-a 60-calendar-day period should be adequate; those in any 
unusual situations can request an extension of time.

Finally most of the comments on Section 706.23, relating to 
submissions by State and local governments,' suggested that there 
be a dollar threshold for reporting by government enterprises such 
as universities, water districts, -etc. It was noted that requiring 
every government enterprise to report could create a monumental 
burden, not only on these enterprises, but also on the Council.
These comments are well taken and, accordingly, we have decided to 
treat these entities as commercial entities are treated. In this 
connection, it should be noted that government enterprises are 
included in the definition of "company” in Subpart 705D, and there
fore those with $250 million or more in net sales or revenues would 
be subject to the same periodic price-reporting requirements as 
commercial entities; similarly, those with 5,000 or more employees 
would be subject to the same pay—reporting requirements as commercial 
entities..

Subpart C — Requests for Approval of Exceptions
Most of the comments on Section 706.31 requested some guidance 

on whether first-year exceptions continue automatically into the 
second program year or whether a new request fox an exception must 
be filed. A new paragraph (d) has been added to clarify the pro
cedure; a compliance unit should submit a new request, but it need
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not resubmit data already on file with the Council. On the other 

hand, we have rejected the suggestions that all exceptions be 

self-administered or that the threshold for requesting them be 

raised. We believe that the opportunity for us to review excep

tion requests is an important element of the program; this review 

not only provides a check on companies1 compliance but also con

tributes to our understanding of the program’s effect on differently 

situated companies. Morever, Section 706.32 has been modified to 
make clear that entities self-administering exceptions are expected 

to retain supporting documentation. The Council will continue to 

check their compliance and will not permit companies to use self- 

administration of an exception as a defense, unless it is supported 

by contemporaneous documentation.
With respect to the provisions for discretionary approvals 

of exceptions in paragraph (b), some of the comments asked what 
constitutes "good cause.” Earlier Council statements have indicated 

that good cause would exist, for example, when a company has reached 

a labor settlement contingent on a determination of compliance or 

when uncertainty as to the application of the standards would have 

serious adverse effects on a company. Any attempt to provide a 
more specific definition would, we believe, be counterproductive, 

in that it might have the effect of foreclosing other equally 

meritorious, but unforeseen, situations.
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In response to the comments, we have increased the page 
limitation in Section 706.33 to 15, exclusive of supporting 
documentation. We have not, however, adopted the suggestion that 
a conference should be scheduled before an exception is denied. On 
the other hand, a new paragraph (d) has been.added to Section 706.-31 
to make clear that a request for a conference may be made at any time.

A significant number of comments recommended that companies 
be allowed to self-administer an exception if the Council has not 
acted within a certain period of time< citing the urgency of most 
requests and the pecuniary loss that could result from delay. In 
response to these comments, a new paragraph (c) has been added to 
Section 706.33, which provides a procedure for requesting an expedited 
decision. We recognize that our delay in processing exception 
requests was1 a problem in the first program year. We are committed 
to proceeding more expeditiously during the second year. Nonetheless, 
because there may be a very large number of requests filed at the 
beginning of the program year, it would not be prudent to set a 
strict deadline for Council action. This is particularly so since, 
during the first year, a significant contributor to the delay was 
the fact that many of the submissions did not contain all of the 
data necessary for processing the request.

Section 706.34, relating to notice to interested persons, has 
been revised to eliminate the requirement that companies serve 
unions (or employee units) and that unions (or employee units) serve 
companies with copies of pending requests. This request, while 
serving a useful function, adds unduly to the administrative burden 
of the program.
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Comments on Section 706.35 urged the Council to notify a 

company of the purpose of any investigation; the suggestion is a 
good one and we have adopted it. Another comment suggested that 

any deadline for submission of information be reasonable; we have 

added language to this effect.
The statement in Section 706.36 that the Council may condition 

its approval of an exception in any manner that it considers appro

priate was the focus of several strongly worded objections. Those 

commenting were concerned specifically about the Council's practice 

in the first program year of imposing a fourth-quarter condition 

in grants of profit-margin exceptions. The merits of that particu

lar condition need not be debated for the second program year, 
since the standards themselves have been redrafted to achieve 

essentially the same objective. As a general proposition, however, 

we believe that the Council may impose any condition that furthers 

the objectives of the program, and we have modified the language 

of 706.37(b) accordingly.
A question has been raised as to whether companies that are 

denied an exception may submit additional exception requests based 

on the same facts or arguments. A new paragraph (c) of Section 

706.37 states that, for the second program year, the issues raised 

at the time of . the initial decision may not be resubmitted, but that 

new requests may be filed based upon new facts.
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Subpart D — Special Investigations 
This Subpart received the fewest comments, and the only sub

stantive change has been the addition of language to the effect 
that any request for information will be accompanied by a statement 
of the purpose of the request and the nature of the Council’s need 

for the information.
Subpart E — Determination of Noncompliance

The principal issue discussed in the comments on this Subpart 
was the Council's policy with respect to the release of the names 
of recipients of Notices of Probable Noncompliance. It was argued 
that this practice can seriously, irremediably and unfairly damage 
a company's good name. Some recommended that the Council not 
publicize names at all; others recommended that there be no pub 
licity unless there is concrete evidence of noncompliance. Because 
of these concerns, the Council will continue its policy, adopted 
in the latter part of the first year, of not publicizing those who 
have received .Notices unless there are compelling reasons to do so.

With respect to Section 706.52, "Notice and Reply," several 
comments pointed out the difficulty of serving notice on employee 
units. Here, as in the Subpart dealing with exceptions (and for 
the same reasons), the requirement has been eliminated.

Several comments stated that a conference should be provided 
routinely before a Notice of Probable Noncompliance is issued. 
Section 706.52 provides that any recipient of a Notice may request 
a conference and that, if requested, the Council will arrange for 
one at a suitable time and location. No additional language is
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required. So too, we are not extending the time in which to respond 
to a Notice of Probable Noncompliance; again, extensions are provided 
in thosq,instances where good cause is shown.

Subpart F —— The hist of Noncompliers
Only a few comments discussed this Subpart» urging that the 

Council afford longer time periods or provide a hearing and/or 
reconsideration as a matter of right. We have adopted neither of 
these suggestions — the former for the reasons set forth above; 
the latter because it would unduly encumber the process without 
providing any appreciable advantage in terms of developing a full 
and fair record for decision—making-

Subpart G — Reconsideration
We have reordered Sections 706.71 and 706.72 to clarify the 

process of requesting reconsideration. Once again, despite recom
mentations to the contrary, we have not extended the time period 
set forth in this Subpart. As in the case of exception requests 
and Notices of Probable Noncompliance, we have deleted the require
ment that specified persons be served with copies of the request.
We have also added a clause explicitly stating that facts and 
arguments not presented at the time of the initial decision may be 
presented on reconsideration, but that repeated requests based on 
essentially the same facts and arguments are not permitted.

Some comments suggested that both a hearing and a conference 
be provided upon request. Our procedures do precisely that, and
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we have changed the wording slightly to make this clear. Others 
suggested that hearings and/or conferences automatically be held 
in the case Of every request for reconsideration. We see no point 
in dQing so, since our rules provide for hearings and conferences 
on request, and in many instances companies prefer to dispense 
with the formalities of a.time-consuming hearing and opt, instead, 
for a more informal conference with Council officials.

Several other comments suggested various changes ih the 
conduct of the hearings. Some suggested that issues of law and/or 
policy be made legitimate matters of contention in the hearings 
and that any restraints by the Hearing Officer on the facts or 
arguments presented be eliminated. This suggestion was rejected 
because it would unduly burden the process to permit the introduc
tion of matters that are irrelevant or inappropriate for a Hearing 

Officer to decide.
Others called for specific procedures for each and every step 

in the process, including specification of the qualifications of the 
Hearing Officer. We believe the objectives of the program are better 
served by stressing the general principles of due process, leaving 
the details to be worked out on a case-by-case basis.

One suggestion that we believe is worthwhile is that the report 
of the Hearing Officer be made available to the party who requested, 
the hearing, and Section 706.74 has been so amended.

Accordingly, 6 CFR Part 706 is revised on an interim basis

£o read as follows:
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Part 706 Procedural Rules

Subpart A - General Provisions

706.1 ' Purpose and scope.
706.2 Definitions.
706.3 Appearances before the Council.
706.4 Actions by the Council.
706.5 Submission of documents.
706.6 Confidential material.
706.7 Service of documents.
706.8 Computation of time.
706.9 Extension of time.
706.10 Consolidations.

Subpart B - Reports and Notifications

706.20 Purpose and scope.
706.21 Submissions on company organization for purposes of 

compliance.
706.22 Periodic data submissions.
706.23 Submissions by State and loeal governments.

Subpart C - Bequests for Approval of Exceptions

706.30 Purpose and scope.
706.31 Who should request approval.
706.32 Grounds for exceptions.>
706.33 Contents of the request.
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706.34 Notice to interested persons.
706.35 Additional information.
706.36 Conferences.
706-37 Decision.

Subpart D - Special Investigations
706.40 Purpose and scope.
706.41 Investigational policy.
706.42 Requests for information.

Subpart E - Determination of Noncompliance
706.50 Purpose and scope.
706.51 Notice and reply.
706.52 Decision.

Subpart F - The List of Noncompliers
706.60 Purpose and scope.
706.61 Listing of noncompliers.
706.62 Removal from list of noncompliers.

Subpart G - Reconsideration
706.70 Purpose and scope.
706.71 General.
706.72 Contents of the request.
706.73 Conference on reconsideration.
706.74 Hearing on reconsideration.
706.75 Decision.
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706.76 Stays pending reconsideration.

AUTHORITY: Council on Wage and Price Stability Act, P.L. 93-387 
(August- 24, 1974), as amended by P.L. 94-78 (August 9, 1975) and 
P.L. 95-121 (October 5, 1977), 12 U.S.C. 1904 note; as last 
amended by P.L. 96-10 (May 10, 1979); E.O. 12092 (November 3, 
1978); E.O. _____________  (September 28, 1979).

v
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because of a lack of historical records, it will be assigned a 

two-year price limitation of 10 percent.- (If 'the company is 

eligible for a gross-margin standardthe -Council may provide a 

constructive gross-margin limitation.) ~T-- ‘

'In applying the profit limitation, the Council will'retain the 

average best-two-out-of-three base for the profit-margiri‘limitation 

and will impose a 13.5-percent (6.5 percent-compounded) limit on 

dollar profit' growth over the two program years. ' 'The'fourth-quarter 

condition used during the first program year will' not-be continued-.’ 

Instead, to reduce the potential for slippage, the amount of 'Catch-up 

of dollar profits will be limited to 50 percent. 'This willjbe' '■ 

achieved by defining base-year profit as (1) actual base-year' profit 

or C2) the average of actual base-year profit and the multiple of - 

base-year revenue and the best-two-out-of-three margin (rather than 

the three-out-of-three margin mentioned in the Issue Paper)i' -

In response to numerous public comments ,-'the-Council'-will ' 

consider in individual cases adjusting price•limitations"for particu

larly large increases in costs of raw materials "and other^pafticular 

inputs that the Council may specify, so as to reduce the pressures 

on companies with such cost increases to move to -the'profit limitation.

9. Company Organization. At the beginning-of' the - firs t;;; 

program year, companies were given the ' option of-’disaggregat'ing'thieir 

operations for compliance purposes (i.e.-,-'6f reporting as:: one-dr-more 

distinct compliance units) if certain accounting -criteria' were 

satisfied. • The disaggregated reporting’ *?compahyI,;'asr-d'efihed“in''LHer
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first year will be called a "compliance unit" in the standards for 

the second year.
Most comments supported the proposition that companies should

oe permitted to reorganize for compliance purposes for ‘the second
- • - - * ■ : ; 1program year. In spite of the fact that, in ■the first year, some 

companies organized themselves to take advantage of the various 

available exceptions and exemptions, the Council has decided to 

allow companies to reorganize for compliance purposes at the outset 

of the second program year but not thereafter. Changes within 

companies, changes in the economic circumstances of industries within 

which various parts of a large company may operate, simple mistakes 

in past choices of compliance structure, and modifications in the 

standards justify affording companies full latitude for reorganization 

The Council does not believe that this will result in significant 

slippage because companies are not allowed to reorganize during the 

program year. This policy will be reflected in the Council’s pro

cedural rules.
10. A Product-Specific vs. A Company-Specific Price Standard. 

Because the. price standard establishes a limitation based on a 

company-wide average price increase and does not set limits on price 

increases for individual items, the standard is not easily monitored 

by consumers. Throughout the first program year, various groups •. 

voiced opposition to the company-wide standard for this reason 

and requested product-specific price standards.. All but one of the 

public comments, however, strongly supported retention of the
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company-wide standard. For the reasons set forth in the Issue 
Paper, the Council has decided to continue with the current approach 

The Council is, however, pursuing the possibility of requesting 

companies to post baseTperiod price levels of selected .products.

11. Quarterly Limitations. The first-year standards included 

6-month and 9-month limitations on average price increases in order 

to deter companies from taking all of their allowable price increase 

early in the. program year. The Council contemplated adopting 

quarterly limitations in the second, year for the same reason. The 

comments have, however, expressed vigorous opposition to quarterly 

limits in general and to a first-quarter test in particular. The 

principal argument is that such limits increase compliance burdens 

for those businesses whose pricing and production schedules extend 

beyond a quarter’s length. The difficulty with a first-quarter test 

in particular is that, for many businesses, first-quarter pricing 

decisions have already been made on the assumption that, as in the 

first year, there would not be any difference between the first- and 

second-quarter limits in the second-year standards.

In response to these sentiments, the Council is not imposing 

different first- and second-quarter price limitations. In other 

words, compliance does not require that companies implement their 

price increases gradually, satisfying a first-quarter limitation 

that is more restrictive than the second-quarter limitation. On 

the other hand, the Council could not countenance the absence of 

any restrictions on first—quarter price increases. For this reason,
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the standard is cast as a semi-annual limitation to be met on a 

quarterly basis- However, if price developments during the first 

quarter suggest the need for more restrictive quarterly limitations, 

the third quarter limitation may be adjusted downward.

Finally, the Council is eliminating the first-year requirement 

that companies that justify exceeding quarterly limits on the grounds 

of seasonality must comply not only with the price standard for the 

year but also with the profit limitation. The comments suggest, and 

we agree, that the profit restriction in this context is an unnecessary 

restraint in view of its limited anti-inflationary benefit.

*******

Each of these changes has been incorporated in the standard, 

and editorial changes have been made to clarify the Council's 

interpretations. In addition the proposed language of the standard 

reflects the decision announced August 27 to begin a twelve-month 

second program year on October 1, 1979. As we explained earlier, 

a majority of the comments received on this issue preferred the 

present October 1 program year, in large part because companies have 

established compliance plans based on the present system. It was 

felt that a change at this time would cause unnecessary confusion 

and additional expense.

Accordingly, Subparts A, C, apd D of Part 705, Title 6 CFR 

are adopted on an interim basis to read as follows:
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Part 705A The Price Standard

705A-1 Compliance with the price standard.
705A-2 The two-year price 1imi tat ion.
TO 5 A-3 Intermed i ate price 1imi tat ions.
705A-4 Exclusions.
705A-5 Special s i tuations.
705A-6 Exceptions.

705C-1 General applicability- of modified price standards.
705C-2 Except ions.
705C-3 Percentage-gross-margin standard for wholesale and

705C-4
reta i1 trade.
Gross-margin standard for food manufacturing and

705C-5
processing.
Gross-margin standard for petroleum-refinery operations.

705C-6 Gross-margin standard for electric, gas, and water

705C-7
utilities.
Professional-fee standard.

705C-8 Federal, state, and local government enterprises,
private nonprofit enterprises, and government-subsidized

705C-9
private companies.
Price standard for medical and dental insurance

705C-10
providers.
Price standard for providers of insurance other than
medical and dental insurance.
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705C-11 Standard for financial institutions.

705D — Definitions

AUTHORITY? Council on Wage and Price Stability Act, P.L. 93-387 
(August 24, 1974), as amended by P.L. 94-78 (August 9, 1975) and 
P.L. 95-121 (October 5, 1977), 12 U.S.C. 1904 note; as last 
amended by P.L. 96-10 (May 10, 1979); E.O. 12092 (November 3, 
1978); E.O. _______________  (September 28, 1979).
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7OSA THE PRICE STANDARD 

705A-1 Compliance with the Price Standard■

A compliance unit complies with the price standard if 

and only if it satisfies the two-year and the intermediate price 

limitations in 705A-2 and 705A-3, subject to the applicable 

provisions of 705A-4, 705A-5, and 705A—6.

7 0 5A-2 The Two-Year Price Limitation.
A compliance unit complies with the two-year price 

limitation if its two-year price change is no greater than (1) 

the base-period price change or (2) 19 percent, whichever is less. 

However, a compliance unit will be in compliance with the two-year 

price limitation regardless of its base—period price change if 

its two-year price change is 5 percent or less.

(a) The base-period price change is the sales- 

weighted average of the percentage changes of a 

compliance unit1s product prices from the last 

calendar or complete fiscal quarter of 1975 to the 

corresponding quarter of 1977.

(b) If a compliance unit cannot compute its base- 
period price change because of a.lack of-historical 

records, it is assigned a-two—year price limitation

.of 10 percent. . ***
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(c) The two-year price change is the sales-weighted

average of the percentage changes of a compliance unit’s 

product prices from the last calendar or fiscal quarter 

completed before October 2, 1978, to the corresponding

- quarter of 1980.

7 0 5A-3 Intermediate Price Limitations.

(a) A compliance unit complies with the 18-month price 

limitation if the 18-month price change does not exceed 

three quarters of the two-year price limitation.

The 18-month price change is the sales-weighted average 

of the percentage changes ‘of a compliance unit’s 

product prices from the base quarter to the second quarter 

of the second program year.

(b) If a compliance unit was granted or properly 

self-administered a profit-margin exception during the 

first program year, it complies with the 18-month price 

limitation if the 18-month price change does not exceed 

the two-year price limitation less one half of the 

difference between the two-year price limitation and 

the price change realized during the first program year.

(c) The sales-weighted average price change from the 

base quarter to the first quarter of the second program 

year should not exceed the 18-month price limitation in

(a) or, if applicable, in (b). The sales-weighted average
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price change from the base quarter to the third quarter of the 

second program year should not exceed the two-year price 

limitation.
(d) A compliance unit may exceed the intermediate price 

limitations if it can demonstrate that its price increases:

(1) are justified on grounds of seasonal variations 

in business operations, historical business practices, 

or unusual business conditions; and

(2) will not prevent compliance with the two-year 

price limitation by the end of the second program year.

7 0 5A-4 Exclusions.

(a) Producers of goods and services in the following 

categories should exclude the revenue from the sale of those 

goods or services from the calculation of the base-period 

price change and the two-year and intermediate price changes:

(1) Agricultural, fishing, forestry, and mineral 

products included in the 1972 Standard Industrial 

Classification Major Groups 01, 02, 08 (except

085), 09, 10 (except 108), 11 (except 1112), 12 (except 

1213), 13 (except 1321 and 138), and 14 (except 148).

(2) Recyclable scrap materials, including, but not 

limited to, ferrous and nonferrous metal scrap, 

wastepaper, textile waste, scrap rubber, scrap 

plastics, and glass cullet.
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(3) Commodities whose historical and current price 

changes are closely tied to price movements in an 

organized exchange market for that commodity, either domestic 

or foreign, including, but not necessarily limited to,

z gold, silver, oilseeds, and oil and protein meals.

(4) Interest received.

(5) Exports.

(6) Hospital services subject to price monitoring by 

the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare.
(7) Services of health maintenance organizations.

(8) Products exchanged in other than arms-length 

transactions.

(9) New or discontinued products, except that products 

that were sold by the compliance unit throughout the 

base period or throughout the first two program years 

should be included in the respective calculations of the 

price changes for those periods.

(10) Custom products, except that custom products produced 

and delivered throughout the base period or throughout 

the first two program years should be included in the 

respective calculations of the price changes for those 

periods.
(b) Deliveries during the two program years at prices

determined by contracts in effect before October 2, 1978, 

should be excluded from the calculation of the two-year and
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intermediate price changes. This exclusion applies only if the 

contract clearly specifies the final transaction prices 

or contains a nondiscretionary formula for determining the 

final transaction prices (i.e., only if -there is no seller 

discretion to adjust those prices).

705A-5 Special Situations.

(a) Insufficient Product Coverage.

If products excluded under 705A-4(a) (8) through (10) 

account for one-third or more of a compliance unit’s total 

revenue for the first two program years minus revenue 

from the sale of products excluded under 705A-4(a)(1) through 

(7) and 705A-4(b), the compliance unit should

(i) comply with the two-year and intermediate price 

limitations in 705A-2 and 705A-3 for those products

not excluded under 705A-4, unless those products account 

for less than $50 million in sales during each of the first 

two program years, and
(ii) comply with the profit limitation in 705A-6(a) 

for the compliance unit as a whole.

(b) Acquisitions.
A company acquired after September 30, 1975, may be 

combined with the acquiring company or may be treated as a., 

separate compliance unit.

(c) Divestitures.
A company should exclude the data for any divested entity

/
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from all calculations.

7 0 5A-6 Exceptions.

(a) Inability to Compute and Uncontrollable Costs.

If a compliance unit cannot calculate its two-year

* and intermediate price changes or cannot comply with the 

two-year or intermediate price limitations because of 

uncontrollable increases in the prices of the goods 

and services that it buys, it should satisfy the 

following two-part profit limitation:

(1) The profit margin in the second program year should 

not exceed the sales-wei'ghted average profit margin

for the best two of the compliance unit’s last three 

fiscal years completed before October 2, 1978. In 

addition, the profit margin during each quarter of the second 

program year should not exceed the same sales-weighted 

average unless it can be demonstrated that any excess is 

consistent with an explicit plan, based on reasonable 

projections of economic conditions, to achieve compliance 

for the second program year as a whole.
(2) Second-program-year profit should not exceed base-year 

profit by more than 13.5 percent plus any positive 

percentage growth in physical volume from the base year

to the second program year. Base-year profit can be either

(i) actual base-year profit or (ii) base-year revenue 

times the average of the base-year profit margin and the
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average profit margin determined in subparagraph (1) above,

(b) Undue Hardship and Gross Inequity.

The Council may except a compliance unit from, or make 

appropriate adjustments to, the price limitations or 

the profit limitation if their application would cause undue 

hardship or gross inequity.
(1) An undue hardship exists if application of the 

the price standards would seriously threaten the 

company's financial viability.

(2) A gross inequity is any situation that, in the

Council's judgment, is manifestly unfair.
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705C-1 General Applicability of Modified Price Standards.

This Subpart provides modified price standards for industries 

for which the price standard in 7OSA may be inappropriate.

7 0 5C-2 Exceptions.
(a) Except as noted in the following sections, a compliance 

unit eligible to apply a modified price standard may alternatively 

comply with the two-part profit limitation in 705A-6(a) if and only 

if it can demonstrate that: (1) it cannot make the calculations 

required for the modified standard; or (2) as a result of uncontrol 

lable cost increases, compliance with the modified standard would 

cause a significant deterioration of the compliance unit's profit 

position.

(b) The Council may except a compliance unit from, or make 

appropriate adjustments to, the relevant modified standard if appli 

cation of the relevant modified price standard would cause undue 

hardship or gross inequity within the meaning of 705A-6(b).

705C— 3 Percentage-Gross-Margin Standard for Wholesale and .Retail 

Trade.

(a) Eligibility,
(i) A compliance unit in the wholesale and retail 

trade industries (1972 Standard Industrial Classifi

cation Major Groups 50 through 59, including food 

service operations but excluding manufacturing sales 

branches and offices) is eligible for a percentage- 

gross-margin standard as an alternative to the price 

standard in -705A.
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(ii) Notwithstanding the definition of "compliance 

unit” in Subpart 7OSD, manufacturing and processing 

operations of a compliance unit applying the

- percentage-gross-margin limitation must be treated 

as separate compliance units under 7OSA or the 

appropriate modified standard in 705C if the base- 

year sales of these operations exceeded either $50 

million or 10 percent of the 1978 sales of the 

wholesale and/or retail operations. The transfer- 

price policy of vertically integrated companies must 

be consistent over time.

Cb) Definition.
(i) The gross margin is net sales (gross sales adjusted 

for discounts, returns coupons, and other allowances) 

less the cost of goods sold. For manufacturing or 

processing operations that are allowed to be aggregated 

with wholesale and retail operations, the gross margin 

is net sales less the cost of material inputs used in 

the manufacturing or processing operations.
(ii) The percentage gross margin is the gross margin 

divided by net sales.

(iii) The margin trend is the percentage change of the. 

percentage gross margin between the base year and the 

corresponding year prior to October 2, 1976. If this 

percentage change is negative, then the margin trend

is zero.
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(iv) In computing its percentage gross margin, a 

compliance unit may adjust for changes in the composi

tion of sales at any reasonable level of aggregation, 

such as division, department, product category, or 

individual product level, but such adjustments must 

be made consistently.

(c) Annual Percentage-Gross-Margin Limitation, A compliance 

unit complies with the annual percentage-gross-margin limita

tion if its percentage gross margin in the second program year 

does not exceed its percentage gross margin during the base 

year plus its margin trend.

Cd). Intermediate Percentage-Gross-Margin Limitations. A 

compliance unit complies with the intermediate percentage- 

gross-margin limitations if

Ci) its percentage gross margin in each of the first 

and second quarters of the second program year does not 

exceed its base-year percentage gross margin by more 

than 87.5 percent of its margin trend, and

(ii) its percentage gross margin in each of the third 

and fourth quarters of the second program year does not 

exceed its base-year percentage gross margin by more 

than 112.5 percent of its margin trend-

Ce) If a compliance unit was granted or properly self- 

administered a profit-margin exception during the first 

program year, it need not comply with the intermediate
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1jmiNations in (d). However, during the second program 

year, any percentage-gross-margin increases allowable • 

under (c) should be implemented in equal quarterly incre

ments.
'(f) a compliance unit may exceed the intermediate limitations 
in (d) if it can demonstrate that its percentage-gross-margin 

increases
(i) - are justified on grounds of seasonal variations in 

business operations, historical business practices, or 

unusual business conditions, and
(ii) will not prevent compliance with the annual limitation 

in (c) .
(_g) Inability to Compute. If a compliance unit is unable to 

compute its percentage-gross-margin limitation because of a 
lack of historical data, the Council may assign it a gross-margin 

limitation.
7 0 5C-4 Gross-Margin Standard for Food Manufacturing and Processing.

(.a) Eligibility.
A compliance unit in the food manufacturing and processing 

industries (1972 Standard Industrial Classification Major 

Group 20, excluding 2082, 2083, 2084, and 2085; i.e., in

cluding nonalcoholic -but excluding -alcoholic beverage 
industries) is eligible for a gross-margin -standard as -an 

alternative to the price standard in 705A.
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(b) Definitions■

(i) The gross margin is equal to net sales (gross 

sales adjusted for discounts, returns, coupons, and 

other allowances) less the cost-of food products used 

in food manufacturing and processing.

(ii) In computing its gross margin, a compliance unit 

may adjust for changes in the composition of sales at 

any reasonable level of aggregation, such as division, 

department, product category, or individual product 

level, but such adjustments must be made consistently.

Cc) Annual Gross-Margin Limitation. A compliance unit com

plies with the annual gross-margin limitation if its gross 

margin in the second program year does not exceed its base- 

year gross margin by more than 13.5 percent plus any positive 

percentage growth in physical volume over base-year volume. 

Cd) Intermediate Gross-Margin Limitations. A compliance 

unit complies with the intermediate gross-margin limitations 

if

(i) its gross margin in each of the first and second 

quarters of the second program year does not exceed 

one-fourth of its base-year gross margin by more than 

12 percent plus any positive percentage growth in 

physical volume over the base-year quarterly average 

volume, and
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(ii) its gross margin in each of the third and fourth 

quarters of the second program year does not exceed 

one-fourth of its base-year gross margin by more than 
15 percent plus any positive percentage growth in physical 

volume over the base-year quarterly average volume.

(e) . If a compliance unit was granted or properly self- 

administered a profit-margin exception during the first 

program year, it need not comply with the intermediate 

gross-margin limitations in (d) . .. However, during the 

second program year, any gross-margin increases allowable 

under (c) should be implemented in equal quarterly increments.

(f) A compliance unit may exceed the intermediate gross- 

margin limitations in (d) if it can demonstrate that increases 

in excess of these limitations

Ci) are justified on the grounds of seasonal variations 

in business operations, historical business practices, 

or unusual business conditions, and

Cii) will not prevent compliance with the annual gross- 

margin limitation in (c) .
(g) Physical Volume Increases. Physical volume increases 

to-te-used in justifying increases in gross margins may be 

computed by deflating revenues using a measure of price 

increases as the 'deflator, or by computing changes in units 

or tonnage sold when such -units are revenue weighted by 

major product categories.
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(h) Inability to Compute. If a compliance unit is -unable 

to compute its gross-margin limitation because of a lack of 

historical data, the Council may assign a gross-margin 

limitation.

705C-5 Gross-Margin Standard for Petroleum-Refinery Operations.

(a) Eligibility. Petroleum refiners are eligible for a 

gross-margin standard as an alternative to the price 

standard in 7OSA for their refinery operations.

(b) Definitions■

(1) Petroleum refiners are "refiners" as defined in 

Section 212.31 of Department of Energy regulations,

10 CFR 212.31 (in brief, a firm that refines, blends, 

or substantially changes crude oil and certain petro

leum products, and sells its output to resellers, 

retailers, or ultimate consumers).

(2) Notwithstanding the definition of "compliance 

unit" in 705D, a petroleum refiner may disaggregate 

its operations into the following three groups and 

treat each as a separate compliance unit:

Ci) petroleum-refinery operations (including • 

distribution and marketing of petroleum products); 

(ii) crude-oil,and natural-gas production -to the

. -point of first sale or transfer; .and 

fiii) all other operations. *. ..
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(3) For petroleum-refinery operations, the gross margin 

is net sales (gross sales adjusted for discounts, rebates 

and other allowances) less the cost of petroleum inputs 

associated with those sales, including crude oil, feed

stock, blendstook, finished petroleum products purchased 

for resale, natural gas, natural gas liquids, and natural- 

gas- liquid products. The gross margin must be adjusted 

to remove the effects of changes in the mix of inputs 

and outputs (for example, a shift to greater utilization 

of crude and away from blends or a shift away from 

gasoline to middle distillates).
(c) Annual Gross-Margin Limitation. A petroleum-refinery 

operation complies with the annual gross-margin limitation 

if its gross margin per barrel in the second program year 
does not exceed its gross margin per barrel in the base year 

by more than 13.5 percent.
(d) Intermediate Gross-Margin Limitations. A petroleum- 

refinery operation complies with the intermediate gross—margin 

limitations if
(1) its gross margin per barrel in each of the first 

and second quarters of the second program year does not 

exceed its gross margin per barrel in the base year by 

more than 12 percent, and
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(2) its gross margin per barrel in each of -the third 

and fourth quarters of the second program year .does not 

oxceed its gross margin per barrel in.the base year ;by 

more than 15 percent. • -

(e5 If a compliance unit was granted or properly .self- 

administered a profit-margin exception during the -first 

program year, it need not comply with the intermediate - ■ 

gross-margin.limitations in Cd). However,- during the 

second program year, any gross-margin increases allowable 

under (c) should be implemented in equal quarterly increments. 

•Cf) A compliance unit may exceed the intermediate gross- 

margin limitations in (d) if it can demonstrate that increases 

in excess of these limitations

(i) are justified on the grounds of seasonal variations 

in business operations, historical business practices, 

or unusual business conditions, and

(ii) will not prevent compliance with the annual gross- 

margin limitation in (c).

Cg) Application of the Profit .Limitation. If any of -the 

compliance units of a petroleum refiner properly evaluates its 

compliance under the two-part profit limitation in -705A-6(a), 

it should follow generally accepted accounting principles 

and procedures in allocating costs and expenses to the 

respective compliance units if they have historically made 

these allocations. Costs that have not historically been
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allocated (for example, unallocated corporate overhead expenses) 

may be allocated to the compliance unit, other than the crude- . 

oil and natural-gas production units that has the largest 

dollar sales volume, or in any other reasonable manner, as long

.as it is done consistently in the base quarter and the second

program year.
705C-6 Gross-Margin Standard for Electric, Gas, and Water Utilities.

(a) Eligibility. Utilities that sell electric power at retail 

or wholesale, that sell natural gas at retail or wholesale

but not at the wellhead, and that provide drinking water at 

retail or wholesale are eligible for a gross-margin standard 

as an alternative to the price standard in 705A.

(b) Definitions.
Cl) For electric and gas utilities, the gross margin 

is sales less the cost of purchased fuels, gas, and

power.
(2) For water utilities, the gross margin is sales 

less the cost of purchased water and power.
Cel Gross-Margin Standard. A -compliance unit complies with

the gross-margin standard if its -gross margin in the second

program year does not exceed its gross margin -in the base 
✓

year by more than 13.5 percent plus -any positive percentage 

growth .in physical volume over the -same period.
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705C-7 Professional-Fee Standard.

(a) Coverage.

(1) This standard applies to fees and charges for the

.services of physicians, dentists, lawyers, accountants., 

engineers, architects, outside directors, and other 

professionals; these include all activities included

. in 1972 Standard Industrial Classification Major Groups

80 . (except 805, 806, 808, and 809), 81, 891, and 893.

(2) All compliance units that provide professional 

services on a fee-for-service basis, regardless of the 

proportion of the compliance unit’s total revenue that 

is derived from professional services, are expected to 

comply with the professional-fee standard for that 

portion of-the compliance unit’s revenue. For other 

lines of business, the compliance unit should comply 

with the applicable price standard in 705A or 705C.

(b) Professional-Fee Standard. A compliance unit complies 

with the professional-fee standard if

(,1) the sales-weighted average percentage change in 

fees from the base year to the second program year 

does not exceed 13.5 percent, and

(2) the percentage increase in the fee for any single 

service from the base year to the second program year 

does not exceed 19 percent.
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The period used to determine sales-volume weights should be 

a period of time that is representative of normal business 

operations.

705C-8 Federal, State, and Local Government Enterprises, Private 

Nonprofit Enterprises, and Government-Subsidized Private Companies.

(a) Subject to.paragraph (c), government enterprises as defined 

in paragraph (b) and private nonprofit enterprises should comply 

with the-.price standard in 705A or the appropriate alternative 

standard in 705C.
(b) A government enterprise is any unit of a Federal, State, 

or local government for which data are available to determine 

compliance and that satisfies either of the following conditions

ti) it is the U.S. Postal Service, a college or 

university, a toll facility, an alcoholic-beverage 

st eore, a commissary (retail outlet), a parking 

system, a port authority, an airport, an electric, 

gas, sewer, water, or other utility, a transporta

tion service, a housing authority, or a health 

facility other than a hospital? or
(ii) its base-year operating revenue (i.e., revenue 

from sales of goods and services) equals at least 

50 percent of base-year operating expenses.

(c) Government enterprises and private compliance units that 

receive government operating subsidies should use a subsidy- 

adjusted price change for both the base period and the two-year
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program period. In either period, the subsidy-adjusted price 

change is the weighted sum of the percentage price change and 

the percentage change in the operating subsidy per unit of 

output during that period. The price change is weighted by 

revenues from sales of goods and services divided by the sum 

of these revenues and total operating subsidies. The change 

in the subsidy per unit of output is weighted by total operating 

subsidies divided by the sum of revenues from sales of goods 

and services and total operating subsidies. During the base 

period, weights are determined by using the revenues and 

operating subsidies in the last calendar or complete fiscal 

quarter of 1975. During the program year, weights are deter

mined using the revenues and operating subsidies in the last 

calendar or fiscal quarter completed before October 2, 1978.

(d) If a government enterprise or a private nonprofit enter

prise cannot comply with the price standard in 705A or the 

appropriate alternative standard because it cannot calculate 

its price change or because of uncontrollable increases in the 

prices of goods and services that it buys, it should comply 
with the profit limitation in 705A-6 (a)" substituting the terms 

"operating margin” for "profit margin" and "operating surplus" 

for "profits." If the compliance unit utilizes fund account

ing, operating surplus is the budget line item'"het increases 

in current fund balance" and operating margin is operating
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surplus divided by operating funds or revenues. Compliance 

units reporting deficits in their current fund balance may 

be excepted from this standard sif they qualify for an excep

tion based on undue hardship or gross inequity.

705c-9 Price Standard for Medical and Dental Insurance Providers

[Reserved]

7 0 5C-10 Price Standard for Providers of Insurance Other than

Medical and Dental Insurance.

[Reserved]

705C-11 Standard for Financial Institutions.

[Reserved]
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7OSD DEFINITIONS

Base-Period Price Change
The base-period price change is the sales-weighted average 

of the percentage changes in product prices from the last calendar 

or^complete fiscal quarter of 1975 to the corresponding quarter 

of 1977. It may be computed using the following formula:

BPPC =
Pi (77) \ 
PTTTSjJ 1.0 x 100

where

BPPC 

P± (77)

Pi(75)

The choice of

Si

z
i

the base-period price change;

price of the ith product in the last
complete fiscal or calendar quarter of 1977;

price of the ith product in the last complete 
fiscal or calendar quarter of 1975;

ith-product sales share (i.e., the ith- 
product sales divided by total sales') in 
the last complete fiscal or calendar quarter 
in 1975; and
the summation sign, where the subscript i 
runs over all products not excluded in 
705A-4.

fiscal or calendar quarters must be consistent

throughout the compliance unit’s calculations.

Base Quarter.
The base quarter is either (1) the compliance unit’s last 

complete fiscal quarter before October 2, 1978, or (2) the calendar 

quarter July 1, 1978, through September 30, 1978, except as 

otherwise specified in a modified price standard-
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Base Year.

The base year is the four calendar or fiscal quarters ending 

before October 2, 1978, except as otherwise specified in 

a modified price standard.

Company.
A company is any independent contractor, sole proprietorship, 

partnership, corporation, association, estate, trust, or any 

other entity, however organized, that is engaged in domestic 

business operations and that is neither controlled nor owned by 

another entity. The term "company" includes Federal, State, and 

local government entities.

Compliance Unit.

A compliance unit is a company or part of a company 

separately identified for purposes of compliance with the 

pay or price standards. An unconsolidated, controlled entity must 

be treated as a separate compliance unit. Entities that are 

consolidated should be consolidated in accordance with 17 CFR 

210.4-01 to —09 prescribed by the Securities and Exchange Commission

One or more parts of a consolidated company may be created 
as a separate unit for purposes of complying with the price 

standard if
(1) each part maintains accounting records that permit 

the Council to ascertain whether the prices and profits 

of each part accurately reflect the economic realities of 

its operations,
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(2) allocation of overhead among the parts is made in a 

consistent and reasonable manner, as if the parts were 

not commonly owned,

(3) transfers between parts are valued as if they were 

*- arms length transactions, and

(4) internal accounting procedures adhere to generally 

accepted accounting principles and procedures, consistently 

and historically applied.

Custom Product

A custom product is one that is produced specifically 

to the unique specifications of a particular buyer. Such products 

must have characteristics that are substantially different from 

those of any other product sold by the company. A product is 

■not substantially different merely because of differences in 

specifications, style, packaging, or quality. If such differences 

are significant, appropriate adjustments should be made when 

measuring prices.

Employee

An employee is any individual residing in the United States 

who is either an employee within the meaning of Section 3121(d) 

of the Internal Revenue Code, 26 U.S.C., or the National Labor 

Relations Act, as amended, 29 U.S.C. Sec. 151''et seq.
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First Program Year zts~±~£ri£xH b£-sin£g~O
A. compliance unit',s. first .program, year^ jLs the one-year ^period 

immediately following dts base, rquqrtOA.,_voilez eno :: 

Fu t ure —Va 1 ue Incentive__Pl_an^s..._ •, & > -* *-■ jiz £n± riT1 .1
Future-value incentive, plans, .include^ any 

under which units (shares, stock,/^-tipps^^^ardSy ..Sh^gs.rs2?JeCt 

to option,, or 'investment amounts), are granted
the compensation value of which will jvzt be known jk

future time. Examples, of. these jy^clude. qua.li^.ie43fand. jjpxipx^lified 

stock options,. performance share, plans^^xfo^^^.fP1!^’ PA^S/ 

stock appreciation rights, restrict^^togk ^r jPrpEe^ty^^lans, 

phantom-stock, plans, and ,book-yalue -plans^^ ..jnensziupsz

Health Maintenance Organization .. no bonirosisb eoi^o edT . E
.rJK .health maintenance organization is. jcne< that, 

health services to its members on a prepaid 5o

directly or under contract.

Mew Products
:r>n iwo_* Joi- asbnihfii ^£9A new product is one that is introduced during either" 

the basS4^peiYo-a;£or:'^he W^ct^oes

not l?e<5ome dSW&81S»

style, packaging, "or‘q'ua'l'ity. ff "such changes are significant, 

appropriate adj'Ustinents "should ^e made in measuring prices (for
H-rro r -r. sfp-rr.i. 'VS/c+O b£l<5 V.5C- £JV idflSCfll •example,* quality decreases "should ~be reflected as price increases

• vf.a s.v 1J nson i -no i ioi: beziQa A5 21111,11 °° e9i£e (
and qualify increases as price decreases).

noiiseneqnjoo sviinsoni leunna ■jsrido bna asevnod (£) 

sis aeoiviGE srkJ nenv ,bx ds/tt) bsnzse neriw bspxsrio
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Organized Exchange Market

A market qualifies as an organized exchange market only 

if the following three conditions are satisfied:

1. The market is established for a specific purpose 

and is governed by a defined set of rules regarding (a) 

eligibility for participation in the market, (b) the roles 

of participants (including buyers, sellers, and middlemen 

or specialists), (c) offers, acceptances, and rejections 

of bids, and (d) the procedure for an exchange.

2. The exchange prices are determined exclusively 

within the act of exchange and are unaffected by the 

requirements or resources of individual buyers or sellers.

3. The price determined on the exchange is equal to

the price paid by the individual taking physical delivery 

of the commodity.

Pay
Pay includes the following:
(a) The straight-time wage and salary paid during the 

compliance unit’s customary pay period, including, where 

applicable, payments for shift differentials, skill 

differentials, and cost-of-living adjustments;

(b) Incentive pay and other forms of income such as:

(1) sales commissions and production-incentive pay;
(2) bonuses and other annual incentive compensation 
charged when earned (that is, when the services are
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performed that generate the compensation);

(3) compensation from long-term incentive plans (other 

than those covered under 705B-5), new future-value 

incentive plans, and other similar compensation 

arrangements charged when accrued; and

(4) job perquisites and other forms of compensation 

not covered elsewhere in this definition but reported as 

income*under the Internal Revenue Code and its

interpretive regulations and rulings.

(c) Employer contributions or costs for the following 

fringe benefit items:
(1) pay for time not worked (e.g., paid vacations and 

holidays, sick leave and other paid leave);

(2) saving and thrift plans such as qualified stock 

bonus plans, qualified profit-sharing plans, employee 

stock-ownership plans, arid other qualified defined- 

contribution plans;

(3) qualified defined-benefit retirement plans;

(4) health benefit plans; and
(5) life insurance, accident insurance, legal assistance, 

educational assistance, and other plans resulting

in benefits to employees but not reported as income.

Pay does not include overtime wages as long as the conditions

of that pay are unchanged. Also, pay does not include employer 

contributions for legally-mandated benefit programs.
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Pay Rate

An employee unit’s pay rate in any quarter should be 
determined in a manner consistent with the employer's accounting 

practices. Pay rates should be constructed as pay per

straight-time hour worked. Pay rates should be the average 

rates for the employee unit over the quarter or as of the 

last customary pay period within the quarter. When employer 

costs for certain pay elements are incurred irregularly (for 

example, bonus payments and vacation pay) these items should 

be included according to the pay programs in effect at the 

end of the quarter and should be included in pay-rate 

computations as though they were incurred evenly over time.

For employees not compensated on an hourly basis, an estimate of 

straight-time hours worked should be made and applied consistently 

The method used to compute pay rates must be applied consistently 

in all measurement periods.
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Two-Year Price Change

The two-year price change is the sales-weighted average 

of the percentage changes in product prices from the base quarter 

to the corresponding quarter of 19 80. It may be computed .using 

the following formula:

where

TYPC -
(?

x 100

TYPC = the price change over the first two program
years;

Pi(80) = the price of the ith product in the 1980
quarter corresponding to the base quarter;

Pi (78) - the price of the ith product in the base
quarter;

Si = ith-product sales share (i.e., the ith-product
sales divided by total sales) in the base quarter? 
and

= the summation sign, where the subscript i 
i runs over all products not excluded in 705A-4.

The choice of fiscal or calendar guarters must be consistent 

throughout the compliance unit’s calculations.

Product
A product is a category of goods and/or services that is 

established by the compliance unit for purposes of complying 

with the price standard. These groupings should be established 

in such a manner that the measured price changes for each product 

reasonably reflect the changes in the prices of the individual
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goods and services contained within the category. The method 

of establishing product groups must be applied consistently 

in all measurement periods.

Product'Price

The price of a product during a quarter is computed by 
dividing the revenues from sale or lease of the product by 
the number of unita sold or leased. Prices may be measured 
at the end of a calendar or fiscal quarter only if prices 
have remained substantially unchanged during the quarter.
A product price may be determined from a sample of the individual 
goods and services in the product category, in which case the 
sampling methods must follow sound statistical procedures.
List prices may be used only if percentage changes in these 
prices are representative of percentage changes in actual x 
transaction prices.
Profit Margin

A compliance unit’s profit margin is the ratio of profit 
to net sales and/or revenues.

(a) Profit is defined as the sum of item 14 and items 11 
through 13 minus items 7 through 10 in 17 CFR 210.5-03. 
Briefly, profit is "income or loss before income tax 
expense" minus dividend income, interest or profit on 
securities, and miscellaneous other income, plus interest 
and amortization of debt discount and expense, losses on 
securities, and miscellaneous income deductions.
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(b) Net sales and/or revenues consist of net sales of tangible 
products (gross sales less discounts, returns, and allowances), 
operating revenues of public utilities, and other revenues 
such as royalties, rents, and the sale of services and intangible 
products (e.g., engineering, research and development, 
and other professional services). This definition is
consistent with 17 CFR Section 210.5-03, items 1A, IB, and
1C.

Second Program Year
The second program year is the one-year period immediately 

following the compliance unit’s first program year.

DATED: September 28, 1979

R. Robert Russell
Director, Council on^Wage 
and Price Stability
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PART 706 PROCEDURAL RULES 
Subpart A — General Provisions
706.1 Purpose and Scope.
This Part establishes procedures to be used in proceedings 
before the Council relating to the pay and price standards set 
forth in Part 705 of this Chapter.

(a) Subpart A concerns definitions and general pro
cedural rules•
(b) Subpart B concerns the submission of reports and 
not i f icat ions.
(c) Subpart C concerns requests for approval of 
except ions to the standards.
(d) Subpart D concerns special investigations 
regarding the standards.
(e) Subpart E concerns determinations of noncomp 1iance 
with the standards.
(f) Subpart F concerns the placement on and removal 
from the list of noncoippliers.
(g) Subpart G concerns requests for reconsideration of 
Council actions under Subparts C and E.

706.2 Definitions.
(a) "Company," "compliance unit," "net sales or 
revenues," "first program year," and "second program 
year" have the same meanings as in Subpart 705D of this 

Chapter.
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(b) "Collective-bargaining unit" means an employee 
unit ttia.t is a party to a collective-bargaining 

agreement•
\c) "Council" means the Council on Wage and Price 

Stability.
(d) "Employee unit" has the same meaning as in Section 

705B-2 of this Chapter.
(e) "Hearing Officer" means a person designated by the 
Council to conduct a hearing.
(f) "Notice of Probable Noncompliance" means a written 
statement by the Council that a compliance unit or 
employee unit may be out of compliance with the 

standards.
(g) "Person" means any compliance unit, employee unit, 
collective-bargaining unit, company, individual, group, 

or organization.
(h) "Standards" means the voluntary pay and price 
standards set forth in Part 705 of this Chapter.
(i) "Undue hardship" and "gross inequity" have the 
same meanings as in Section 705A-6 of this Chapter.

706.3 Appearances Before the Council.
A person may take any action permitted by this Part on his 

or her own behalf, or may be represented by any person 

whom he or she designates.
706.4 Actions by the Council.
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The Chairman of the Council, or his designee, is 
authorized to take actions for the Council under this
Part. *

706.5 Submission of Documents.a
(a) Submissions should be sent to the Council on Wage 
and Price Stability, The Winder Building, 600 17th 
Street, N.W., Washington, D.C., 20506.
(b) Submissions should be signed by the chief 
executive officer or authorized designee of a company, 
compliance unit, employee unit, collective-bargaining 
unit, or other organization.
(c) Each submission should be plainly marked at the 
top of the document indicating whether it is a 
"Report," "Request for Extension of Time," "Request for 
Exception - (Pay) or (Price)," "Response to Notice of 
Probable Noncompliance," "Request for Reconsideration,y 
or "Request for Removal from List of Noncompliers."

706.6 Confidential Material.
Material for which confidentiality is sought should be 
submitted in accordance with Part 702 of this Chapter and 
will be treated as there provided. When submissions 
(other than forms confidential in their entirety, such as 
PM-1 and Pay-1) contain confidential information, two 
copies should be submitted. One copy, containing the 
confidential information, is for the Council's use and 
should be clearly marked "Contains Confidential
Information." The other copy, from which any confidential
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information should be deleted) Is to meet publIc 
disclosure requirements.

706.7 Service of Documents.
Atl documents served under this Part are to be served 
personally or by U.S. mail on the person specified in 
these regulations or his or her designated representative.

706.8 Computation of Time.
Except as otherwise provided, any period of time specified 
.in this Part is counted in business:days (all days other 
than Saturdays, Sundays, and Federal holidays), beginning 
with the first business day after the.Council takes any 
action. If the document setting forth the Council’s 
action is sent by mail, three additional days may be 

added.
706.9 Extension of Time.

If an•act ion is required under this Par t to be taken 
within a prescribed per iod of t ime, an extens ion of t ime 
will be granted only upon a showing of good cause. 
Requests for extensions should be made in writing to the 

Office of General Counsel.
706.10 Consolidations.
The Counci1 may consolidate separate matters if 
consolidation will expedite the proceedings or otherwise 
assist the Council In carrying out its functions.

Subpart B — Reports and Notifications
706.20 Purpose and Scope.
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(a) This Subpart concerns the submission of reports and 
notifications requested by the Council.
(bf A person that has furnished the Council with data

* requested and retained by the Council need not resubmit 
such data, butshould identify for the Council the 
document (including page references) containing such 
data and the date on which it was submitted.

706.21 Submissions on Company Organization for Purposes of 

Compliance.
(a) Reorganization for Second Year. Acompany may 
reorganize its compliance units and employee units for 
purposes of compliance with the price and pay 
standards, respectively, at the beginning of its second 
program year but not during the year.
(b) Company Organization for Price Compliance. A 
compliance un it that had, or that is part of a company 
that had, net sales or revenues of $250 million or more 
in its last complete fiscal year before October 2,
1979, and any other company designated by the Council, 
should furnish the Council by December 1, 1979, with 
the information to be specified in Pajt 707.
(c.) Company Organization for Pay Compliance. A 
company that had 5,000 or more employees during any 
calendar quarter of its last complete fiscal year 
before October 2, 1979, and any other company
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designated by the Council, should furnish the Council by 
December 1, 1979, with the information to be specified in 
Part 707.
706.22 Periodic Data Submissions. .

(a) Form PM-1. A compliance unit that had, or is part 
of a company that had, net sales or revenues of $250 
million or more in its last complete fiscal year before 
October 2, 1979, and any other compliance unit 
designated by the Council, sho.uld furnish the Council 
with the data specified on Form PM-1. These 
submissions should be made not more than 45 calendar 
days after the end of each of the first three quarters 
and 60 calendar days after the end of the second 
program year.
(b) Form PAY-1. A compliance unit that had 5,000 or 
more employees during any calendar quarter of its last 
complete fiscal year before October 2, 1979, and any 
other compliance unit designated by the Council, should 
furnish the Council the data specified on Form PAY-1. 
Data on prospective compliance with the second-year pay 
standard should be filed no later than. March 31,
1980. Data on actual pay-rate increases for the second 

. program year should be filed within 60 calendar days
after the end of the second program year.

706.23 Submissions by State and Local Governments.
State and local governments with 5,000 or more 
employees should submit:
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(a) by December 1, 1979, a statement of assurance by 
the head of the government entity that the entity 
intends to comply with the pay standard; and
(b) the data to be specified in Part 707 for formal 
pay plans in operat ion as of October 1, 1979, within 60 
calendar days after the end of the pay plan year.
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Subpart C — Requests for Approval of Exceptions
706.30 Purpose and Scope.

•" This Subpart concerns requests by a compliance unit or 
employee unit for the Council’s determination that an 
exception to the pay or price standard is warranted under 
Part 705.

706.31 Who Should Request Approval.
(a) Any compliance unit or employee unit that intends 
to apply one or more of the exceptions specified in 
Section 706.32 should request a determination from 
the Council that the exception is warranted, if:

(1) the request relates to the price standard and 
the compliance unit had, or is part of a company 
that had, net sales or revenues of $250 million 
or more in its last complete fiscal year prior to 
October 2, 1979; or
(2) the request relates to the pay standard, and 

(i) the affected employee unit consists of 
100 or more employees in a compliance unit 
with (or that is part of a company with)
1,000 or more employees, or
(ii) the affected collective-bargaining 

agreement covers 1,000 or more employees, 
regardless of the number of employees in an 
individual company's employee units.
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(b) Any compliance unit op employee unit not covered 
by (a) may request a determination that an exception 
to the pay or price standard is warranted if such 
unit shows that there is good cause.for the Council 
to entertain such, a request.
(c) A compliance unit or employee unit not covered 
by (a) or (b) is expected to self-administer the 
exceptions in a manner consistent with the 
standards. A complianceunit or employee unit should 
retain all data and documents that constitute the 
basis for the exception in a form suitable for review 
by the Counc i1.
(d) If a compliance unit or employee unit was
granted an exception to the pay or price standards 
for the first program year and wants to continue that 
exception for the second program year, it should 
submit a new request for approval of the exception. 
The new request need not include data previously 
supplied, but it should demonstrate that the 
previously granted exception continues to be 
appropriate. ;

706.32 Grounds for Exceptions.
The grounds for an exception to the price standard are 
contained in Sections 705A-6 and 70502. The grounds for 
an exception to the pay standard are contained in 
Sections 705B-9?through 705B-12.
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706.33 Contents of the Request.
(a) A Request for approval of an exception should be 
in writing and include data-sufficient to demonstrate

-that the grounds for.an exception are met.
(b) The request for approval of an exception should 
not exceed 15 typewritten pages, exclusive of 
supporting documents.
(c) If a decision by the Council is required by a 
-certain date, that date should be clearly and 
conspicuously noted in the request. If the specified 
-date for a decision is within 30 calendar days o'f the 
submission of a completed request for an exception, 
the .request-should explain the basis for requesting 
an expedited decision.

706.34 Notice to Interested Persons.
(a) The Council may notify any person who could be 

. significantly affected by approval of an exception
that his written comnents should be submitted within 
ten days. Submission of comnents to the Council does 
not make the person a party to the proceeding.
(b) Any person submitting written comnents to the 
Council about a request submitted under this Subpart 
should serve a copy of the comnents (or a copy from 
which confidential information has been deleted, 
provided that it is adequately summarized) upon the 
compliance unit-or employee unit making the request, 
and should certify to the Council that this
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requirement has been met. The Council may notify 
other interested persons of such conments and provide 
an opportunity to respond.

706.35 Additional Information.
(a) The Council may at any time request such 
additional information as it deems necessary to reach 
a determination, and may set a reasonable deadline

..for the submission of such information.
(b) A request for approval of an exception may be 
denied if the information called for under.Sections 
706.33 or 706.35(a) is not provided.

706.36 Conferences.
Any person requesting approval of an exception may 
request a conference. If the Council determines that a 
conference is appropriate, it will contact the applicant 
to arrange a suitable time and location. At its 
discretion, the Council may invite other interested 
persons to attend portions of conferences at which 
confidential material will be not be discussed.

706.37 Decision.
(a) The Council will issue a written determination 
granting or denying a request for approval of an 
exception as promptly as possible, giv.ing
cons iderat ion to any showing of urgency under Sect ion 
706.33(c).
(b) When the Council grants a request for approval 
of an exception, it may condition its approval in any
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manner that promotes the objectives of the standards.
(c) The Council’s decision will be based on the 
facts and arguments before it on the date of the 
decision. If a person relies on certain facts and 
arguments to support a request for approval of an 
exception, he may not later rely on substantially the 
same set of facts and arguments in a new exception 

request.
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Subpart D — Special Investigations
706.40 Purpose and Scope.

This Subpart concerns special investigations by the 
Counc il relating to par t icular companies, compliance 
units, or employee units. Addi tional invest igatory 
procedures are set forth in Part 704.

7 06.41 Invest igat ional Policy.
The Council may at its discretion conduct special *
investigations to exami ne -s ign i f icant pay and price 
increases and compliance with the standards. A special 
investigation may be initiated when the Council's 
examination of publicly available pay or price indices 
or the receipt of other information indicates the 
possibility of pay or price increases in excess of the 
respective standard for a compliance unit or in a 
sector of the economy.

706.42 Requests for Information.
The Council may request information relating to a 
compliance unit's specific price actions, its average 
price increases, its pay programs, or any other 
informat ion relating to the standards. Any .such

. request will be accompanied by a statement of the 
purpose of the request and the Council's need for the 
information.
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Subpart £ — Determination of Noncompliance
706.50 Purpose and Scope.

This Subpart concerns the determination of whether 
compliance units or employee units are in compliance 
with the standards.

706.51 Notice and Reply.
(a) Notice of Probable Noncompliance. When the 

Council has reason to believe that a compliance 
unit or employee unit may not be in compliance 
with the standards, it will send a Notice of 
Probable Noncompliance, to the compliance unit and, 
if the alleged noncompliance relates to a 
collective-bargaining situation, to any affected 
collective-bargaining unit.

(b) Reply.
(1) Within ten days after a Notice of Probable 
Noncompliance has been issued, the compliance unit 
and any collective-bargaining unit to which the 
notice is issued may file a written reply 
disputing information in that notice, presenting 
additional information relevant to the

■allegations in'the notice, and raising any 

available defense.
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(2) Available defenses are that any of the 
exceptions in Sections 705A-6, 705B-9 through B- 
12, and 705C-2 are applicable or have been 
properly self-administered, or that the standards 
do not properly apply.
(3) The reply may request a conference and, if 
so, indicate whether any confidential data may be 
d i scussed.

(c) If a compliance unit'and any collective-bargaining 
unit tot which the notice is issued does not timely 
reply, the Council may issue a determination of 
noncompliance.

(d) The Council may request conments from any person 
concerning the notice, but submitting such 
conments does not make that person a party to the 
proceeding.

(e) If-a conference is requested, the Council will 
arrange a suitable time and location.

706.52 Decision.
(a) After considering the record, which shall consist 

of relevant data developed by,the Counci1 and 
material submitted to the Council, the Council 
will inform the compliance unit and collective
bargaining unit, if applicable, of the Council's 
conclusions and the reasons therefor.
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(b) Whenever the Council has concluded there is
noncomp1iance, it may consider any corrective 
action offered by the compliance unit or employee

" unit- If the Council is satisfied that
appropriate corrective action will be initiated 
promptly, the Council will not find the compliance 
unit or employee unit out of compliance.

<c) After the Council has considered all relevant 
information, it will set forth in writing the 
reasons for its decision.

Subpart F — The List of Noncompliers
706.60 Purpose and Scope.

This Subpart concerns placement on and removal from the 

list of noncompliers.
706.61 Listing of Noncompliers.

(a) If the Council issues a decision finding a 
compliance unit out of compliance in accordance 
with Section 706.53(c), it will place the 
compliance unit's name on a list of noncompliers 
no sooner than eight days after its decision.

(b) If the listing of a compliance unit has been
s tayed pending recons iderat ion in accordance with 
Section 706.76, and the compliance unit is found 
on reconsideration to be out of compliance, it 
will be listed no sooner than three days after the
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reconsideration decision.
706.62 Removal from List of Noncompliers.

(a) Any compliance unit -that has been placed on the 
list of noncompliers may request, in writing, that 
the Council remove it from the list on grounds " 
that the compliance unit has come into compliance

- with the standard. Any such request should be 
submitted to the Director. It should state the 
corrective action that the compliance unit has 
taken, explain how that action brings the 
compliance unit into compliance, and indicate 
whether a conference or hearing is requested.

(b) The Cpuncil will provide a conference and, if a 
disputed substantial and material question of fact 
is presented, a hearing in accordance with Section 
706.75(b) through (d).

(c) The Council will advise the compliance unit as 
promptly as possible after receipt of any request 
under paragraph (a) (or after the completion of 
any conference or hearing) as to whether the 
request has been granted or denied. If granted, 
removal from the list will be effective
immediately, and a notice to that effect will be 
published promptly in the same manner as the 
publication of the list of noncompliers. If
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denied, the compliance unit will have exhausted 
its administrative remedies, and, no further ■' 
reconsideration of the facts or compliance planJ

* * presented will be available under Subpart G. 
Subpart G — Reconsideration
706.70 Purpose and Scope.

This Subpart concerns reconsideration of Council 
actions taken under Subparts C or E.I p

706.71 General.
(a) Any person who has or could have participated in a 

matter under Subparts C or E of this Part may 
request reconsideration of the Council's decision 
within seven days of the Council's action.

<b) Additional facts that were not before the Council 
at the time of the initial decision may be 
presented at the time of reconsideration. If a 
person relies on certain facts and arguments to 
support a request for reconsideration, he may not 
later rely on substantially the same set of facts 
and arguments in a new request for 
reconsideration.

(c) A person who has participated or could have
participated in a matter under Subparts C or E of
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this Part will not have exhausted his 
•administrative remedies until he has submitted a
request for reconsideration under this Subpart.and 
final action on that request has been taken by the

« Counc i 1.
706.72 Contents of the Request.

A request for reconsideration should:
(a) contain a concise statement of the requested 

relief and any factual, legal, or policy basis for 
such relief; and

(b) specify whether a conference and/or hearing as 
provided by Sections 706.74 and 706.75 is 
requested, and, if so, whether confidential data 
will be discussed; and.

(c) if a hearing is requested, identify the 
substantial and material questions of fact 
presented.

706.73 Conference on Reconsideration.
(a) The Council will, if requested, provide a 

conference on reconsideration of *an action under 
Subparts C and E.

(b) The Council will notify the requesting party and, 
in the Council's discretion, other interested 
persons of the time and place for the conference.
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(c) Any subject relevant to the exception or
noncompliance decision may be discussed at the 
conference.

706274 Hearing on Reconsideration.
(a) If a disputed substantial and material question of 

fact is presented^ the Council will, if requested, 
provide a hearing on reconsideration of an action 
under Subpart E.

(b) If the Council determines that a hearing is 
appropriate, it will notify the person requesting 
the hearing and, -in the Council's discretion, 
other interested persons. Thereafter, the hearing 
will be promptly scheduled before a Hearing 
Officer at such time and place as the Council may 
direct.

(c) A hearing conducted in accordance with this 
Section may include the submission of such 
additional evidence and arguments as the Hearing 
Officer permits.

(d) Within 20 days after the close of the hearing, the 
Hearing Officer will submit to the Council 
findings of fact on each substantial and material 
question of fact. The Council will promptly send 
a copy of the report to the person who requested 
the hearing.
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706.75 Decision.
(a) Within 20 days of receipt of a request for 

reconsideration, or within 20 days after the 
conclusion of any conference under Section 706.74, 
or within 20 days after receipt of a Hearing 
Officer's findings under Section 706.75, the

- Council will issue a decision affirming, 
modifying, or reversing its earlier action.

(b) The Council’s decision will be in writing and will 
set forth the reasons on which it is based.
Copies of the decision will be served on the 
person requesting reconsideration.

706.76 Stays Pending Reconsideration.
A request.for reconsideration submitted within seven 
days of the Council's decision of noncompliance under 
Section 706.53 will stay the placing of a compliance 
unit's name on a list of noncompliers pending the 
disposition of the request.

Dated: September 28, 1979

R. Robert Russell 
Director, Council on Wage

and Price Stability
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Talking Points far Briefers

For the last two months the Administration has been 
developing a new approach to meet the increasingly - 
serious threat posed by double digit inflation fueled 

by high energy prices.
Inflation is such a complex problem and ao deeply 
embedded in our system that it can only be overcome 
by a genuine cooperative effort between the govern
ment, labor and business. And that effort will - 
require sacrifices by all.
The Administration is announcing such a cooperative 
effort today. The major points of the program are.
(i) the formation of a Pay Advisory Committee on 
which leading members of the business and labor 
communities will be invited to serve with public

under the chairmanship of John Dunlop J
(ii) a statement of common objectives with leaders 
of the AFL-CIO, a "national Accord", that it has 
reached to serve as the basis for anti-inflation action 
and cooperation on various economic issues: and
(iii) the general guidelines for pay and price 
policies in the year commencing October 1. The 
guideline standards are:
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THE CHAIRMAN OF THE 
COUNCIL OF ECONOMIC ADVISERS 

WASHINGTON

September 27, 1979 
9:30 p.m.

MEMORANDUM TO THE EPG STEERING COMMITTEE 
ALONZO MCDONALD

FROM: Susan Irving'*  ̂V
SUBJ: Questions & Answers 

Fact Sheet on Accord

Attached are:
(1) a revised set of Questions and Answers

these Qs and As were developed by Undersecretary Carswell, 
Van Ooms (OMB), Josh Gotbaum (CWPS) and me; the revisions 
are largely Charlie's
the Qs and As have been divided by subject:

"Macro Policy" for questions on what this means for
economic policy

"Accord" for questions that presuppose reading the Accord 
or that make specific reference to the Accord

"Committee/Political? for questions that go to the
way the Committee was developed etc.

"Comznittee/Standards" for questions on the standards 
this last category also includes some broad 
questions about are we abandoning the standards

in light of the decision on the price committee, I have 
deleted the questions about "why no price committee?"

(2) a fact sheet on the Accord itself^

1 •

/
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’ACCORD - 1

Question: What do you have in mind for "actions to provide capital 
for housing" .Xpage 5 of the Accord)?

Answer: We would expect to continue to urge the Congress to take 
action to relax Regulation Q so that adequate funds would be 
available. We also would provide liquidity through the 
Home Loan Bank Board and to ensure that Federal housing programs 
work in a countercyclical manner, consistent with our objectives 
of reducing inflation and moderating the impact of the recession - 
on employment.
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, ACCORD* 2

Question: The Accord (page 3 and also page 5) says revenues 
should not be "dissipated by general tax cuts."
The President said yesterday that he might consider 
a tax cut in the future. Does this Accord now 
rule out such a cut?

Answer: The Accord rules out a general tax cut "in conflict
with the principles of shared austerity." This, it seems to 
me, is a basic requirement of fairness. - Moreover, the Accord 
states that any tax proposal must be "consistent with the 
long-term goals of-full employment, price stability and 
balanced growth." We do not believe that current circumstances 
warrant a tax cut. Should a deepening recession call for an 
economic policy response, we have agreed, in the Accord, to 
employ certain principles in deciding upon what, if any, tax 
policies to propose.

r'
< •
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ACCORD - 3

Question: The Accord (page 2) says you-won't accept "higher 
than otherwise levels of unemployment." What does 
that mean? How is that consistent with recent 
actions by the Federal Reserve to raise interest 
rates with the announced objective of slowing down 
the economy and a near certainty that will lead to 
higher unemployment?

Answers American labor and the Administration recognize 
that reducing inflation and reducing unemployment are both 
important objectives; but that in the short run they cannot 
always be achieved simultaneously. For example, a large part 
of the current economic slowdown stems from the effects of the 
OPEC-imposed oil price increase, which has significantly reduced 
the purchasing power of American consumers, and led to a 
reduction in sales and output. Under today's inflationary 
circumstances, however, we recognize that we can not simply 
pump up the economy to counteract all of these effects of 
the oil-imposed economic slowdown. But we also must make 
sure that our policies do not overly prejudice the employment 
situation. These shared concerns — which are part of the 
Full Employment and Balanced Growth Act of 1978 —- are 
reiterated in the Accord.
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' ACCORD - 4

Questions Does the Accord (page 5) mean you are committed
to a public works program if there is a downturn?

Answer: No-. The Accord refers to programs which provide
jobs .while fighting inflation. Jobs are indeed provided by 
public works. But not all public works also fight inflation. . 
As a good example of a program that meets both the "jobs" 
and the "anti-inflation" criteria, the Accord cites the 
public transit projects that would be funded by the proposed 
oil windfall profits tax.
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ACCORD -5

Questions Does the Accord (page 7) mean more subsidies for 
American shipping and maritime unions?

Answer; No. We have no plans to increase subsidies at this time 
We support a strong American merchant marine, and will consider 
measures to achieve that objective over time.

r

C
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MACRO POLICY - 1

Questions Does this (page 5) mean you are committed to a
public works program if there is a downturn?

Answers No. The Accord states that if the recession deepens 
beyond ov1* expectations, well balanced responses, scaled to the size 
of the problem, should be undertaken. It refers to programs which 
provide jobs while fighting inflation. Jobs are indeed provided by- 
public works. But not all public works also fight inflation.
As a good example of a program that meets both the ■jobs" and the 
"anti-inflation" criteria, the Accord cites the public transit 
projects that would be funded by the proposed oil windfall profits 
tax.
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MACRO POLICT - 2

Question? Does this mean that the Administration has agreed with 
Labor that economic policy must he shifted to a stimulus policy?

*#Answer; The statement does not call for a shift in policy. The 
language of the Accord itself states that "the war against inflation 
must be the top priority". In fact, the statement of jointly held 
views stresses that a period of austerity is needed, and — very 
importantly — that "such austerity must he fairly shared." Both 
Labor and the Administration are committed to that principle of 
fairness. With respect to this need for stimulus, the President has 
said recently, current economic circumstances do not call for a change 
in fiscal policy. The Accord states that if the recession deepens 
beyond our expectations, well balanced responses, scaled to the size 
of the problem, should be undertaken. It then lists — but not 
exhaustively — the kinds of actions that ought to be considered.
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COMMITTEE/POLITICAL - 1

Question: This type of program didn't work when it was tried in
the Nixon and Ford Administrations. Why do you think it will work 
this time?
Question; Why does the Administration believe a wage committee will work?

Answer: The history of collective bargaining in the D. 5. amply
demonstrates that the parties to that process are most often best 
equipped to meet their own particular needs and aspriations. In 
addition, over the past 40 years that process has often called upon 
third party neutrals (i.e., boards, commissions, arbitrators, 
mediators) to assist them in the resolution of difficult controversies.
The Administration is convinced that the introduction of a balanced 
committee, with business labor and public participation into the wage 
side of the anti-inflation program will permit an objective analysis 
of disputed issues in the overall wage program and in specific cases. I 
remind you that the existing wage standards are being extended, and 
that any hasty decision to change them must convince a majority

✓
of members on the committee that the changes are warranted.
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COMMITTEE/POLITICAL - 2

Question: Labor walked out of two previous wage boards. Why do 
you think they won't do the same thing again this time when the 
going gets tough?
Question: In the past organized labor has had a tradition of 
endorsing such tripartite approaches but later abandoned the 
effort when a decision was made that appeared contrary to what 
labor felt was its best interests. What will hapen in its current 
situation if the labor members of the wage committee decide to resign:

Answer: This Pay Advisory Committee is being started in the context 
of an overall agreement by the Administration and Labor as to general 
objectives. It was not unilaterally dreamed up by the Administration. 
The Labor movement in this country recognizes that inflation is a 
great threat to the social and political fabric of our nation and is 
directly inimical to the well-being of their own members. Controlling 
inflation, and dealing with the necessary wage restraint in a fair and 
equitable manner is in Labor's own self-interest, and that is a 
powerful motive for their continuing participation. We expect that 
a balanced committee will address the problem facing the nation 
with the nation's interest in mind. We have worked closely with 
Labor and Business over the last few months. The atmosphere is good. 
We are confident that both business and labor are committee to 
making this work.

r
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COMMITTEE/POLITICAL - 3

Follow-up Question: But just suppose there is a Labor walkout. 
Doesn't that stopthe program?

Answer.: No. The Council on Wage and Price Stability will still be 
in place and carrying out its obligations under existing law and 
executive orders. Appeals for review of CWPS or committee decisions 
or collective bargaining settlements/ requests for exceptions and 
exclusions under the standards/ or even a modification of such 
standards will still be within the purview of the Council.

But let me stress again that we do not expect either Business 
or Labor to walk out. That is in no one’s best interest. We 
expect this to be a cooperative effort against the major threat to 
our economic well-being.
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COMMITTEE/POLITICAL - 4

Questions Why was this program put together with such secrecy?

Answer: It wasn't done with such secrecy. President Carter announced 
in his Camp David speech that we sought broader public participation 
and the development of a consensus on major issues whenever possible. 
There have been extensive consultations with labor, business, members 
of Congress, and consumer representatives.
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COMMITTEE/POLITXCAL - 5

Question: You are announcing these in the context of an agreement 
with Labor. What about Business? Were they involved? If not, 
why not?

Answer,,: We have been in touch with Business leaders throughout 
the development of the second-year program in all its aspects.
The vast majority of American businessmen and women have supported 
and complied with the program. We expect them to continue to do so
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COMMITTEE/POLITICAL - 6

Question:

Answer:

Isn't the Tripartite Committee a public relations 
gimmick?

By, no means. Creation of the Committee
is a genuine attempt by the Administration to involve major 
constituencies of the American public in its fight against 
inflation. The Committee will have a broad mandate to advise 
the Administration on how best to achieve anti-inflationary 
pay behavior.

r
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COMMITTEE/STANDARDS - 1

Question: What real power does the proposed Committee possess? 
-------- Put another way, are the Committee's rulings final

and binding on the Administration?

Answer; The Committee will have relatively broad advisory 
powefs, including advancing recommendations in individual cases 
and developing rules and regulations (including wage standards) 
of more general application.

Of course, the Chairman of the Council on Wage and Price 
Stability makes the final decisions. But we would not have 
worked so long and so hard to establish this Committee unless 
we intended to listen to it. (Also see answer to C - 2 .)

r
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COMMITTEE/STANDARDS - 2

C - 2
Question: The CWPS "preamble" says that the pay committee is 
charged with recommending by October 31 modifications to the pay 
standard itself, including, "specifically the basic standard." 
Suppose the committee recomends a very high standard? Or suppose 
they recommend no numerical standard at all? As you prepared 
to accept this?
Question: Is there any commitment that there will in fact be a wage standard?

Answer: This Pay Advisory Committee is aXxi-pairite committee
representing Business and the Public as well as Labor. Such a 
balanced committee has a common interest in bringing inflation 
under control. Moreover, any one group or party which desires 
to make a change in the existing standards will have to convince 
a majority of the Committee. Under these circumstances the 
recommendations of this tri-partite committee will have GREAT 
weight. If such a committee recommended no numerical standard 
we would assume they had good reason to do so and we would 
consider those reasons. Fred Kahn as the Chairman of the Council 
may, of course, reject any recommendation if it is clearly contrary 
to the objectives of the anti-inflation effort.
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CGHMITTEE/STANDAHDS - 2

Question: Does the establishment of a tripartite wage committee
mean that the_Administration is abandoning the wage standards?

Answer: No. The wage standards developed for the first year of the 
program are being extended and will continue in force unless and 
until the Council changes them. However, the public comments received 
on our Issues Paper over the past months, as well as informal 
disucssions, have identified certain problems with the pay standards 
that need to be addressed. The Advisory Committee has been 
expressly changed with examining the pay standard and making recommenda
tions as to suggested changes and improvements. These recommendations 
will, of course, be accorded great weight.

In fact, the tripartite committee mechanism is designed to 
reinforce the wage standard rather than to dilute it or minimize its 
applicability. The existence of a committee provides the means for 
a continuing informed and public review of the performance of the standards 
and a balanced approach to recommending appropriate adjustments if 
needed to accommodate changes in economic performance throughout 
the course of the second program year.
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COMMITTEE/STANDARDS - .3

Question: How can you have a price standard without knowing 
' what the numerical pay standard is going to be?
How can you administer a price standard this way?

Answer: For the month of October we will be operating on the
assumption of a continuation of the first year pay standard 
plus adjustments for non-COLA workers which are estimated to 
equal about 1 percent. He will administer the'revised price 
standard on this basis. As the preamble to the standards 
explains, some later changes *in the price standard may be 
needed if, on balance, the pay standard is modified significantly 
beyond this.
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COMMITTEE/STANDARDS - 4

Question: You held off announcing a new pay standard so that this committee could make recommendations 
on a pay standard but you went ahead and announced 
a price standard even though there is a price 
advisory committee. Why?

Answer: It was simply impossible to delay a price standard
beyond October 1 because companies all across the country told 
us that they needed a standard to announce their prices for 
October, November, and December. Prices, unlike wages, cannot 
be adjusted retroactively. Furthermore, there have been far 
fewer disagreements over the form of the price standard. The 
difficulties in the first year were largely technical; the 
second year standards have been modified to correct these 
problems. There is, of course, a relationship between the 
pay standard and the price standard. Any future changes 
of a significant nature in the pay standard would have to 
be examined to see whether any conforming changes in the 
price standard were needed.

Question: Does the fact that you announced a price standard
even though you are creating a price committee, but 
you held off on a pay standard, mean the pay advisory 
committee has a great deal more power than the 
price committee?

Answer: No. (Then continue as above.)
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COMMITTEE/STANDAKDS - 5

Questions In the aggregate, won't this new program amount 
to a relaxation of last year's program?

Answers No'-.
1. The existing pay standards are being extended.
2. Public comment has overwhelmingly indicated 

that some modifications are needed — not to abandon 
restraint, but to make its continuation possible. For 
example, some adjustments must be made to deal with the 
disparate treatment of COLA and non-COXA workers; some 
adjustments are needed in the case of low-wage workers;
and other adjustments are needed.

3. To propose that the standards remain unaltered 
in the face of a year's experience and changing economic 
circumstances would be to ignore realxties and encourage 
inequity.

4. We believe that the establishment of a 

Tripartite Pay Committee represents a realistic and desirable 
way of going about securing specific recommendations for the 
needed modifications, and at the same time provides a 
continuing means for helping us carry out the program.
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COMMITTEE/STANDARDS - 6

Question: Has the Administration abandoned the imposition of 
sanctions for obvious wage violations?

Answer: The sanctions provision of the standards carry
forward from the first program year to the second.

It is important to understand, however, that the purpose
of this program is to achieve lower prices and not simply to 
punish noncompliance. In all cases, most recently in our 
dealings with B. F. Goodrich Company, We have been able to secure 
lower prices without ever invoking our procurement authority. We 
expect this will continue to be true. Indeed, we believe that the 
arrangements for business and labor to participate in the fomulations 
and implementation of the pay standard strongly reinforces this 
expectations.
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FEDERAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE ACT
pubX. 82-488, Oct, 8. 1171, 86 Btat. 770, a* amended FubX. 84-808, 

| S (e), BepL 18,1876. 80 Btat 1X47.

7.

’ abort title, 
rioiu&in ud ramose.
Definition*. • -
Applicability; lestilcOons. 
Responsibilities of Congressional

committees; review; guidelines.
Responsibilities of the President; re

port to Congress; annual report to 
Congress: exclusion. _ „

Responsibilities of the Director. Of
fice of Management and Bsaget; 
Committee Management Eecretanat, 
establishment; review; recom
mendations to president and Con
gress; agency cooperation; per
formance guidelines; onlrorm pay 
guidelines; travel expenses; ex
pense recommendations.

BesponalbllltleE of agency heads: 
Advisory Committee Management 
Officer, deaignatlon-

(h ■rUbliahment and purpose af ad
visory committees; publication an 
Federal Register; charter: Xlllag, 
contents, copy.

IP Advisory committee procedons; 
meetings; notice, publication ta

. Federal Register; regulations; 
minster; certification; annas] re
port ; Federal officer ar amployae, 
attendance.U. Availability of transcripts; •WgwnCT 
proceeding”. ,

IX. Fiscal and administrative provisions; 
recordkeeping; aadlt; agency aup-

. port services. . _
Xg Responsibilities af library af -Con

gress ; reports and hachgreond 
papers; depository.14. Termination of advisory 
renewal; eontinnaXioa.

IB. Kfifeetiva data.

| 1. Short title
Thia Aet may he cited as the "Federal Advlaory Commlttae Act". .

* • „ *
| X. Finding! and pnrpone
(a) The Congress finds that there are numerous committees, hoards, 

commlBslons, councils, and similar groups which have been established to 
advise officers and agencies In the executive branch of the Federal. Gov
ernment and that they are frequently a useful and beneficial meansof 
furnishing expert advice. Ideas, and dlverae opinions to the Federal Oov- 
cniment.

(b) The Congress further finds and dedarea that—
(1) the need for many existing' advisory committees has not been

adequately reviewed; ” . .
(2) new advisory committees should be established when 

they are determined to be essential and their number ahould ba kept 
to the minimum neeeeaaiy;

(8) advisory committees ahould be terminated when they.•*•-*0 
longer carrying out the purposes for which they were eatabushad,

(4) standards and uniform procedures ahould govern the estab
lishment, operation, administration, and duration of advlaory «B- 
mltteea;

(E) the Cong™s and the public ahonld be kept Informed **" 
apect to the number, purpose, membership, actlvitles.and cost of ad
visory committees; and "

(C) the function of advisory committees should be advtoory siniy. 
and that all matters under their consideration ahould ba determined. 
In aecordanee with law, by the official, agency, or officer lavorrefl.

)

lOTVR OKDXK no.
kx.OrtJJo.lM88, OeL 7, M72. W F-B. XMU, art WtM ■ rhkh relsted to committee management, was superseded by Wa.u«Lnw«w. 

tt, M74, » FJl TUB, sat eat as a aou aider Ois sereins
Pah. i

i

‘ WXXCCTZTX OBDkk WO. XB®
Bx.Ort.Ko.in®. Feb. XL SS74, ® F-B- TUB. formerly act eot.es a aagrr Mda 

action, which related to committee management, w*« revoked by Bx.Ort 
Dee. L U77, <2 F.B. fittB. art oot as a ante andcr this samtoa.

fil
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It TITLE 5-APPENDIX I
xzxccrm <mi va

Dr.l,»n,CFXfitf8___
°r ’^I05

■K.«. Then !• ,*£S£S S

«!. ve;rSt’J2SSS «ief°? »-

?bB5S S?^J%riii »Bfftf d£Sf»®« MM’saftfdisars.Bff-
B^SSSJr.f"fid.'«2W7B iipeered m -,«*«. »«rddefi >T•■SJP&wtsbhiS? SfVsJ 
&®’b,^ssaai*wss» beRS^af^i
^nby eOectlw.

Orte ■"h.S* -

»St fcWSSs 
SgSba®: swaar .na; 
s*'u£3 *“ssi:s*“' ■*‘ Ttu oji " «b^rSe 

Kcranber SB. !»”•

#r” *£s£^™ -«- *• ««** * tt* “““ *
• eoLiteJon, wteioup theirt (heretfttr »

ki aSSSSSaa.^!
except that meh term exdnflw Ul J^ UlloI1 ©oTerammt 1J»

tte ■“• ■"***'“ to i

<n<« £2°£® •‘*EZ~“B,“*e" “““ "*
' «• I** ' Mem®* »
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FEDERAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE ACT ft S

■leaning of this Appendix. Fader v. Bar- 
•ody, D.C.D.CJS7S, fee F-Bupp. 1231.

la enacting thia Appendix, Congress 
was concerned with formally organised 
advisory committees which President or 
an cxecntive department or official di
rected to make recommendations on Iden
tified governmental policy for which spe
cific adrlce war soughL Id.
S, Advisory committee

Determination that the Axocriran Aaso- 
fiation of Etate Highway and Transpor
tation Officials la an advisory committee 
within the meaning of Federal Advisory 
Committee Act, this Appendix, when it 
provide! input to the Federal Highway 
Administration with respect to propoaala 
to require that state highway construc
tion plans proride for minimum safety 
standards did not Impermissibly Impair 
the orgsnJution'a freedoms of speech and 
association under U.B.C.A.Const Amend. 
3. Center for Auto Safety ▼. Cox, 1878, 
UO FAd 68?, 168 r.8.App.D.C. 426.

Organisation consisting or representa
tives of state highway and transportation 
departments and officials ' of United 
States Department of Transportation was 
"utilised" by Federal Highway Adminis
tration when adopting regulations relat
ing to certification acceptance of state 
safety standards pursuant to the Federal 
Highway Act, section 101 et aeq. of Title 
23. so that discussions between the Fed
eral Highway Administration and the or
ganisation were covered by thia Appen
dix. Center for Auto Safety v. Tiemann, 
D.C.1876, 414 F.Bopp. 215. remanded on 
ether grounds 660 FAd 4®, IBS UAApp. 
D.C. 426.

Fact that Food and Drag Administra
tion may have lacked statutory authority 
to require cosmetics Industry to test in
gredients in products would not preclude 
administration from appointing appro
priate advisory committee on inch sub
ject, which committee would be subject 
to this Appendix. Consumers Union of 
V. EL Inc. t. Department of Health, Ed. 
and Welfare. D.C.D.CA876. 408 F.Bupp. 
473. affirmed BI FAd 406, ITO U.EApp. 
D.C. 280.

Where organisation representing eos- 
melics industry presented industry-spon
sored proposal to Food and Drug Admin
istration, seeking Its advice and cow
men! s regarding voluntary coametica teat- 
log program, and Administration was un- 
ahle either to develop or require cosmet
ics testing program, such presentation by 
areas lsition did sot give rise to “adviso
ry" relationship within meaning of thia 
Appendix. Id.

•XstabJlsbed." within provision ef thia 
motion defining advisory committee as 
one established by statute, does not In
clude committees which merely can be 
said to owe their existence to legislation. 
Lombardo V. Handler, D.CD.C.1B75. *97 
J.-gupp. 792, affirmed 646 FAd 30». 178 
IKApp.D.C. 277, certiorari denied 87 
act. 2639. 431 t.B. 832. 631 l-.Ed.2d 246.

Bi-weekly White Haute meetings with 
selected groups, including major bnsineaa 
erguixatioBi and private sector groups, 
•" aot create "advisory committees 
within meaning ef thia Appendix, an eh 
meetings are unstructured, Informal and 
"?L •ohdurted for purpose of obtaining 
advice on apedfic subjects indicated in

▼. Baroody, D.CD.CTO7&,
■* FAupp. uai.

8tMdiag lo awe
neither private rttiaen *or Halted 

■utn Senator, altber aa conxuman sr by

virtue ef Benator*a position as such, bad 
standing to complain that National Fc- 
troleum Council and its aubrronps were 
unlawfully functioning as advisory ecm. 
ml tires bees use they were not fairly bal
anced In membership and were Improper
ly influenced by petroleum industry ape- 
sal interests, contrary to requirements of 
thia appendix and Federal Energy Ad
ministration Act, section 761 ct aaq. af 
Title 15. He lex If v. National Petroleum 
Connell, 3877, 653 FAd 176, ISO DAApp. 
D.C. 4L

Consumer representative, who aakad to 
attend certain bi-weekly meetings with 
selected groups held at White House and 
who was denied admission, bad standing 
to seek declaration that such meetings 
created "advisory committees" within 
meaning ef thia Appendix. Nader ▼. 
Baroody, D.CD.C1B75, CM FBupp. SSL 
A Agsney

. National Academy ef Sciences la set an 
ahgency” within thia appendix, requiring 
certain publicity of committee meeting*, 
and Its committee on motor vehicle anua- 

•alouB is not an ‘advisory committee" ei
ther as a committre established tor stat
ute or one established or utilised by the 
Environmental Protection Agency. Lom
bardo v. Handler, D.CD.C.1975. 197 F. 
Bupp. 702, affirmed 646 FAd 1043. ITO 
U.B_App.D.C. 277, certiorari denied 47 E- 

-CL 263?, 431 CB. 8S2, 68 UXdAd MB.
A Exemptions

In order to be exempt from require
ments of the Federal Advisory Committee 
Act, thia Appendix, as a state sr local 
committee, a group must show that it is 
a state or local committre and that it 
wai established to advise or make recom
mendations to state or loeal arene tea. 
Center for Auto Safety ▼. Cox. 1876, BO 
FAd 486. IBS U.BAppD.C 426.

By cresting exception to the Federal 
Advisory Committre Act, this Appendix, 
for state and local committees. Congress 
intended to Include state and local com
mittees under this Appendix only wtes 
they function at the federal tevbL Id.

American Association of State Highway 
and Transportation Officials, an organi
sation which is national in scope, whose 
purpose is to foster the development of • 
nationwide, integrated transportation 
system, whose bylaws charge its policy 
committee with preparing official presen
tation on legislative proposal!, and whoae 
representatives regularly testify before 
Congress, is not exempt from require
ments of the Federal Advisory Committee 
Act, this Appendix on the theory that K 
ta a state or local commlttse. Id.

Exemption from requirements «f this 
Appendix where committee is composed 
wholly of foil-time officers or empioysea 
of the federal government did not apply 
to committee of state and federal em
ployees. Center for Auto Safety v. Tte- 
mann, D.CD.CU76, 414 FBupp. BS, re
manded on other grenade SBO FAd 469, IB 
UB App-D-C. 426.

Exclusion from requirements df thia 
Appendix provide®, for the Advisory 
Commission o& Intergovernmental Bda- 
tlons was not available to shade srgani- 
aation consisting of representatives 4f 
state highway and transportation depart
ments and officials of the United States 
Department of Transportation tram W- 
<uirementa sf thia Appendix. Id...

I
1
i
»

«
'l

»
i
l*

• •1.

i

!
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44 - . TITLE 5—APPENDIX I *

■ -g <. AppttcaWItty; luaUiitltn ’
•“ (a) The provisions of this Act or of any rule, order, or regulation 
promulgated under thii Act shall apply to each advisory committee except . 
to the extent that any Aet of Congress establishing m aueh advisory 
committee specifically provides otherwise.

(b) Nothing to this Act shall be construed to apply to any advisory 
committee established or utilised by— - .

(I) the Central Intelligence Agency; or
(J) the Federal Reserve System. . -

<e) Nothing to this Aet shall be construed to apply to any loeal evie 
croup whose primary function Is that of rendering a public service with 
respect to a Federal program, or any State or local committee, council. J 
board, commission, or similar group established to advise or make recom- | 
mendations to Btate or local officials or agendsa. . f

g ft. BaponsOdUdes of Cfangressitmal committees;

(a) In the exercise of Its legislative review function, each standing
mmmlttee of the Senate and the Bouse of RepreaenUtlvee shall nikeus 
continuing review of the activities of each advisory committee under ns 
lurlsdletion to determine whether such advisory committee should be 
abolished or merged with any other advisory committee, whether the iw 
iponslbllltles of such advisory committee should be revised, and whether 
meh advisory committee performs a necessary function not alnady betog 
performed. Each such standing committee shall take appropriate action 
to obtain the enactment of legislation necessary to cany out the pur pom 
of this subsection. i

(b) In considering legislation establishing. « !
Usbment of any advisory committee, each standing committee of th Sea-. 
ate and of the House of Representatives shall determine, and "
determination to the Senate or to the House of
may be, whether the functions of the proposed advisory commi ttee an 
Eng could be performed by one or more agencies or by to ad 
committee already to existence, or by enlarging toe mandato of anaxist-. 
tog advisory committee. Any such legislation shall— .. J

(1) contain a clearly defined purpooe for toe advisory committee, j
(X) require toe membership of toe advisory '

baUncedto terms ©r the points of view represented and the funetiem 
to be performed by the advisory committee; I

(X) contain appropriate provisions to arsurethat toe adnoo , 
recommendations of toe advisory «>mmlttee wiU 
ately Influenced by the appointing authority or by ■** ■££“* £ j 
Ureal, but will Instead be the result of the advisory committee’s la-1

attons, toe date for submission ©r reports (If “Thjhe ,
the advisory committee, and toe publication of report!£ I

• tertals, to the extent that toe standing ' I
,roTWoM of «eU.n 10,JXtt

•«_ funds available to meet
(c) To the extent they are applicable. toe u*b j

action (b) of this section shall be followed by w |
Ss“or other Federal officials to creating an advisory eommtttes. I

Zadar to Metes *’g?ectioD^or deduatorv as® I
• relief alleging that national ;

vOaea 9 Connell and Its aobsTonpe were u- i1
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FEDERAL advisory oommittke act • 7

wlniatration Act eeCBen TO O 
Title 15, and ba6 hindered Wm la «>»£- 
lug out hl* legislative duties through hi* 
Inability to get nublx*«J advice, and ■£" 
cerate Information from Department as 
Interior and Federal Bnerp
•ion beeaoae of CooneU'a upot Into that 
■roceea, particularly In Tirr cf 
Senator abowed no nexus between hi* al
leged iatorte* and defendant*’ ehslkagrd 
aetionTld- -

Whertdiapate a* to wfrrther .sigcigar 
organisation was covered by the Federal 
Adriaory Committee Act, t£d*
arose out of the eonrultatlon by a federal 
agency with the organiaation over tartau 
proposed regulaUona, and *b*« th« 
was so allegation or proof that all eon- 
tacta between the agency and the ergaaJ- 
ution constituted a ntUtaation of they» 
nniaation as adriaory committee, oroer 
Tint any future meeting between the rep- 
Rsestatives of the federal. goveiwmeat 
and the organiaation be subject to the 
.Federal Adriaory Committee _Aet waa 
•Tcrbro*d; the order Bhoulil BPP17 
to conanltation for advice or awommea- Sationa on propoaed wPwjm
for Aoto Safety ▼- Cox, S07&, W 
SB, XSB UXAppJhC. <M-

BW they were «ot fairly flawed ta
SSnbwehlp and were ImproperlyJnCo- 
Ered by oertan petroleum industry »P«- 
rial interests contrary to reQaircj0®®^* .®f 
Mi in aection and Federal Fnern Adminis-
(ration Act provision, section fid of Title
5c plaintiffs’ allegations of *“iW7 O 
th tinsel ves as consumer*: antiapatod “gher eoata for P'Mloleuni prodocto, po
tential environmental damage ano threats 
to health and safety; »d anticipated 
,1*1 of benefit* from «"dooment of al 
tarnative source* of energy.Sanding to »ne upon 
»tIt in light of net that there was bo 

between plaintiffa'islleged tai®**** 
and defendants challenged actio®- ¥*i* 
calf v. National Fetrolenm Council. Dg 
D.C.1P76. dill FJJopp. 157, affirmed BOB 
FAd 176.

In action by United States Senator JSfiBKtbgt National Petroleumi Co™* 
and IU subgroups were
tioning U adriaory committees beeaoae 
they were not fully balanced 1« w»Wj 
ship and were Improperly
certain petroleum industry Sa Senator did not have standing to 
gne'en theory that S“
had affected effectiveness of his votes for 
thia Appendix and Federal Xnergy Ad*

| 0. Itfwprmrihnitica Of toe PfrsIdtSrt; ■®P0B* 
report to Go&greas; esdnskm __

(*) The President meg delegate nepoutMUtr for ienlneJJa* »»»*»; 
tag «tlon, Iken appropriate, with reepeet to ell pnMIe roeommendettaoi 
Blade to him by Procidentia! advisory committees. •

/hl Within one year after a Presidential advisory committee has «ab- 
mltted a public report to the President, the President or Ws/^’lu-tlo.Br 
SSe a report to toe Congress .taring either his *>r
Vs reasonsfor inaction, with regpeet to toe recommendation. wnUinefl
In the public report. _ ... —

fel The President ehall, not later than March «1 or each calendar y»r
(after toe year In which thia Act la enacted), make “ ttXn£e£?ntoe activities. Vatu.. and change. In toe* 
advisory committees In existence during toe tte ua
report .hall contain the name of B\ery advtoory »mmIU«. toe flateMWO 
authority for It. creation. Its termination date orthe date»»»»»»* 
report?Its functions. a reference to toe ££
ment of whether It Is an ad hoc or continuing body, toe datea « 
lags, toe names and occupation, of It. eurreut me wS
climated annual eort to toe United BUtc
maintain such committee. Such report .hall Inci «v w/Timrv
rtMr»mmltteee eboltabed hr the Pieeldeot. ud ta the gUrtaOT 
eommltteee eetebltated bp outote. e llri ?which the President recommend! be ■b?J^‘^£5l!!,rt »w talorSSa 
tterwfor The President .hall exelode from this report
which, to his Judgment, shouldbe JSutot°iuto toStormSto
ty. and he shall Include In auto report a statement that men uuom— 
Is excluded. 7- --

«T. B-powribHItta. - _______
tudget: Committee Management Beawanag,SSn'endsdons to PrtVdent aod <touF«rt SSSJTipS
bnnaace guideline.: wniform pay fuidellnea, travel eapensas, w-A—

“£vn«W"«‘<>r »hell eetahlleh end .etatata
fuecement ud Budget a Committee Mumgemeut Beaetiw. wwm 

mitten renting to edrtaoiT committees - -

"“‘ft!*.
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TITLE 5—APPENDIX I«7
fM The Director .hall, tamerfialelr October t Wl■ 

remprehrerire review or the KUTtOe. ud irepoMlbUlUe. at «Uh M-

mother <* ’
•«) whether. eoneHtent wlthth.' »7^0”2LSpU“M‘ **

the reepohUbllltlee eaalcbodto It ehobldbe
(I) whether it should be marred with other acnsoTy

whether is should be abolished. ■ -
The Director -ay »£ t»^™D»aer^”X°;“p«

the Mi££teUM of the Director1, review he ahaM
the Fre.ld.bt ud to either the W«V ££
snfas^s: 2E& star1* ’“h “e ”■
rector to making the review, required by toll>«**“"" s

Co) The Director .hall prrecribe uto^etr.""
agemobt eobtrole ”™,a guidance'to adriaory ooni-

*•£ ^ora““01 
advisory committees .whose duties are rela civil

(d) (1) The Director, after study jmd pStto’wdlM®
Bcrrlee Commlaeion, *fiS“££?rt mStoen. «afn, and eon-
fair retee of pe.7 »°r oomparahle retire. « appropriate

**
’-"•"(Sr;JX7S?»S »»^0»r.tt«

. • reU^w’^oT?»Vtt.H««"l Schedule udcr UC

tton 6888 of Title I; oo® their du-(B) «ueh “'“^7“'“rer^aTpU^?bMlaere, may h. d- -ties away from their homes or teenier F lubtistenoe. as
mlttently in the Government service.

. (!) Nothing lb thle' anheectlob^haU fart„ ^th u U-
(A) an Individual ef the United States. or

wlsory committee) is a before bis service with ■>(B) an Individual who Immediately ociore —
advisory committee was such an employ*. - - u

STpSSSmo?~ SSSXS? X

(•) The Director J?
* report. whs»

frtata. ”*
4 B, gesponslbffl^BS of st®=T beads! Advisocy Committee

(a) Each a<ency JJJJ
Seucr^uS'^aB rfJ^SnU^^uSS

EX LTS.’SS •* •pe~UaM * “* ~

Blttee within Its Jurisdiction.
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federal advisory committee act t •

(b) The head of eaeh agency which has an advisory eommlttee shall 
designate on Advisory Committee Nansgement Officer who shall—

(1) exercise control and supervision over (be establishment* pro
cedures, and aeeompUshments of advisory committees established by 
that agency;

(t) assemble and maintain the reports, records, and other papera 
of any such eommlttee during Its existence; and

(2) carry out, on behalf of that agency, the provisions of section 
BS2 of Title 6, with respect to such reports, records, and other papers.

| •. Establishment and purpose of advisory eotnndttoes; publication 
fe Federal Register; charter: Cling, contents, copy

(a) No advisory eommlttee shall be established nnlcas meh establish
ment is—

(1) specifically authorised by statute or by the President; or
(2} determined as a matter of formal record, by the bead of the 

agency Involved after consultation with the Director, with timely no
tice published in the Federal Register, to be in the publle interest In 
connection with the performance of duties Imposed on that agency 
by law.

(b) Unless otherwise specifically provided by statute or Presidential
directive, advisory oommlttees shall be utilised solely for advisory func
tions. Determinations of action to be taken and policy to be expressed 
vilh respect to matters upon whieh an advisory committee reports or 
make* recommendations shall be made solely by the President or an Of
ficer of the Federal Government. *

(c) No advisory committee shall meet or take any action icffl an ad
visory eommlttee charter has been filed with (1) the Director, In the 
ease of Presidential advisory committees, or (2) with the bead of the 
agency to whom any advisory eommlttee reports and with the standing 
committees of the Senate and of the House of Representatives having leg
islative Jurisdiction of such agency. Such charier shall contain the fcl- 
kvring information:

(A) the committee's official designation; ■
(B) the committee's objectives and the scope of Its activity;
(C) the period of time neceasary for the committee to cany oot

tts purposes; _
(D) the agency or official to whom the eommlttee reports; . .
(E) the agency responsible tor providing the accessary support 

for the eommlttee;
(F) a description or the duties for whieh the eommlttee Is re

sponsible, and. If such duties are not aolely advisory, a purification 
of the authority for such functions;

(G) the estimated annual operating costs In dollars and ■»- 
yaars for sueh committee;

(H) the estimated number and frequency of eommlttee meetings;
(I) the oommlttee’s termination date, If less than two years Crum 

the date of the committee's establishment; aad
(J) the date the charter Is died. - "

A copy of any nth charter shall also be furnished to the Zdbrary at Ooa-

Xadaa «e Estes ’
CwpUsnaiiriMbi as a 
Wipm 1

leh gorenmat abtalB sCriee
im privatews, lac. v. Davfe, D.QD.C3874, STS F. 
PP- IMS- ...

a riiyw
PurpoK of this Amefllx Is to control 

Be adTiiorv committee process sod to 
spea to pnolie scrattaj the maaaer la

Fher/a feden.1 agency sttUms n St
ory committee for the porpoee ss ca- 
aiag ad rice, the agency Bast thrtg 
I wtibliih the committee la eempu-
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• * TITLE fi—APPENDIX I .
U s*-sss: MS - 5SSSSX

eepart; Federal otticer er _^,,„r *bjl be open to tte ’“'“h
f«\ ftt Each advlaory committeejneeunir -ev^-^e <Or re**on* •* 

.(I* Except when the ^2*®“? **<£ Mcb meeting ahall be pnbllahed
S&SS^j&«8£«SSKB5

baaaaasas sta- __
(I) totor-t-rahjeet to e»eh reworahle

. “i.‘d^-7 ^e-

<b) Bubjeet to Vi "ISSv’irtfuTirtiidlM. Meed*. "?“?
MdnuU., oppeodlxee. wortas’SSSS to« i«p»»d “ * TVS/il 
Aoeumenta which were n^A® M f onbllc Impeetion and ®°P***f 
tI^tt eommlttee ahall be available !J®r committee or the
a «Sle location ta the officeri of ** the odvtaory commlttae
Io which the advlaory eommlttee reporm »
oeaaes to exiat. -—rfinr of each advlaory committee ehaD

CO Detailed mtautee of “^Mhe pe^m preeent. a complete and 
be kept and ahall contain a uj conclusion! reached, -ooi
EeSX.dtoerfPUon ot «M> «•»£« “££ »T tt. .drltoiT^- 
eople. of Ul to -nitted *• »the ehalnnan
olttee. The heernwy of»U •. •
ot the hdrtaoiT eommlttee. . ^o,, .bell »et »M>W •»

(d) Bubeeetiona (oKl) meeting where the Preaidant, or»y iorSon ot » tte 'Jmmlttoe
the heed ot the egeoey to »hl=h the to u,t pubta toStoSAhel ■«* 01 Sfrf ^Jteh HJb ot «O. i. A»y •«<*«£•ecordesee with «hh««Uoa trt of »« nUlE the nuoa lor m>“
JXSuion etoll to to "‘“SLStuS ta "ode. the Urtoon

. aetermloetlon. It ««i * ..meetly Betting torth o VJw^to^the oablle 
gtoU tune e report ot leest.uiomeUre to the »»» 
tlrltlea and aueh related n*t Title I. - '
conaUtent with the policy of officer or employee ot the

^^mesSaswKaaajSfS
or employee. “ . _ia meeting* exeept at the tag

Cf) Advisory eommlttee* _ designated officer orrf. or Ctth the Si ItaTof^W-^ “’^iSiSSS

aaasiss!---^"^
sssssr.«.t.

tnh^d-to. rs»1-JdSS/!“ *Si«s5,£L’SimtSSuS?V*
••portion of JSyST^ieutiajm^ta- oSTu^oMOB^ mt out as a a®** *** 
SbiUtoW‘ the Pob; K2b^ thli Otlt .termination!lot JP'Kr*——d®* |® ®e- peeuon Binary. SSbom

!'■

tbfc
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FEDERAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE ACT 111

Votaa «f

•fame a
Cenitrsetten vithgf l>f|
Injonetisn T
BwieregsMT ara
Meeting* wtthla s« 
r*buc am** • 
Pnblic partidpatiai 
Fsrpsse > 
Xegulatiano M 
Standing to are J1

L Csnstreetian wKh other
Freedom el Information Act provisions, 

section 662 of thia title, dealing with in
tra-agency ud interagency memoranda 
are applicable, under this section to ad- 
viiory committee meeting#. Aviation 
Consumer Action Project ▼. Waabbnrn, 
3976, 6S5 FAd 101, 37b U.BApp.D.C. TO.

Bnbsection (d) of thia aectios, provid- 
tag that a meeting may be cloaed when 
it ia determined by agency head that 
aoeh meeting will involve matters bated 
In Freedom of Information Act, aectios 
BBS of thia title, did not apply ao aa to

Ermit exclnslon of pnbllc from all meet- 
g* or adriaorv committee* aerrlng eoet 
af living eonncu. Mader ▼. IhinJop. D.C. 

D.CAB73, TO FAopp. 177.
A Pupaao

Two aeparate "Informal" meeting! with 
consumer and diatilled aplrit* indortry 
representative* relative to drafting pro-

Ioaed regnlations of the Bureau of Aico- 
ol, Tobacco and Firearm* of the Trea- 
anry Department on ingredient labeling 

af diatilled aplrit* were meetings of “ad- 
aiaory committeei” atllised by tbe Bo
reau Director to obtain advice within tbe 
meaning of this Appendix, and aaid 
meetings were therefore open to tbe pub
lic. Food Chemical Mewa. lac. v. Davis, 
D.CD.CJFit, TO F.Bnpp. IMS.

Bnbsection (d) of thia section, prcvld- 
tag that a meeting may be cloaed when 
il is determinedly agency bead that 
meh meeting will Involve matters bated 
in section E&2 of thia title, was not in
tended to Include all deliberative conver
sation* of committee meeting*. Mader V. 
Dunlop, D.CD.CATO, TO F .Bupp-377. •
A Keatlnn within aaetlan

Where meeting between Food aa< Drag
Administration and organization repre
senting cosmetics lndoatry wan for pur- 
>ok of presenting organisation's volun
tary ingredient testing program, and ao 
mattera of A d minis t rati on policy or regu
lation were at laaoe, parties were not 
bound by provision* «a thia Appendix, 
and Urns neither pnblic access to meh 
meetisga, aor chartering af meh or- 
ganizeuon, would be required. Con- 
aeaers Union of D. 0_ Inc. v. Depart
ment of Bealth, Ed. and Welfare. D.C.D. 
C.1P7S. SOP F.Bopp. <73. affirmed BI FJd 
«6. 175 D.BApp.D.C, ISO.

At a minimum a relatively detailed 
antlyils of bases for closing varlon* por
tion* of meetings of advisory committees 
torving coat of living ronndl moat be
troti (Jed. Mader v. Danlop, D.CD.CAS7X,

10 FAnpp. 177.
where Defense Advisory Committee m 

women in the Services was rronp of cut- 
mdert called on because of their expertise 
to offer views and comments unavailable 
within agency, meeting of meh committee 
•Id not involve •Inter-agency" nor “in-
tn-agency" Affairs and meeting was re-

A Public lartl Ji afl*-Whlle pjEntlCswere mtitfed to 
meeting of Defense Advisory C""1"1****" 
an Women In the Services condncted ao 
aa to be open to public, there was mo 
tight of public participation in advisory 
committee. Oates v. Schiaatoger,
CATO, *66 FAcpp. 717.
A Kxehange of tnfarmattoa

For pnrpoees of thia Appendix, -«s- 
change of information does not make ad
visory committee “part oF* Its govern
ment agency. Oates v. Bchleainger DX- 
d.cato, aee FAapp. m. .
& Burden of preaf

Thia section does wot contain same ax-

Srea* provision as Freedom of Information 
ct, section 653 of thia title, which places 
bnrden of proof on agency to sustain Its 

action, bnt underlying policy considera
tions arc Identical and Durden eS preaf 

’ehonld be comparable. Mader v. Danton, 
D.CLD.CATO, S70 FAupp. 177.
T. lajnwotlaw

Where pleadings were Klmitad Co ac
tions of Travel Advisory Board to bold- 
tog cloaed meeting and did aot refer to 
any other advisory committees to tbe De
partment of Commerce, and where all wv- 
Idence was directed towards tbe TAB, to- 
Jnnctlon which pnrported to require 
timely advance pnblic aotlce af aaeh 
meeting of the TAB or any other adviso
ry committee to the Department was 
overbroad. Aviation Consumer Aetioa 
Project v. Washburn, 3976, 6X5 FAd IB, 
175 U.BApp.D.C. TO.

Exemption relating to tnterxgney ar 
intra-agency memorandnm or letters did 
aot apply ao as to permit meeting of De
fense Advisory Committee on Women to 
the Services to be dosed, and aoazt 
won Id laaoe preliminary injunction vv- 
gnlring such meeting to be open to tbe 
pnblic. Oates v. Bchlmtogwr, D-CJXC 
2973, M6 FAepp. W7..
A PabUc ■ ii i

The pres* baa a statutory right wwdar 
thia Appendix aa well as a privilege wa
der D.B.CA.Const Amend. 1 to report aa 
the manner to which government affairs 
an condncted. Food Chemical News, lac. 
V. Davis, D.CD.CAS7i, TO PAopp.

Xaterag'mc? ew
da

Bvidence that there bad bees 'mare 
than SO meetings af tbe Travel Advisory 
Board and that on only three eecaaioai 
bad portions of the meeting been dosed 
to the pnblic demonstrated that tbe 
Board was aot abusing exemption ■>■•- 
vtded to it under aobaec. <d) of this Bas
tion from requirement of bolding opre 
meetings when interagency and tatre- 
agency memoranda were being dlacaaaaA 
Aviation Conenmer Action Project v. 
Waah burn, 3976. 'BBS FAd IB, 335 DA. 
Arp.D.C. TO. -

iProvlalone cf thfir aectios dsaUar wttb 
•pen meetings do not apply to any advis
ory committee meeting which the head af 
an agency determines Is coasread with 
Interagency ar totn-agency

Eves after' bteregener ar totre- 
memorsndnm has been disclosed to 
ber of an advisory committee. Che memo
randum may still be considered an tatar- 

. Agency or Intra-agency memorandum aa 
that bet Chit men disclosure Is winds to a member of an advisory committee 
aot preclode advisory committee 
bolding a closed meeting to _ 
with the exemption provided Bag to
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TITLE 6—APPENDIX I110
nbwe. (4) af thb 
tfthiitiue. 14.
M Begntetlaas

Where ngntetioni which were chal
lenged had peen revteed through proee- 
<nrt la which the revised reg-nlitions 
were published In Anil form and public 

-comment was Invited and where the new 
regulstioni were temporary, court would 
not ©vertum erlglnel regulations despite 
fsUore of Federal Highway Administra
tion to comply with veqnlrements of thia 
Appendix in adopting the initial xanla* 
tions. Center for Anto Safety v. Tie- 
mxnn, D.C.D.CJS76, 414 F.Bnpp. SIS, re
mindedon other ironadi 680 FAd », IBS
H.AAPP-D.C. 416.
11. Stasdlaff 4» aaa

Persons active In opposing enactment 
•f KqosJ Bights Amendment to Halted 
States Constitntlon were without aland- 
fate to bring snlt against National Com
mission on the Observance of Interna
tional Women’s Tear, 1875, to enjoin It 
from supporting enactment of BRA, ee- 
(aglng u lobbying activities, and other 
pursuits. Hnlqneenr v. National Com
mission an the Observance of Intent 
Womea’e Tsar. UTS, CA .111.1877. Btt FM ma.

Nonprofit corporation whoae aetMtlm 
centered broadly upon transportation 
safety lanes and whoae fonctions Includ
ed monitoring activities of Federal High
way administration bad standing to chal
lenge alleged failure of the Federal High
way Administration to comply wttg 
mie-mating provisions of sections BI at 
aeq. and 701 et eeq. of this title when 
providing Tor alternative procedure for 
approving state highway safety plus 
and fail ore of the Federal Highway .Ad
ministration to open meejingi with a 
parti co tar organlaatlon to the public war- 
aoant to this Appendix. Center tor Aeto 
Safety e. Tiemann, I>.CT>.C.lS7fl, 414 F. 
Bupp. 2U, remanded on other rrcuaSa 
680 TJd *8B, IBS C.BApp.p.C. 4WL. ...

Nonprofit corporation whose aetMttea 
centered broadly apon transportation 
safety teases was, with respetf to Its 
mhollpripTMi tD flilUZt Of PcdCTll Bl*D**7 
Administration to utilise proper n> 
making procedure In connection with 
approval of aafety standards of state pur
suant to Federal-Aid Highway 
Hon 101 et eeq. of TitJeJB. 
the acne of Interest protected by the Ad- 

' mlnlstntive Procedure Act. metfone £ 
at aeq. and 701 gt aeq^ ef this fatia. sat 
thia Anoendlx. Ad.

| II. Availability of transcripts; "agency proceeding"
(a) Except where prohibited by contractual agreements onterod tato

prior to the effective date of this Act, agencies tad advisory eommittuea 
•hall make available to Any person. At Actual cost of duplication, copies 
of transcripts of agency proceedings or Advisory committee meetings.

(h) As used In this section "agency proceeding" Beans any proceediag 
as defined in section SE1(U) of Title B.

3
«
»
I

Befoeaees la Text- Bffoctive gate of has standing to uue'fer (betaformattea. this Act, referwJto Insnbeee. <a). as Center fo/ioto ’• ^ESK&d^iS
meaning effective apon expiration af I>-C.lVid. d!4 FFopp- HS, remanded «a 
ninety days followinrenaetment of Pub. other gvouada 680 a Ad GO, MB CXApp. 
L P2-K3 on Oct. A 1872, me aoctioa ID «4 H.C. dX.
FabX. B2-M3. . -
g. standing So sue ___ " ... - *

Any person whose ley ueat for Informa
tion seder this appendix had beta daated

« IB. Fiscal and odminlstntfve prorisSons; mwdkeeptog; aadMj 
agency support services ,. 5 •'
- (a) Each agency shall keep records as wfll fully disclose the disposi
tion of any funds which may be at the disposal of its advisory corrimlttsss 
and the nature and extent of their activities. .The General Berriesa Ad- 
yn in 1st ration, or sueh other agency as the President may designate, OhsH 
maintain financial records with respect to Presidential advisory som- 
mlttees. The Comptroller General of the United States, or any of his au
thorised representatives, shall have access, for the purpose of audit and 
examination, to any such racorda. - :

(b) Each agency shall be responsible for providing support Oofttow 
for each advisory committee established by or reporting to it Onlesatas 
establishing authority provides otherwise. Where any araefc advismryoom- 
mlttee reports to more than one agency, only one agency ahaube respos- 
sible for support services at any one time. In the ease of Prtaad«ntuu 
advisory committees, ouch services may be provided by the General 
fees Ad minis tratton. - ~ ■

" | IB. Responsibilities of library «
groond papers; depository •Subject to section B62 of Title B, the Director than provideTOrtheBh
fng with the* Library of Congress of at least eight copies of each repjn 
made by every advisory committee and, where appropriate, 
papers prepared by consultants. -The librarian of Congress shall
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FEDERAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE ACT | M 

£u?£ 2°** “4 «« »h« «Hr aa H .no-

( FMu it nation of advisory oonmttteM; mewal; crnttmiatiow
U) (1) Each advisory committee which is Is existence os the tffae- 

m date of this Act shall terminate not later than the expiration of the 
two-year period following such effective date

(A) Io the case of an advisory committee established by the l*rw 
Went or as officer of the Federal Government, neb advisory com- 
Klttee Is renewed by the President or that officer by appropriate mo
tion prior to the expiration of nch two-year period; or

CB) In the ease of an advisory committee established ty am «s' 
Congress, its duration is otherwise provided for by Jaw.

ndviaory committee established after neh effective date shall 
the expiration of the two-year period beplnnlnr on the date of its establishment unless—- wwumm*

CA) is the ease of as advisory committee established by the 
JTesIdent or as officer of the Federal Government neh advisory 
committee is renewed by the President or nch offioer by opnronrt- 
ate action prior to the end of neh period; or

CB) in the ease of an advisory committee established by as Act of 
Congress. its duration is otherwise provided for by law.

tt* renewal of any advisory committee, nch advisory 
committee shall file a charter in accordance with section >(e).

(t) Any advisory committee established by aa Act of Congrav shall. 
file a charter in accordance with nch section upon the expiration of each

two’fe*r Period following the date of enactment of the Act es
tablishing such advisory committee.

(•) No advisory committee required wader this nbseetion to file a 
charter shall take any action (other than preparation and filing of neh 
charter) prior to the date on which neb charter is filed.

(c) Any advisory committee which Is renewed by the President or any 
officer of the Federal Government may be eon tinned only for noceastvo ■ 
”°-year periods by appropriate action taken by the President or neh of- 
wer prior to the date on which nch advisory, committee would othar> 
wise terminate.

B-

wnTTirrTS* BCtoctive .date sf alMte days foTlowlnrennrtment ef Feb.
’J&nSU* te/Bhaec. (a)(1), U KMC on Oct e, W32, m ssctfea 1* if

WMnlag affective upon exp&auoa af WnbA* K> iff .

BUCDTIVS OKPXW WO. SWT
1Z17, ** amended, fbrmerty sst ctrt as a aste J,K2?d55J^tthe continuance of certain federal advisory ee£-

£2f^d?uS?)3SSJS? »st SO, 107*. 41 FJL 4E7®, Kt *2t K a

Bxxccm OKDKM WO. CM
»• «“*»** by fa-OrAWswor. a«*. a22’ — :. Wx.Qrd.No.ir02fr, Dec. 14. 1077, <2 F.B. tSSZ\ formerly set estasa

smtloa, which provided for tne continuance of certain federal advisoryWXOrdJSoOSUO, Da. a W8, « FX SO^sst iStZ

-I

OSD
• - • Aac. S, SR7, «S KB. 090

KWHldKlTION OF CERTAIN PBXSXDXNTlAIi ADTZ8OBT

^(.rirtM of the authority vested In me 
K,,“e £oa»titotlOB and Statutes of the 

America, and as FraaJ- 
•S* M United Stale* of America, la 
S~yr to. terminate certain advisory com
mittee* in accordance with the provision* 
m vf^Z®^8™1 Advisory Committee ArtiS&f**- **• “ * **™l» «4ma

Wsetfsa L fa) The GKtaess* Advtasvy I 
Connell so Cha States sf Women Is ta> ‘Kina

<h) Knrottve Order Wo. UDf sfWs- 
wmber 1, 1063. as amended by Wxeesttvo 
Order Wo. 11221 of May C, IftC [set cat 
as a note nnder Recti on SOOfe of Title <2. 
The PobUc Wealth and WoUamL Is far
ther amended as fallows:
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• m TITLE appendix X !

<B) «f
r, ®OHBst£

wJSen-5-to the Oomcu, - —“--------“4
n*d *• follow* J ,M ■»■>! tr*B>- werot ftni ** ___toe PM5^^,**SLS£^ w. ft. <») The Coiiwc XlrtoMTwit & report to toe PirftiAent toftominft ^JrJbdl to temlMtod. rise tf Jftb-
%«5K n PSSb*. „-J... • «‘i wgBsSPSft ¥?.« mS«

81JK fifftf.-BSS/u8^°°a&Jii Tie ■»>■>« “JSSSeTtotC-oS"3 J^»”s!^«tImu5n»r*Mi!SSo*)!4£
S'T&ssr ■w'ftrjssr »»• •tj’sr'jg

__ ^<M1 anfl to toe «x- 2^2)00 2 to fttoeftded or •*-{&*,’ .&SSS5&!> c^ssri^TuS
©Kndl WftMtohed to tortio* • « “*• 

Victim B to iwptofl."SJI £Llt“7.r
ssMiXXSX~**~

•->■ »■ <*’ -"■? ?gggyCommittee •& ■ntirowottto1
*»S“4± n - «»«a~ ««£.’&
ujs .’kPa •& asss< ¥BSSf’ofc’SiSsL'USffUl 
S,W5t«!it“«W?& sS5tf«‘ ’•'■
fera], to mftfcftd.

»»j»“'“B“sy,oir?Kr«1j5E s£

g$a$ff^xr

'; 4
yrTfiienl OBSK* . ’ - .

^>*c~ ®* ABTXBOXT COMMlRUB -
coRnirniKcr or a®1*® •»« wtnm)

PmTdeattol Aflrtiorr

Sai^ProoBdore). - - - ——

’.4
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FEDERAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE ACT

•action mi af UUa at,
■sc Code].

(m) Judldal Momlnatlag Commission 
for the District ef Puerto Hico—Execu
tive Order No. SStfii, as amended (De
partment ef Jostles) [set oat as ■ note 
under section 1X3 of Title XS, Judiciary 
•ad Judicial Procedure].

1-102. Notwithstanding the provisions 
•f any other Executive order, the fane* 
Uons of the President under the Federal 
Advisory Committee Act which are ap-

Blicable to the committee* listed In Bee-
Ion 1-101 of this Order, except that 

af reporting annually to Congress, ahall 
he performed by the head of the depart
ment or agency designated after each 
committee, u accordance with guidelines 
and procedures established by the Ad
ministrator at General Berrtaa.

1-103. The following Executive order*, 
that eatabllahed committee# which have 
terminated or whoee work la completed, an revoked:

• IS
(a) Executive Order No. XUB af Bap*

•ember X2, 3989. establishing a Coiiatruc- 
Oon Industry Collective Bargaining O»- million. ’

<b) Executive Order No. UMB cd drrfl
S, 1973, establlahlng the Collective ■ar- 
gulnlng Committee In Construction.

<c) Executive Order No. 11SM af Jane
A 1970, establishing the National CanneU 
an Organized Crime. ____

(d) Executive Order No. 11*71, aa
* amended, eatabliahlng the Committee aa

Selection of the Director af the PaAwal 
ureau of Investigation.
<e) Executive Order No, JUTS af Feb

ruary 17, 1977, establishing the Freal- 
dent’s Commission on Mental Health.

(f| Executive Order No. 11998 of June 
T7, 1977, establishing the P reside® fa 
Commission on Military Gompenaatioa.

1-104. ExaenUve Order No. 11946 la 
nueraeded.

1-106. Thia order ahlH he 
Ci, MTS. -

Frwere and <___
Praapecttva effect

Federal Advisory Committee Act 
Intended to have both Immediate tffect 
through thia section providing for termi
nation of advisory committees and pro
spective effect through section* 6, < and 7 
providing procedures which contemplate 
studied decision on whether particular 
advisory committee Is necessary. Carpen- 
to v. Morton, D.CNcvjpT&, 04 F-Bnpp. 
NL
A Mr medics available ,

Cong rasa in enacting Federal Advisory 
(hmnuttee Act was eonaarnad about pro

| IB. Effective date 
Ezeept an provided in eection 7(b). this Aet shall become effective 

the expiration of ninety days follovl&s October f, 1>72.

liferation af advisory committee! 
had1 outlived their aaefulnass; to 
attnation, Congress ehose to terminate all 
advisor? committees. Carpenter ▼. 
ton. D.C.Ncv J97fl. <24 F-Bnpp. «A 
A Fawwa and dattea 

Congress centemplatad that 
Advisory Committee Act would affect ex
isting substantive law and that If It was 
later decided advisory committees vui 
accessary, Congress would enact ftaglila- 
Mon to recharter them; Secretary af In
terior had no obligation or authority to 
sacharter advisory boards of which plain
tiffs were members. Carpenter a. Mar
ten. D.CLNev.1974. <24 F-Bupp-«A 

I

A
 <
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§ 208. Acts affecting a personal financial Interest
(a) Except as permitted by Bubsection (b) hereof, whoever, being 

an officer or employee of the executive branch of the United States 
Government, of any independent agency of the United States, or of 
the District of Columbia, including a special Government employee, 
participates personally and substantially as a Government officer or 
employee, through decision, approval, disapproval, recommendation, 
the rendering of advice, investigation, or otherwise, in a judicial or 
other proceeding, application, request for a ruling or other determi*

nation, contract, claim, controversy, charge, accusation, arrest, or 
pn-rtinnlar matter in which, to hiB knowledge, he, his spouse, 

minor child, partner, organization in which he is serving as officer, 
director, trustee, partner or employee, or any person or organization 
with whom bp is Tip-gfttifttfng or haB any arrangement concerning
prospective employment, has a financial interest—

Shall be fined not more than $10,000, or imprisoned not more than 
two years, or both.

(b) Subsection (a) hereof shall not apply (1) if the officer or 
employee first advises the Government official responsible for ap* 
pointment to his position of the nature and circumstances of the ju
dicial or other proceeding, application, request for a ruling or other 
determination, contract, claim, controversy, charge, accusation, ar
rest, or other particular matter and makes full disclosure of the fi

nancial interest and receives in advance a written determination 
made by such official that the interest is "not so substantial as to be 
deemed likely to affect the integrity of the services which the Gov
ernment may expect from such officer or employee, or (2) if, by 
general rule or regulation published in the Federal Register, the fi
nancial interest has been exempted from the requirements of clause 
(1) hereof as being too remote or too inconsequential to affect the
integrity of Government officers' or employees' services.
Added Pub.L. 87-849, § 1(a), Oct 23,1962,76 Stat 1124.

Historical Vote
Prior Provisions. Provisions similar to 

those comprising this section wen con
tained In former section *34 of this title 
prior to the repeal of such section and 
the general amendment of thia chapter 
by Pub.Lt. 67-849.

Codlfiestlsn. A prior section 208, Act 
Jane 25, 3948, e. 845, 82 Stat. 893. which 
related to the acceptance of solicitation 
of a bribe by a Judicial officer, waa 
eliminated In the general amendment sf 
thia chapter by PubX. 87-849 and to 
substantially covered by revised section 
201.

Effective Data Section effective 90 
days after Oct. S3, 1902, see section <

of PubJJ. 87-849, set nt ai a Mto 
under section 201 of this title.

Delegation sf Authority. Authority W 
the President under subsoc. (b) «f thb 
section delegated to department er agasey 
heads, see Part V of Xz.OrdJ7oJ323X 
May 8, 3985, 50 PA. 8489, set sat as • 
note under section 201 of this tttla

Canal Eoaa Applicability of Mettas to 
Canal Zone, see section 14 of this tttta

Xegtalattve Hlatary. Par fcglstotts* 
history and purpose of Pub.lt. 87-849. MS 
1962 tL&Code Cong, and AdmAsuu »■ 
S8S2.

Cross BofaroMM
DeQnttlona, see section 202 of this tttla ____
Department of Health, Education and Welfare, applicability of this sectloa to Mssi 

personnel assigned to, sea section 246 of Title 42, Th* Public Health tad ww*
tore.

Mall contract!, conflict of Interest, see section 440 of this tttla __
Memorandum of Attorney General regarding conflict of Interest provtoleaa MS *■*

under section 201 of thia title.
Office of Education, applicability of this section to Btato personnel assigns! ta ■> 

section 057 of WU* 20, Education.
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